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MEGAPHONE 2018 ANNUAL

Dear Menominee Family,
It is hard to believe that Menominee’s 91st summer has come to an end. It only feels like
yesterday when the campers raced off the Lamers buses and through the man-made tunnel of
counselors. Camp has been full of energy from start to finish and it has been an absolute pleasure
documenting this incredible summer, and being a part of so many fantastic moments and memories.
King of the Camp, Twi-Light League, Sun and Wind, British and American, Big Ten, MCAA League
Championships, Green and White, The Way ceremony and our win over Kawaga, completing a
famous ‘3 PEAT’, are just some of the highlights of the summer.
With so much going on around Camp on a daily basis, there was always something to
document and write about. In this 2018 Megaphone Annual, I have tried my best to capture some
of the most amazing moments from the summer, meaning you, the readers, can look back and relive
the summer of 2018.
I would like to thank everyone who have helped create the Megaphone this summer. From
writing articles to editing, interviewing to participating in Riddle of the Day, your input has helped
create this Megaphone, your Megaphone.
The summer of 2018 may be over, but I hope you are able to look back and read through this
Megaphone, and it makes you feel like you are back at Camp Menominee.
Many thanks,
Daniel Waite
Your 2018 Megaphone Editor
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THE ARRIVAL EDITION

TUESDAY JUNE 19, 2018

Ready. Set. Camp By Editor
Hello and welcome to everyone who is here at Camp Menominee for another summer of fun, sun, learning and
development. This is our 91st year and we are ready to get started and make this summer the best one yet. The
beautiful Northwoods of Wisconsin have, as usual, delivered such a beautiful setting for us so when you can, sit back
and take it all in. We hope that every one of you are just as excited as we are and are ready to make memories that
will last forever. JASON is back for his 16th summer in total and 4th as Camp owner. JASON will be joined by both
THOMAS C ADLER and PAMELA ADLER, who impressively have over 60 years of camp experience between them. JEFF
TOOMBS is back as Assistant Director, JOSH INGRAM as Head Counselor and JEREMY KOHLENBRENER is once again
with us as Waterfront Director.

Arrival By Editor
On Monday, the buses arrived a little ahead of schedule to a very excited
and buoyant staff. The campers were met at the door of the bus with a
tunnel that led towards Wasserman Hall. When in Wasserman Hall, all
staff and campers were cheering and high-fiving as they were assigned
into their cabins and had their photo taken. Just off the bus, 3rd year
camper RYAN WEIL said he was “super excited for Camp” and 4th year
camper AARON PELTS said he was “ecstatic”. 1st year camper, HUDSON
DEUTSCH said he “loved the celebration of everyone arriving at camp”
whilst his step-brother FIN DORAN said he “could tell the summer ahead
was going to be fun.” After introductions were completed, the campers
returned to their cabin where they could finish unpacking, before having
health checks, writing mail and signing up for Big 10 activities.

Full of smiles for the start of Camp.

Dinner By Editor

Jake very happy with his cake.

After a long day of travelling, what better way to fill our stomachs and get
to know each other a little better by having our first dinner of the summer
together. Our amazing chefs MIKE TAYLOR and MERCEDES CLARK cooked
some amazing burgers and hot dogs with fries. ZACH FORMAN could not
wait to go for seconds as he shouted, “I love it.” For deserts, a beautiful
Vanilla cake was enjoyed by all campers and counselors. Some may have
liked it a little more than others as there were “double dipper” chants for
both JONAH GAGERMAN and PEYTON PICUS. Once all tables had been
waited and ragged, we all gathered around to sing Happy Birthday to JAKE
FELDMAN and present him with his birthday cake. During the Happy
Birthday song, PATRICK MCCORMICK showed off his dance moves and
produced the splits to wow everyone around. What a perfect way to end
our first Camp dinner.

Capture the Flag By Editor
As is tradition at Camp Menominee, our evening activity on the first night of Camp was Capture the Flag. The cabins
were divided into ‘Team Erica’ or ‘Team Claire’, named after our videographer and photographer. Team Erica were to
wear green or dark coloured tops and Team Claire were to wear white tops. Both teams began with the same strategy;
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have one counselor and two campers as their flag guards.
Team Erica’s flag guards were ASHER DIAMOND and JACK
BERGER, while Team Claire’s were MATTHEW HARFIELD and
MAX MASON. Team Claire started the strongest, as they
rushed together as a team and quickly got the flag back to their
base. Team Claire led 2-0 and Team Erica knew they had to
change their strategy. Team Erica huddled together and
decided that they would halt the rush on the left side from
Team Claire, whilst rushing themselves on the right side. This
worked and after some brilliant running from TYLER FIELD,
Team Erica tied the scores at 2-2. The game was tense going
into the 5th and final game and both teams huddled together
to discuss tactics. RYAN MARTIN produced some brilliant
Capture the Flag showdown.
twists and turns to evade capture and charge towards the flag
for Team Claire. This was unfortunately not enough as Team Erica completed their turnaround with the winning point
being gained by counselor, JOSH BROOKSBY. Both teams demonstrated amazing sportsmanship by chanting
congratulations towards each other and giving high fives and fist bumps. Team Erica win 3-2.

Camp Fire By Editor
Our late-night activity was an all camp Camp Fire held down
at the waterfront. Thank you to CJ ASHLEY for helping
create the fire, which the counselors and campers
surrounded. THOMAS C ADLER and MIKE TAYLOR kicked us
off by playing, “Keep on the Sunny Side of Life”, on their
guitars. Everyone joined in with the song whilst BEN
KAPLAN, JAKE HOODACK and JACK WALTERS, kept
everyone laughing and smiling as they told a joke in
between each chorus. JACKSON WUSTNER, JOSH
BROOKSBY and SHANE O’RIORDAN were next to sing a
song and wowed everyone with a fantastic rendition of
Justin Bieber’s ‘Love Yourself’. During the song, many
Time to settle around the Camp Fire.
campers began joining in and even dancing along.
Counselors JOE VICKERS, JAKE JONES and JAKE CZUPEK gave a speech about why they love camp and what camp
means to them. This was a fantastic moment for many of our first-year campers and counselors to understand what it
is that makes Camp so special. JASON finished the Camp Fire with a speech and summed up the Camp Fire perfectly
by saying it was a “perfect evening in the Northwoods”. Once JASON had finished, we ended the night with TAPS and
headed back to our cabins. This marked the end of an amazing
Meet the Editor By Editor
first day of Camp, with many more to come.
I would like to take this opportunity to introduce
myself. My name is DANIEL WAITE and you will
quickly realise from my accent that I am from
across the pond, in England. I am 25 years old and
this is the first time I have been to the USA.
Experiencing the Camp lifestyle and the American
way has always been something I wanted to do, so
I am very excited to be here with you all at Camp
Menominee. I currently work full time as an I.T.
Business Analyst for Ford Credit Europe after
finishing University 2 years ago with a Digital and
Computer Forensics degree. You’ll find me walking
around camp, seeking out the latest stories and
every so often, out on the Soccer field. I am
confident that together we will produce an
amazing Megaphone, full of lasting memories.
Tom and Mike begin the Camp Fire with a song.
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THE TWI-LIGHT LEAGUE EDITION

WEDNESDAY JUNE 20, 2018

Stay Healthy this Summer By Nurse Jen and Jacob Shefchik
We are so excited to be here at Camp Menominee for the first time!
Whether you are here for the first time, or have been here for 10+ years, we
want you to have a fun and safe summer. Here are some reminders to all of
you to help you stay healthy and happy over the summer. Firstly, try to
prevent the spread of colds and germs. You can do this by washing your
hands for 20 seconds with soap and water and when coughing and sneezing,
use a tissue or your elbow, not your hands. Secondly, you must keep
hydrated to remain healthy. When you are running around in the heat, or
even when it is not so hot, your body needs extra fluids. Please bring your
water bottle with you to all activities and use it. Drink a lot of water! Thirdly,
Jake and Nurse Jen
bug spray. Spray yourself or your clothes with your bug spray. Fourthly,
apply sunscreen. Sunscreen should be applied several times a day. We do not want to see anyone miserable from a
sunburn that could have easily been prevented. Lastly, we will be dispending medications during meals and canteen.
If you need anything during other times, please find one of us and we will fix you up and get you back out to your
activities as soon as we can. Let’s all have a SAFE and HEALTHY summer! Nurse Jen and Jake.

Big 10 Activities By Jonah Gagerman and Benji Soren
Big 10 Junior Basketball was notably impressive due to the hard work of CARTER
KLEIN, JOSH NAMORDI and the rest of the juniors out at the Mike Dunleavy Jr
courts. The juniors went through warmups and then drills such as 3-man weave,
2 line layups and a 1 vs 1 drill. ISAIAH COLLIER was seen splashing 3’s and
showing off his impressive ball handling, whilst COOPER BORNSTEIN shut down
his opponenets when he was on defense. Overall, it was a great practice and
everyone played very well.

Congratulations By Editor
At Camp Menominee, we like to recognize our
campers for some of the amazing things they
do. Yesterday at lunch, RYAN WILLIAMS gave
his congratulations to RYAN MARTIN for
completing his first lap of the lake in waterskiing whilst EVAN KOTTER praised ISAIAH
GOLDSMITH for catching his first fish. Lastly,
congratulations to MAX AGINS for
successfully sailing out to the middle of the
lake, turning around and coming back to
shore. When speaking to Max, he said before
he went out he thought “this is going to go
very wrong” but once he had returned he said
“I am really happy it went well because I
promised my dad I would try learn to sail at
Camp.” Well done to all our campers on their
achievements.

On the first day of Big 10
activities, the intermediates
played softball out at BBSD
Ready to receive the Basketball.
and Diamond 2. The
campers practiced base running, fielding and a little bit of hitting.
Whilst practicing fielding, CONNOR HIRSCHTRITT impressed with
the bat and hit a
home
run
while
HENRY MILLER and
AARON PELTS made
several great plays in
the field. All of the
guys showed a lot of
intensity and energy,
foreshadowing
a
great
year
of
intermedate softball
at CM.
Explaining the art of base running.
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Twi-Light League Begins By Ethan Weiss
‘Twas a beautiful evening with clear skies at the friendly
confines…a perfect night to begin Twi-Light League 2018! In typical
JEFF TOOMBS form, a musical broke out in the mess hall
accompanied by a strange flash mob of counselors dancing. To
everyone’s surprise, this was the beginning of TLL. After the teams
were announced and scoresheets were grabbed from the office,
“Centerfield” blared over the P.A. system and everybody hit the
fields for game number one. In a Big Cat-esque performance,
ETHAN WEISS sang the national anthem on the BBSD to begin the
season. We saw great power hitting from TODD LAZARUS and
spectacular plays in the field from JAKE HOODACK and DYLAN
Hats off for the National Anthem at BBSD.
SCHWARTZ. Out on Diamond 4, we saw an incredible display of
softball skill from TYLER FIELD, while MARLIN STEWART smoked a ball to deep left field for a homerun in his first
career Twi-Light League at bat. Out on Al Lewis, JACOB SCHNEIDER and BRADY WEISS were battling it out on the
mound. Overall, it was another spectacular start to what appears to be another great session of Twi-Light League.

Song and Cheer Night By Editor
The CM spirit was alive + well in Wasserman Hall this evening. Our
Waterfront Director, JEREMY and the Senior Cabin had other plans
however and led us into Wasserman Hall for the Song and Cheer
Night. This was a perfect opportunity for our new counselors and
campers to learn some of the Camp songs, “Menominee,
Menominee”, “Bright as a Sunburst” and “Alvevo.” Despite not
knowing many of the words, our new campers and counselors all
showed their Camp Menominee spirit by singing along, stamping
their feet and jumping up and down. Shout out to Senior Cabin:
TYLER LONGNECKER, CARTER CAMPBELL, MAXWELL MASON,
ISAAC MILLER, ZACH
AKIN
and
special
mention
to
KASE
RATZLAFF for leading
“Down by the River”,
JACK BEHAR for “Fire
Up”, SAM MYERTHALL
for “Boom Chika Boom”
and DANIEL MALIS for
wowing
everybody
with his CM spirit in
“SCADOO.”
Senior Cabin huddle before the start.

Everybody ready for Song and Cheer Night.

Canteen By Editor
Yesterday, after showers, all campers
gathered on the benches around canteen.
JASON and JOSH began a little role play of
getting a drink from the vending machine.
JASON then asked where he could get some
juice before JOSH GOODMAN (Juice)
popped out and shouted “It’s the start of
Canteen 2018” to a round of applause and
cheering. The campers then lined up, by
their canteen number for either a soda or
candy. Lucky Canteen Number 54.

Picture Day By David Fisher and Xander Schiller
Picture Day started with a morning of cabin clean-up, which
Cabin 12 won. During clean-up, cabins were asked to come
outside for their picture, showing their biggest smile. After
finishing cabin pictures we were able to do general. XANDER
SCHILLER, DAVID FISHER, SAM GOODMAN and MAX BEERMAN
decided to get together and play with JACK KAPLAN because
Jack’s back was hurting. Once general had finished we went
down to do our swim test and then called to the lodge for our
individual pictures. Picture day was very exciting and we enjoyed
being able to take pictures with our cabins.

BRAYDEN SUBRIN waiting for his canteen.
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THE KING OF THE CAMP EDITION

THURSDAY JUNE 21, 2018

King of the Camp By Editor
Following its successful introduction last year, King of the Camp is back. Reigning
champions Rhinelander Phoenix will be looking to defend their title while the St.
Germain Dragons, Eagle River Knights and Oneida County Thunderbirds are all
seeking revenge. After rest period, everybody gathered into Wass Hall for the
opening ceremony. It began with commissioner MARC GOODMAN explaining
King of the Camp to our newer counselors and campers before inviting GM’s of
each team up to the stage to read their teams. Each team is split into the ’13
and over’ and ’12 and under’ categories. Each category has a captain and each
team had gained some of the new campers. With the ‘13 and over’ category;
The Phoenix gained JACOB WERNICK, BEN KITE and BECKETT NELSON. The
Knights gained QUINN KLENOW, EVAN PRITSKER, GABE UNZEK and CARTER
CAMPBELL. The Dragons gained AIDEN SOLOMON, JUSTIN CRASKO, MAXWELL
MASON and ALEX STELZER. Finally, the Thunderbirds gained ERIC GOODMAN,
LUKE LESHIN and AUGGIE FLICK.

Jake showing off the KOC trophy.

With the 12 and under category; The Phoenix have gained HARRISON SERLIN,
RAYMOND DONG, OWEN MCCORMICK, CHASE ENGEL, JACK MYERTHALL,
THATCHER SCHILLER, BRAYDEN SUBRIN, MAX AGINS, JACKSON MERCHANT,
COOPER BORTEIN, BENJAMIN FLICK, JACK GREENFIELD and NOAH UNZEK. The
Knights gained ASHER DIAMOND, EMILIANO VAZQUEZ, ETHAN MANN, ISIAH
GOLDSMITH, AIDEN PATRUNO, MARLON STEWART, ZACHARY SOSNOW and
AIDEN ZANOWSKI. The Dragons gained LEXX MALKIN, KHAIRI BROWN, JOHN
WALTERS, MATTHEW HARFIELD, LUKE MASON, BEN LAZARUS, DRAEDYN
SANFORD, JON WOOL, FIN DORAN and ZACHARY FORMAN. Finally, the Climb to KOC success.
Thunderbirds gained BODI JOHNSON, JACK BERGER, PATRICK MCCORMICK,
CHARLES SANFORD, TYLER FIELD, SAM ROSEN, ISAIAH COLLIER, DONALD WINDLE, JACO BROWN and SPENCER
AUSLANDER. Once teams had been announced, it was time for a team huddle before the first round of games.

Get to know the real King of the Camp
By Jack Forman and Xander Schiller
JONAH BROWN, aged nineteen, is enjoying his first year here at the friendly
confines. Jonah was born and raised in St. Louis, Missouri and brings a new type of
personality to Camp. The first-year counselor has fit in very well with his Cabin and
has even dubbed himself “King Jonah.” Jonah enjoys playing both basketball and
football with his campers, but his favourite is football. While playing basketball
with JACK KAPLAN, MILES RACENSTEIN and RYDER SPECTOR, Jonah loves listening
to the well-known singer, Adele. ‘King’ Jonah has admitted that Adele is his guilty
pleasure and especially loves singing along to her songs in the shower. At Camp,
Jonah’s favorite meal is a large bowl of Lucky Charms and a glass of grape juice.
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Soccer Celebration Night (World Cup Edition) By Josh Ingram
Every year, one of camps favorite skit nights is Soccer Celebration Night. This one was going to be extra special
however, because each cabin was given a World Cup team. The skit needed to celebrate cultural identity as well as a
goal and would be judged on taste, humour, creativity, participation and originality. The Junior age division was
dominated by Cabin 4’s attempt at celebrating a Poland goal. DRAKE ELMAN painted his face with the Polish flag and
did some great breakdancing moves. Well done to the rest of Cabin 4; COOPER BORSTEIN, CHARLIE SANFORD,
MARLON STEWART and BRAYDEN SUBRIN. The intermediate age division was won by Cabin 8’s attempt at celebrating
an England goal by re-enacting the Royal Wedding.
Your Counselors By Editor
This featured a beautiful dress that Meghan Markle
would have been proud of. Well done to Cabin 8;
We have a fantastic team of counselors this year at
SPENCER AUSLANDER, CHARLIER EISENBERG, AARON
Menominee and it is through their hard work and
PELTS, RYAN WEIL, JACK BERGER, ASHER DIAMOND
determination that Camp is looking as beautiful as it does.
and THATCHER SCHILLER. Finally, the Senior age
Whether it is their first year or tenth year, they all have
division was won by Cabin 19. Although it was not a
the same energy and determination to help you have an
‘celebration’, it did tell us some interesting facts about amazing summer. Here is a list of the counselor team:
Columbia. Well done Cabin 19; RYDER SPECTOR, SAM
First Name
Last Name
Years at Camp
GOODMAN, MAX BEERMAN, DYLAN SCHWARTZ,
Christopher
Ashley
1
JACK FORMAN, XANDER SCHILLER, BEN KAPLAN, JACK
Adam
Baltz
1
KAPLAN, JUSTIN CRASKO, EVAN PRTISKER, JORDAN
Joshua
Brooksby
1
GENTNER, DAVID FISHER, MILES RACENSTEIN and ARI
Jonah
Brown
1
GOLDBERG. An honourable mention to the CIT’s in
Jake
Czupek
10
Cabin 13, with LOGAN ROSENGARD beautifully
Coltan
Gage
1
demonstrating Brazilian Salsa dancing.
Jonah
Gagerman
8
Joseph
Garrett-Gallagher
1
Cabin 8
Jake
Goodman
9
recreate the
Josh
Goodman
9
Royal
Marc
Goodman
3
Wedding and
Jake
Herman
6
win the
Niall
Ingram
1
Intermediate
Jake
Jones
1
age division.
Evan
Kotter
1
Matthew
Lazarus
5
Steven
Lutz
1
Sam
Maetzold
3
Sam
Miller
7
Dwayne
O' De Freitas
3
Lucky Canteen Number By Editor
Shane
O'Riordan
1
Throughout the Megaphone issues, there will be a
Raymond
Outram
2
lucky canteen number, which gives that person
John
Payne
1
whose canteen it is another free canteen. Simply
Adam
Phelps
1
read the Megaphone, see if you are a winner and
Charles
Price
1
show the paper to the canteen staff to claim your
Brandon
Ptasznik
10
reward. Have you checked previous editions to see
Cristian
Ravar Ladislau
1
if you have already won? Happy hunting.
Dean
Rogers
1
Benjie
Soren
8
Joseph
Vickers
1
Water-Skiing Successes By Editor
Daniel
Waite
1
Yesterday at lunch, JOE VICKERS gave his
Brett
Weiss
10
congratulations to ETHAN MANN and EMILIANO
Ethan
Weiss
9
VAZQUEZ for completing their first lap of the lake
Isaac
Weiss
8
in water-skiing. Emiliano said it “felt awesome” to
Gerard
Whelton
1
be recognised while Ethan said he was “very
Ryan
Williams
1
excited” and it was “good to do something I used to
Jackson
Wustner
1
be scared of.”
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King of the Camp Teams By Editor
St. Germain Dragons

Eagle River Knights

13 and Over:

13 and Over:

SC Captain: Daniel Malis
CIT Assistant GM: Robbie Yastrow
Jake Hoodack
Charlie Ratterman
Trey De Lio
Sam Myerthall
Mason Aronauer
Jason Plotkin
Cole Sorosky
Ryan Firmin
Tyler Longnecker
Aiden Solomon
Justin Crasko
Maxwell Mason
Alex Stelzer

SC Captain: Jack Behar
CIT Assistant GM: Todd Lazarus
Kaden Liska
Cade Colby
Jordan Gentner
Ari Goldberg
Dylan Schwartz
David Fisher
Adam Masselo
Henry Chabot
Quinn Klenow
Evan Pritsker
Gabe Unzek
Carter Campbell

12 and Under:
12 and Under:
Captain: Payton Picus
Lexx Malkin
Khairi Brown
John Walters
Matthew Harfield
Luke Mason
Ben Lazarus
Draedyn Sanford
Jon Wool
Fin Doran
Zachary Forman
Finn Feldman
Jonah Feldman
Connor Hirschtritt
Jake Feldman
Cole Adam
Ryan Weil

Captain: Daniel Shamah
Aaron Pelts
Cooper Spector
Brady Kay
Jacob Maskin
Nate Beermann
Harrison Steriner
Josh Namordi
Carter Klein
Asher Diamond
Emiliano Vazquez
Ethan Mann
Isiah Goldsmith
Aiden Patruno
Marlon Stewart
Zachary Sosnow
Aiden Zanowski

Counselors:
Counselors:
GM: Ethan Weiss
GM: Ray Outram
Brett Weiss
Josh Goodman
Jake Czupek
Adam Baltz
Jackson Wustner
Steven Lutz
John Payne
Adam Phelps

Administration:
Pam Adler

GM: Sam Miller
GM: Matt Lazarus
Jonah Gagerman
Josh Brooksby
Niall Ingram
Cristian Ladislau
Chef Mike Taylor
CJ Ashley
Evan Kotter

Administration:
Max Weingart
Jeff Toombs
Daisy Steiner
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Rhinelander Phoenix:

Oneida County Thunderbirds:

13 and Over:

13 and Over:

SC Captain: Kase Ratzlaff
CIT Assistant GM: Logan Rosengard
Andrew Marks
Jeremy Bach
Isaac Miller
Miles Racenstein
Jack Forman
Max Beerman
Ryder Spector
Sam Goodman
Jack Kaplan
Joey Finfer
Jacob Wernick
Ben Kite
Beckett Nelson

SC Captain: Zach Akin
CIT Assistant GM: Ben Zelken
James Poplowski
Jake Reinhart
Jonah Friedman
Henry Levin
Sam Marks
Xander Schiller
Ben Kaplan
Charles Lachman
Mickey Racenstein
Joey Hoffman
Eric Goodman
Luke Leshin
Auggie Flick

12 and Under:

12 and Under:

Captain: Miles Provus
Hudson Deutsch
Henry Miller
Jacob Schneider
Eli Friedman
Harrison Serlin
Raymond Dong
Owen McCormick
Chase Engel
Jack Myerthall
Thatcher Schiller
Brayden Subrin
Max Agins
Jackson Merchant
Cooper Borstein
Benjamin Flick
Jack Greenfield
Noah Unzek

Captain: Ryan Martin
Bodi Johnson
Jack Berger
Patrick McCormick
Charles Sanford
Tyler Field
Sam Rosen
Isaiah Collier
Donald Windle
Jacob Brown
Spencer Auslander
Jesse Kaplan
Charlie Eisenberg
Brady Weiss
Drake Elman
Jaden Donsky
Eli Feldman

Counselors:
Counselors:
GM: Benjie Soren
GM: Jake Jones
Joey Matgous
Sam Maetzold
Shane O’Riordan
Joe Vickers
Dwayne O’ De Freitas
Dean Rodgers
Coltan Gage
Mercedes Clark

Administration:
Jason Feldgraber

GM: Isaac Weiss
GM: Jake Herman
Jake Goodman
Jonah Brown
Charlie Price
Ryan Williams
Dan Waite
Gerard Welton
Joe Garrett-Gallagher

Administration:
Jeremy Koehlenbrener
Tom Adler
Josh Ingram
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THE WHAT MADE YOUR DAY EDITION

FRIDAY JUNE 22, 2018

What Made Your Day? By CJ Ashley
Before taps, all counselors and campers gathered in Wasserman Hall
to spend some time reflecting on another amazing day at the friendly
confines. JASON kicked us off and discussed how what made his day
was when PATRICK MCCORMICK made his birthday speech at lunch.
Several different ‘what made your day’ followed as numerous
counselors and campers took to the stage. NATE BEERMANN’s day
was made by successfully completing a tennis match with fellow
camper, ETHAN MANN. JOEY HOFFMAN’s highlight of the day came
during the last two minutes of a competitive basketball game in the
’12 and under’ category in ‘King of the Camp’. Finally, the most
humorous moment came when counselor JONAH BROWN took to the Everybody laughing together in Wass Hall.
stage. What made his day was taking multiple hard losses in
basketball to his Cabin during general. JONAH demonstrated his amazing attitude and took this in his stride and was
able to have another great day along with the rest of Green Nation.

King of the Camp 12 and Under Newcomb By Jake Herman
The sun was peeking through the clouds on a picturesque Thursday at Camp Menominee. On the sand volleyball
courts, the Thunderbirds took on the Dragons in Block 2 of King of the Camp. As the match began, the Dragons surged
out into the lead thanks to their sturdy back line of COLE ADAM and MAXWELL MASON. However, as game one was
threatening to get away from the Thunderbirds, they responded with a huge comeback to force a tie breaker. JACK
BERGER and his spiking ability made the difference as the T’birds took the first set. In set two, DRAKE ELMAN and
CHARLIER EISENBERG helped the Thunderbirds continue their momentum and take an early lead. However, RYAN
WEIL and KHAIRI BROWN led the Dragons to fight back to once again leave us deadlocked in a tie. The game winning
moment was produced by CHARLIE SANFORD as he made a
The New Jordan Spieth By Editor
great diving catch, taking a face full of sand in the process.
This propelled the Thunderbirds to a 2-0 victory. Great game JACOB BROWN has taken to golf like a duck to
everyone, including coaches ISAAC WEISS and ADAM BALTZ.
water. At lunch, TOMAS C ADLER stepped up to the
P.A to inform all campers and counselors of
JACOB’s achievements. It was the first time JACOB
Birthday Speech By Editor
had ever hit a golf ball and he was hooked from
Yesterday, our youngest camper PATRICK MCCORMICK
that first swing. JACOB improved throughout his
turned 7. Testament to PATRICK’s attitude as he did not
lesson and by the end, had successfully won a
want to make this all about
chipping contest against Tom. JACOB has already
himself. Instead, PATRICK
said that he will be back for more lessons with TOM
confidently stepped into
and will be asking
the middle of the Mess
his parents for
Hall to thank all his
golf lessons after
friends, counselors and
Camp.
staff for making his day
special and tell everyone
JACOB smiles as
how happy he was to
TOM lists
celebrate his birthday at
JACOB’s golfing
such an amazing place.
Time for a birthday speech.
achievements.
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World Cup Scavenger Hunt By Editor
World Cup fever is high in Camp at the moment, so Program Manager ETHAN
WEISS and Head Counselor JOSH INGRAM decided to create a World Cup
edition of the CM favourite ‘Scavenger Hunt’. ETHAN and JOSH hid 20
different country’s flags around camp for each cabin to try find. To find each
flag, teams were given a sheet of paper with clues to their location and each
flag would be worth different points depending on their distance from Wass
Hall. RAY DONG was able to unriddle several clues to help his cabin race
towards the flags. JACKSON MERCHANT worked extremely well with his
cabin to ensure they stayed together as a team and did not lose any points
for splitting up. There were several different tactics on show throughout the
Teamwork is the key to success.
scavenger hunt. Cabin 3’s ZACHARY FORMAN began working through the
riddles in order whereas Cabin 10 decided to go for the flags that were furthest away from Wass Hall. This tactic proved
to be the decisive act as once all points were tallied, Cabin 10 won by a single point. Well done Cabin 10; ANDREW
MARKS, BEN KITE, JAKE FELDMAN, ERIC GOODMAN, JEREMY BACH, MICKY RACENSTEIN and BECKETT NELSON. 1st –
Cabin 10 with 21 points. 2nd – Cabin 15 with 20 points. 3rd – Cabin 6 and Cabin 18 with 13 points.

Big 10 Tennis By Coltan Gage
Yesterday marked the end of a very successful Big 10 Tennis practice. AIDEN
PATRUNO and EMILIANO VAZQUEZ showed off some of their amazing volleying
skills, DASH WINDLE
st
NBA Draft Recap (1 Round) By Editor
and AARON PELTS
demonstrated their
Draft Pick Name
Team
agility and XANDER
1
Deandre Ayton
Suns
SCHILLER, BRADY
2
Marvin Bagley III
Kings
WEISS, BRADY KAY
3
Luke Doncic
Hawks
and BEN LAZARUS Celebrating a perfect shot.
4
Jaren Jackson Jr.
Grizzlies
had perfect control
5
Trae Young
Mavericks
skills. Shout out to CONNOR HIRSCHTRITT for winning a
6
Mohamed Bamba
Magic
free canteen for hitting a cone on the other side of the
7
Wendell Carter Jr.
Bulls
court. CONNOR hit it so hard it almost went over the
8
Collin Sexton
Cavs
fence into the courts behind. Thank you to all campers
9
Kevin Knox
Knicks
for having a positive attitude towards Tennis and a
10
Mikal Bridges
76ers
willingness to learn. LUCKY CANTEEN 143.
11
Shai Gilgeous-Alexander Hornets
12
Miles Bridges
Clippers
Success By Editor
13
Jerome Robinson
Clippers
Completing your first lap around the lake in water14
Michael Porter Jr.
Nuggets
skiing is a monumental achievement. It takes skill,
15
Troy Bron
Wizards
determination, the right attitude and spirit to keep
16
Zhaire Smith
Suns
getting back up to try again. Yesterday PAMELA ADER
17
Donte Di’Vincenzo
Bucks
congratulated CHARLIE SANFORD on completing his
18
Lonnie Walker IV
Spurs
first lap to a round of applause by all counselors and
19
Kevin Huerter
Hawks
20
Josh Okogie
Timberwolves campers. Well done CHARLIE.
21
Grayson Allen
Jazz
22
Chandler Hutchison
Bulls
23
Aaron Holiday
Pacers
PAM and
24
Anfernee Simons
Trail Blazers
CHARLIE
25
Moritz Wagner
Lakers
smiling
26
Landry Shamet
76ers
with his
27
Robert Williams III
Celtics
award.
28
Jacob Evans
Warriors
29
Dzanan Musa
Nets
30
Omari Spellman
Hawks
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THE BIG BROTHER LITTLE BROTHER EDITION

SATURDAY JUNE 23, 2018

Big Brother Little Brother Fortnite By Xander Schiller and Adam Phelps
The sun was shining on a beautiful evening at Camp Menominee as we got ready to play our first Big Brother / Little
Brother event of the summer. Fortnite is a very popular online game which many of our campers love to play.
Therefore, Program Manager ETHAN WEISS and counselor JAKE HERMAN created “Menominee Fortnite,” a real-life
adaptation of the popular game which they knew our campers would enjoy. Campers paired into groups of two or
three (these were their ‘brothers’) and were to attempt to eliminate other teams by squirting them with squirt bottles.
As the game began, the teams had the opportunity to have one minute of looting. MAX BEERMANN made a quick
start and looted a number of squirt bottles. Meanwhile, JORDAN GETNER and ZACH FORMAN both gained squirt
bottles and were ready to begin the Battle Royale. As the game began, CADE COLBY was stocking up on loot at ‘The
Way’ before XANDER SCHILLER came up behind him and eliminated him. Throughout the game, counselors created a
moving “storm” which, if caught inside, would put a camper at risk of elimination. As the game entered its closing
stages, JACK FORMAN was eliminated despite producing some amazing swiftness and adept water gun shooting skills.
JACOB SCHNEIDER and AUGGIE FLICK were the winners with JACOB acknowledging that their successful strategy was
“camping and riding the storm.” Commiserations to PAYTON PICUS who came in a close runner-up. Well done to all
Menominee Fortnite teams for such an awesome game.

Horse Racing Night By Josh Namordi and Adam Phelps
After canteen, the Senior Cabin ended a perfect day in the Northwoods
by hosting the CM favorite, Horse Racing night. The Senior Cabin were
to be the “horses” while our youngest campers (Cabins 3 and 4) dressed
in their craziest outfits and become the “jockeys.” DRAKE ELMAN, FIN
DORAN, BRAYDEN SUBRIN, HUDSON DEUSTCH, COOPER BORSTEIN
and CHARLIE SANFORD impressed as jockeys and were all competing
for the win within their race. ZACH wore his chicken hat and an XXL shirt
he borrowed from one of the counselors, BRAYDEN wore an octopus
hat, COOPER wore a dragon onesie and many of the other jockeys wore
Horses and Jockeys at the start line.
shorts and pants on their head. All other cabins were to send a
representative from their cabin to ‘bet’ on the winning horse in each round. The winning cabin would be the cabin
who finished with most money at the end of all rounds. Each cabin began
with $600 and thanks to a brilliant idea by JONAH GAGERMAN, Cabin 6
split their money across all horses to maximise profits. After the races had
begun, rumours began to spread that the CIT’s, led by JAKE HOODACK and
TODD LAZARUS were bribing the Senior Cabin with food for inside
information. This was to be in vain however, as when all monies were
counted
and
verified,
the Keeping Camp Running By Editor
winners were Cabin Keeping our Camp running on a daily basis is not
6 with $7.3million. an easy task. Our fantastic caretakers this year;
Cabin 17 came in a CRAIG DOBSON and JOSEPH STAPLETON have
Place your bets.
close second with been working hard to make camp look perfect
$7.16million and Cabin 15 finished third with $4.1million. for the summer ahead, including setting up a
Congratulations to the winners, Cabin 6; OWEN MCCORMICK, new beach volleyball court. ANDREA VARGAS is
FINN FELDMAN, MAX AGINS, JACKSON MERCHANT, ISAIAH
our friendly cabin housekeeper and we welcome
COLLIER, JOSH NAMORDI and CARTER KLEIN.
DAISY STEINER back to the administration team.
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Camper Profile By Xander Schiller
Name: MAX BEERMAN
Age: 14
Cabin: 19
Years at Camp: 7
Favourite Camp Meal: Pizza and chips
First CM Memory: Getting up on the Skis for the first time at 8 years old
Dream Job: Being a Video Game streamer

Brothers at Camp By Editor

Zach and Jack Forman.

Fin Doran and Hudson Deutsch.

The bonds and friendships our campers and counselors create make us all
one big family and each other’s brothers. However, like most years at Camp,
we have a large number of real brothers and we are very happy they are able
to spend their summer at the friendly confines.
JACK FORMAN (Cabin 19) and ZACH FORMAN (Cabin 3)
HUDSON DEUTSCH (Cabin 3) and FIN DORAN (Cabin 3)
OWEN MCCORMICK (Cabin 6) and PATRICK MCCORMICK (Cabin 3)
JONAH FELDMAN (Cabin 16) and FINN FELDMAN (Cabin 6)
JAKE FELDMAN (Cabin 10) and ELI FELDMAN (Cabin 7)
MARK BEERMANN (Cabin 19) and NATE BEERMANN (Cabin 14)
NOAH UNZEK (Cabin 7) and GABE UNZEK (Cabin 9)
XANDER SCHILLER (Cabin 19) and THATCHER SCHILLER (Cabin 8)
MILES RACENSTEIN (Cabin 19) and MICKY RACENSTEIN (Cabin 10)
JESSE KAPLAN (Cabin 15) and BEN KAPLAN (Cabin 19)
JACK MYERTHALL (Cabin 9) and SAM MYERTHALL (Cabin 18)
SAMMY MARKS (Cabin 12) and ANDREW MARKS (Cabin 10)
JONAH FRIEDMAN (Cabin 12) and ELI FRIEDMAN (Cabin 5)
BENJAMIN FLICK (Cabin 17) and AUGGIE FLICK (Cabin 9)
RYDER SPECTOR (Cabin 19) and COOPER SPECTOR (Cabin 14)
DRAEDYN SANFORD (Cabin 16) and CHARLIE SANFORD (Cabin 4)
MAXWELL MASON (Cabin 18) and LUKE MASON (Cabin 7)
HENRY (Cabin 14), ISAAC (Cabin 18) and SAM MILLER (Counselor)
ETHAN WEISS (Counselor/Program Manager) and BRETT WEISS (Counselor)
JAKE GOODMAN (Counselor) and JOSH GOODMAN (Counselor)

Five Tips to a Clean Cabin By Editor and Owen McCormick
After finishing 1st in their division four days in a row in Cabin Clean-up, Cabin
6’s OWEN MCCORMICK had some top tips to help all other cabins improve
their scores:
1.
Make your bed as soon as you get up, so you do not need to do it in
cleanup time and can spend more time on more harder jobs.
2.
When doing your cleaning jobs, focus and do not get distracted.
3.
Divide jobs between all cabin members so all areas are being cleaned.
4.
Volunteer to help others if you finish your job earlier than them.
5.
Ask your counselors to provide encouragement and motivation
because this helps you feel good about the job you are doing.
Patrick and Owen McCormick.

Eat Well. Grow Strong By Editor

Being at Camp is tiring so make sure you get your rest and eat well. Cooking our meals this summer will be MIKE
TAYLOR and MERCEDES CLARK. While in the mess hall, you may bump into one of our lovely kitchen staff; CHRIS
KOPKE, JESUS GARCIA RAMON, NATHALI TORRES ISLAS or JOSE MEDINA VILLEGAS, so please make sure you scrape
your plates and clean your tables to help them with their job. Lastly, before all meals, please ensure you wash your
hands and use the hand sanitiser that will be provided to you by the men on line.
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THE ATTITUDE EDITION

MONDAY JUNE 25, 2018

Menominee Way Trait Week One: Attitude By Editor
Each Sunday night, the Camp Menominee CIT’s present The Way. This ceremony
highlights a specific pillar of the six characteristics our camp calls The Menominee
Way. This week, the CIT’s decided to discuss ‘Attitude.’
“Attitude: A positive attitude does not mean ignoring life’s troubles. It just means
being an optimist and looking for the good in things, rather than being a pessimist
and concentrating on the bad in things. Sometimes your perspective can make all
the different in the world. The following 8 individuals embody this trait.”

CIT’s presenting The Way.

Congratulations to the following individuals who were honored for their exemplary attitude.
PATRICK MCCORMICK was recognized for his ability to find the positive in every scenario. PATRICK can always be
found dancing around the Camp and doing the splits and his attitude is infectious. He demonstrates an amazing
attitude and willingness to become involved in all sports he participates in, even if he is not on the winning team.
CARTER KLEIN is a second-year camper and already shows the Menominee attitude and knowledge that would be
expected of someone with a lot more experience. He can always be found encouraging his friends during activities
with amazing passion.
ASHER DIAMOND is a very athletically gifted camper. His attitude is demonstrated through the encouragement he
gives to both older and younger campers. When in a team situation, he is always helping all campers to become
involved, regardless of their ability and encourages them to try their best.
HENRY MILLER. This is HENRY’s third year at the friendly confines and his attitude is demonstrated through
everything he does every day. He can always be seen scoring goals out at soccer or swinging for the fences in softball
and it is HENRY’s infection smile that is helping brighten everyone’s day.
JACK KAPLAN. Due to his back injury, it would have been easy for JACK to have returned to Camp later in the
summer once he was fully healed. However, his attitude has brought him back. JACK has not let this injury hold him
back and despite not being able to play the sports he loves, he is always found encouraging his team from the side.
ZACH AKIN is a first-year camper here at CM. His attitude has been demonstrated through taking his leadership role
in the Senior Cabin to the next level. ZACH loves to help younger campers and genuinely cares about them. He has
a smile that you can see for miles and really enjoys the Camp atmosphere.
JAKE JONES. After a brief hiatus, this is JAKE’s fourth year here at CM. JAKE can always be seen helping campers
with softball, hockey or football. No matter whether it is a close game, a big win or a defeating loss, JAKE can be
always be seen with a smile of his face and encouraging others to do the same.
ADAM BALTZ. As a first year counselor it can be very tough. Adam however, took his role as a Senior Cabin counselor
within his stride and is continuingly encouraging his kids, whether that be down at the fishing docks or on the water
front. His volleyball skills have taken CM to the next level and he thoroughly enjoys everything he does.

Menominee Key Log Ceremony By Editor
After the CIT’s presented The Way, PAMELA ADLER led the Key Log Ceremony. The Menominee Key Log ceremony
began nine years ago thanks to PAM and THOMAS C ADLER. Wisconsin is famous for logging throughout the 1800’s
and 1900’s. During that period, loggers tied thousands of logs together and floated them down the Wisconsin river.
Of these thousands of logs, there was one which bound them all together – called the ‘Key Log.’ This one log would
need to be pulled to release the others down the river. At Camp, any counselor, camper or staff can throw a log into
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the Camp Fire as a tribute to those who have done something, which they feel should be recognized. Throughout the
ceremony, over 30 individuals stood in front of the Camp Fire and recognized counselors, campers, cabins, parents,
staff and Menominee firsts in a very peaceful and pleasant way to end our first week at Camp.

Menominee on Ice By Jeff Toombs
Over 20 CM Campers hit the Ice in Rhinelander yesterday. DRAKE ELMAN and
ISAIAH COLLIER were early to sign up for this awesome Lazy Day Sunday addition.
The campers were hustled into an early lunch by CIT’s JAKE HOODACK, TODD
LAZARUS, LOGAN ROSENGARD and JOEY FINFER. Fed and ready for the bus ride,
JOEY HOFFMAN and COOPER SPECTOR chose the music play-list for the on-ice
escapades. A Cabin 14 favorite “Stacy’s Mom” had JONAH and FINN FELDMAN
“flossing” on skates. First time skaters, JESSE KAPLAN and ISAIAH GOLDSMITH
were soon cruising the rink with the help of the veteran skaters JACKSON
MERCHANT and LUKE LESHIN. The boys all had a blast and DASH WINDLE even
went home with an official “Rhinelander Hodags” puck! Thanks again to JASON and
Rhinelander Ice Association.

Jackson with his official puck.

3-on-3 at General By Ryan Weil, Charlie Eisenberg and Ethan Weiss
‘Twas a warm day at the friendly confines. The 12 and unders finished up a little King of the Camp basketball out at
the Dunleavy Courts. Campers RYAN WEIL, AARON PELTS, CHARLIE EISENBERG and ASHER DIAMOND along with
counselors ETHAN WEISS and BENJIE SOREN stayed at the courts for general. They split into teams of 3 and started
the game. The first team was ETHAN, CHARLIE and RYAN whilst team 2 consisted of BENJIE, ASHER and AARON. The
game started off with ETHAN and RYAN getting some quick buckets. However, team 2 was not done yet and they
made a nice comeback to take an 11-9 lead. But, with some good passing, CHARLIE, RYAN, and ETHAN retook the lead.
On the assist by RYAN, CHARLIE was able to hit a 3 pointer to make the score 20-15. ASHER was able to hit a nice stepback jumper off a great pass from AARON, but with good teamwork, Team 1 was able to take the W. The teams shook
hands in traditional Menominee fashion after what was a great way to start off an afternoon general.

Chippewa Social By Editor
On a sunny Saturday, JASON stood up in the Mess Hall to give his usual
lunch time announcements. Little did the Campers know, the last
announcement JASON was going to make was to inform everyone about
a pajama themed social night with Chippewa Ranch Camp. Once
afternoon activities had been completed, the campers hastily made
their way to the showers and began planning what they would wear.
Many of our campers dressed in their pajamas, while some of our older
campers and counselors sported jerseys. While at the social, PATRICK
MCCORMICK and MARLON STEWART drew in large crowds as they
began dancing, JAKE HOODACK and JONAH GAGERMAN were
extremely excited to see their sisters, ELI FELDMAN allowed many girls Conga line at Chippewa Social.
to write their phone numbers up and down his arms and JACKSON
WUSTNER and SHANE O’RIORDAN showed off their singing voices. It was a great social allowing many of our campers
to see their sisters, cousins and friends and we thank JASON and the Chippewa staff for organizing.

Patrick
amazing
everybody
with his
dance
moves.

Jonah
Gagerman
was very
happy and
excited to
see his
sister.
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THE WATERFRONT EDITION

TUESDAY JUNE 26, 2018

Morning Water-Skiing By Jake Feldman and Micky Racenstein
JAKE FELDMAN, FINN FELDMAN, GABE UNZEK, NOAH UNZEK, AIDEN
SOLOMON, MICKY RACENSTEIN, CHARLIE RATTERMAN and JACK BERGER
with driver BLAIR FELDMAN and water-ski instructor COLLEEN FELDMAN
would all come out at 6:00am each morning to Sand Lake to water-ski. The
group would come to the glass-like water to ski for fun, learn new tricks and
techniques from COLLEEN and improve their skills. They each set goals for
themselves, such as dropping a ski, making sharp or cuts across the wake and
by the end of the week, each skier became better and more talented than they
were at the start. Once the campers had completed their lesson, COLLEEN
would show everyone the different tricks you can do whilst water-skiing. She
would slalom, barefoot ski and lean against the boat to cross both wakes
Riding the waves early in the
extremely fast. When COLLEEN finished, everyone would go into Koz’s house
day.
for a hot shower, so they are ready to start their day. Although COLLEEN and
BLAIR had to leave yesterday, every camper had the opportunity to become a better skier under their leadership and
we thank them for that. It will be fun to continue becoming a better water-skier during generals.

New Song and Cheer Night By Editor
At lunch, JASON approached the P.A to address the entire camp regarding
a CM favorite and annual skit night, New Song and Cheer night. This is a
perfect opportunity for our counselors and campers to become creative
and demonstrate their CM spirit. This was going to be an extra special skit,
as each cabin knew that if it was loved by the other cabins then there was
a good chance it would become a Camp Menominee favorite. Cabin 3’s FIN
DORAN began the night with a chant about his love of the camp as a junior.
Cabin 6’s counselor JONAH GAGERMAN led a chant with his campers
about being “green and
Ready for New Song and Cheer Night.
white”, Cabin 7, led by
SAM ROSEN, JACK WALTERS and JACOB MASKIN created a chant for
our competitive rivals. Cabin 15 produced a CM rendition of “Ireland,
Ireland”, created by their Irish counselor SHANE O’RIORDAN and Cabin
10, led by ANDREW MARKS
and BEN KITE created a chant
about how “loud and bright”
our campers were. The
winners of New Song and
Song and Cheer Night winners: Cabin 4.
Cheer Night were Cabin 4,
whose counselor ADAM PHELPS produced a rap/chant masterpiece.
Everybody loved the chant and once the results were announced, they were
cheered on for an encore. Congratulations to Cabin 4; COOPER BORSTEIN,
DRAKE ELMAN, CHARLIE SANFORD, MARLON STEWART and BRAYDEN
SUBRIN. Special mention to the CIT’s who created their own spin of Iceland’s
“Skol” chant with the Gator Chomp, which will no doubt be a CM favourite
throughout the summer ahead.
Cabin 15 rendition of “Ireland”.
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Five Tips to Stay Safe at the Waterfront By Josh Namordi and Jeremy Kohlenbrener
In JEREMY’s two years as Waterfront Director at Camp Menominee, he has
picked up several tips on how to stay safe and healthy at the waterfront.
JOSH interviewed JEREMY to learn the keys to keeping safe:
1. Swimming: always swim with a buddy and make sure you check in
and out with your buddy on the buddy board.
2. Water-skiing and Tubing: have a good fitting life jacket with two or
more straps and make sure you cannot pull the life jacket above
your head. Lucky Canteen 58.
3. Fishing: always know where your fishing hook is.
4. Boats and Kayaks: always make sure you can see Camp.
5. Shower House: always bring a towel and wear flip flops.

Another busy day at the Waterfront.

Time to Fish By Editor
Whether it is out on the lake or on the dock, fishing is probably one of our most
relaxing sports at camp. However, it still requires
skill, determination and a willingness to stick
with something until you complete the task (reel
in the fish). Yesterday at lunch ADAM BALTZ
informed everyone that every day, ADAM,
STEVEN LUTZ and EVAN KOTTER will be
rewarding the persons who manage to catch the
first fish of the day and those who catch the
biggest and most fish of the day.
Congratulations to BEN LAZARUS for catching
the first fish of the day and ANDREW MARKS for
catching the biggest fish of the day and the most
fish of the day. ANDREW won the chance to
wear
the much sought-after fish hat as reward.
Catch of the Day.

Andrew happy with the fish hat.

Feldman Week By Pamela Adler
“Early risers catch the world waking and see its true colors.” – Bernie Toupin
Early risers also get full advantage of the beauty and calm of Sand Lake. CM had
the great fortune of having COLLEEN FELDMAN and BLAIR FELDMAN (parents of
JONAH FELDMAN, 12 and FINN FELDMAN, 10) at the friendly confines for a
whole week. During their stay, they ran water-ski and sailing clinics. Every
morning, eager boys woke at the early hour of 6:00am to practice their skiing,
get tutorials and learn new skills. Colleen’s enthusiasm for the sport was clearly
infectious. The following boys have improved in everything from a 2-ski to
Water-skiing is such a thrill.
brushing up on barefooting off the
boom. A “SKI_VERY_WELL” shout out to JACK BERGER, JAKE FELDMAN,
GABE UNZEK, AIDEN SOLOMON, MICKY RACENSTEIN, JONAH FELDMAN,
CHARLIE RATTERMAN, NOAH UNZEK, JOEY HOFFMAN and FINN
FELDMAN.

Sailing under the sun.

Sand Lake and BLAIR were also host to the magic and peacefulness of nonmotorized lake sport. During Big-10 activities and Generals, BLAIR taught
our guys to skipper the Sunfish and Hobie cat-sailboats. There is nothing
better than feeling the wind on your face and manning your own boat. Way
to go: ELI FELDMAN, DANIEL SHAMAH and JORDAN GENTNER. The
campers, staff and admin thank COLLEEN and BLAIR for their hard work,
passion, love of camp and of course, their expertise on the water.
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THE CREATIVE EDITION

WEDNESDAY JUNE 27, 2018

Menominee Squares By CJ Ashley
Last night, we had a little Hollywoodesque action inside Wasserman Hall as
Green Nation came together to play a CM favorite – Menominee Squares. The
skit pitted cabins in a 1 on 1 trivia-based game of tic-tac-toe, in which campers
had to answer questions presented by the
game host, ETHAN WEISS. Many of our
counselors including JAKE JONES, MARK
GOODMAN and our very own videographer
ERICA BAKER helped with the X’s and O’x
and the campers to answer the questions.
Counselors help with X’s and O’s.
Well done to all who took part and
congratulations to Cabin 5: HARRISON SERLIN, LEXX MALKIN, TYLER FIELD, BODI
JOHNSON, ZACH SOSNOW, AIDEN ZANOWSKI, JADEN DONSKY and ELI FRIEDMAN,
Cabin 7: MATTHEW HARFIELD, SAM ROSEN, JACK GREENFIELD, JACK WALTERS,
Onlooking hoping for a win.
LUKE MASON, NOAH UNZEK, ELI FELDMAN and JACOB MASKIN, Cabin 15: JESSE
KAPLAN, JON WOOL, BEN LAZARUS, RAY DONG, ETHAN MANN, RYAN MARTIN and MILES PROVUS and Cabin 17:
EMILIANO VAZQUEZ, CONNOR HIRSCHTRITT, COLE ADAM, AIDEN PATRUNO, KHAIRI BROWN, DASH WINDLE and
BEN FLICK for taking the win over in their matchups.

Get Creative in Arts and Crafts By Adam Phelps
This year at Camp Menominee, Arts and Crafts have become very popular. Many of
our boys have a great time painting signs, using clay and creating several projects
which can be used throughout Camp. During Big-10 activities, BEN LAZARUS, JON
WOOL, COOPER SPECTOR and RYAN MARTIN made a new sign for the Arts and Crafts
wall. Some of the projects campers are working on includes rock animals, slime,
papier-mache models and creating items for CM use, such as targets, arrowheads for
The Way and new signs. JADEN DONSKY, SAM ROSEN and JACK GREENFIELD are
currently working on a new project - creating a board game called “Stone Age” where
clay figures compete with one another. As the boys create their new board game,
Glue gun professional.
they will be using clay, paint and wood. While some projects were thought out
beforehand, the boys have the freedom to create whatever they would like in Arts and Crafts, therefore allowing our
campers to show off their creativity aspect and have a sense of ownership and leadership of the project they are
working on. Everyone is welcome into Arts and Crafts so please come join in during any general period.

Twi-Light League Current Standings By Editor
Through 4 games, Twi-Light League could not be tighter across all 3 divisions. Standings below:
Junior Division
Team Name
Standings
Feldman
2-2
Donsky
2-2

Intermediate Division
Team Name
Standings
Miller
3-1
Provus
2-2
Kay
2-2
Wool
1-3

Senior Division
Team Name
Standings
Myerthall
2-1
Longnecker
2-1
Behar
2-2
Ratzlaff
1-2
Miller
1-2
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Twi-Light League First Session Rosters By Editor
TEAM FELDMAN (Jnr):
Captain: FINN FELDMAN
FIN DORAN
MAX AGINS
AIDEN ZANOWSKI
ELI FELDMAN
TYLER FIELD
ZACH FORMAN
OWEN MCCORMICK
HARRISON SERLIN
MARLON STEWART
JOSH NAMORDI
GM: JOE GG

TEAM DONSKY (Jnr):
Captain: JADEN DONSKY
BRAYDEN SUBRIN
CARTER KLEIN
ZACH SOSNOW
COOPER BORSTEIN
HUDSON DEUTSCH
PATRICK MCCORMICK
CHARLIE SANFORD
ISAIAH COLLIER
LEXX MALKIN
BODI JOHNSON
GM: ADAM PHELPS

TEAM MILLER (Int):
Captain: HENRY MILLER
AARON PELTS
JESSE KAPLAN
LUKE LESHIN
EMILIANO VAZQUEZ
JONAH FELDMAN
DANIEL SHAMAH
NATE BEERMANN
LUKE MASON
THATCHER SCHILLER
LUCKY CANTEEN 94
GM: RYAN WILLIAMS

TEAM PROVUS (Int):
Captain: MILES PROVUS
ASHER DIAMOND
RYAN MARTIN
JOEY HOFFMAN
COLE ADAM
COOPER SPECTOR
HARRY STEINER
AIDEN PATRUNO
MATTHEW HARFIELD
ISAIAH GOLDSMITH
BEN LAZARUS
GM: GERARD WHELTON

TEAM KAY (Int):
Captain: BRADY KAY
BRADY WEISS
CHARLIER EISENBERG
ETHAN MANN
JACK GREENFIELD
JACK BERGER
SPENCER AUSLANDER
DASH WINDLE
SAM ROSEN
DRAEYDYN SANFORD
JACOB BROWN
GM: JOE VICKERS

TEAM WOOL (Int):
Captain: JON WOOL
JACOB SCHNEIDER
RYAN WEIL
PEYTON PICUS
CONNOR HIRSCHTRITT
RAY DONG
NOAH UNZEK
KHAIRI BROWN
BEN FLICK
JACOB MASKIN
JACK WALTERS
GM: NIALL INGRAM

TEAM LONGNECKER (Snr):
Captain: TYLER
LONGNECKER
TODD LAZARUS
DANIEL MALIS
JAMES POPLAWSKI
ZACH AKIN
MILES RACENSTEIN
JACK MYERTHALL
JAKE FELDMAN
AUGGIE FLICK
JACOB WERNICK
GM: DEAN ROGERS

TEAM MYERTHALL (Snr):
Captain: SAM MYERTHALL
JACK HOODACK
JACK KAPLAN
LOGAN ROSENGARD
MAX MASON
CADE COLBY
XANDER SCHILLER
JEREMY BACH
SAM GOODMAN
GABE UNZEK
GM: DWAYNE O’DE
FREITAS

TEAM BEHAR (Snr):
Captain: JACK BEHAR
JACK FORMAN
ROBBIE YASTROW
MAX BEERMANN
BEN KITE
SAMMY MARKS
DAVID FISHER
EVAN PRITSKER
BECKETT NELSON
CHASE ENGEL
GM: SHANE O’RIORDAN

TEAM RATZLAFF (Snr):
Captain: KASE RATZLAFF
JONAH FRIEDMAN
QUINN KLENOW
RYDER SPECTOR
JASON PLOTKIN
JORDAN GENTNER
BEN KAPLAN
MICKY RACENSTEIN
ANDREW MARKS
JOEY FINFER
GM: JOHNNY PAYNE

TEAM MILLER (Snr):
Captain: ISAAC MILLER
CHARLIE RATTERMAN
HENRY CHABOT
JUSTIN CRASKO
TREY DE LEO
CARTER CAMPBELL
DYLAN SCHWARTZ
ERIC GOODMAN
HENRY LEVIN
AIDEN SOLOMON
GM: CRISTIAN LADISLAU

Eyes on the ball.

King of the Camp Current Standings By Editor
After 6 full days of events, the race for the King of the Camp Goblet is in full swing.
Reigning champions, the Phoenix have serious competition for the title this year as
they currently sit in 2nd place and only 20 points seperating first – third. The Knights
lead the way so far and are looking very strong. The Dragons are hoping for a strong
few days to propell themselves up the
Team Name
Points
table and the Thunderbirds need to up
Knights
150
their game to challenge. There is still
Phoenix
140
plenty of activities to come and a large
Dragons
130
number of points still to be won so
Thunderbirds
55
anything could happen.

Steady hands required in KOC.
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THE SUN AND WIND EDITION

THURSDAY JUNE 28, 2018

The Beginning of Sun and Wind By Editor
It was just before 1pm on a beautiful day at CM. The sun was
shining and we were just finishing up our “Happy Birthday”
chants for JACKSON WUSTNER, JESSE KAPLAN, TODD LAZARUS
and JESUS GARCIA-RAMON when suddenly, a pre-planned
scuffle broke out in the Mess Hall between counselors CJ ASHLEY
and DWAYNE O’DE FREITAS. Everyone looked on in disbelief and
were told to sit back in their seats as both were escorted outside
by head counselor JOSH INGRAM. The scuffle continued outside
as JASON rushed outside to help keep the situation under
control. This did not seem to work as the arguments continued
so CJ tackled DWAYNE to the ground. Nobody quite knew what
Celebrations at the start of Sun v Wind
they were seeing as JASON dragged both individuals back inside
to make an example of them. However, to much applause and cheering, JASON announced that this scuffle was
actually the start of the annual Sun and Wind competition. CJ was named as the team captain for the Sun team, whilst
DWAYNE was named team captain for the Wind team. The competition of mother nature had begun.

Creatively Acquire By Editor

Creatively Acquire stalemate

The first Sun v Wind event was Creatively Acquire out on Woody’s pitch.
Everybody was asked to line up on youngest to oldest and was then given a
number. Once your number was called you would race to the middle to pick up
the ‘Energy Source’ and would try bring it back to your starting point without
being tagged. BEN KAPLAN and HENRY MILLER demonstrated some fantastic
running for the Sun team, while EVAN KOTTER put in a stand out performance in
his counselor v counselor matchup. For the Wind team, Lucky Canteen 162
ETHAN MANN and ERIC GOODMAN showed the intelligence required during
creatively acquire and ADAM BALTZ showed his strength by successfully shielding
the energy source from those around. In the best of 3 event, team Wind came
out on top 2-0 after taking the games 21-18 and 11-6 respectfully.

Tug of War By Editor
Tug of War was a best of 3 event split by age divisions. First up were the
combined age divisions of Juniors and Intermediates. In a very tough back
and forth battle, the Sun team took a 2-0 victory, much thanks to the
pulling efforts from AIDEN ZANOWSKI and JACKSON MERCHANT. Next
up was the Senior matchup and once again there seemed to be no
separating the teams. After a minute of pulling with no signs of a winner,
JOEY FINFER decided to take charge and end the contest. JOEY turned
and placed the rope on his shoulder and began charging forward as hard
as he could. This made all the difference in both matches as the Sun team
once again took a 2-0 victory. Last up were the counselors. Going into this
Face of strength and determination
matchup, the Sun team were worried due to CRISTIAN ‘THOR’ LADISLAU
standing in the anchor position for the Wind team. The Sun team were right to be worried as despite a positive start
in both matchups, Thor put his foot down and began charging, making all the difference. Wind win the event 2-0.
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Rug Pile By Editor
The final Sun v Wind event of the day was Rug Pile. Painted on the floor was
a 7ft x 5ft box in which each team had to try fit their entire team into. Wind
were first up and began placing younger campers on the shoulders of older
boys and squeezing into the box. Once again CRISTIAN LADISLAU took charge
and lifted two campers onto his shoulders. When the box looked full,
campers led by BRAYDEN SUBRIN, began crawling into the box through
peoples legs. Once complete, the Sun team matched the strategy of that
from the Wind team. ZACH FORMAN climbed onto one of the counselors
backs whilst ASHER DIAMOND began crawling into the gaps. Team Wind took
the win due to having less team members outside of the box.

It is a squeeze fitting into the box

Where is Joey Matgous? By Nate Beermann
Twenty minutes after Taps, Cabin 14 and Cabin 15 surprised Cabins 3 and 4 by
waking them up and informing them that CIT JOEY MATGOUS was missing and
they were all going to sneak out and find him. After searching around JOEY’s bed
Cabins 3 and 4 found a clue to JOEY’s location. It was at this moment the Cabins
knew that they would only find JOEY if they completed the scavenger hunt. The
first clue led to the Gaga pit, which had a further clue leading to the Mike
Dunleavey Jr courts. On the way to the courts everyone had to quickly duck and
hide as COOPER BORSTEIN saw an oncoming car on the Service Road. From the
basketball courts, the cabins were led a few more places before going to the
Canteen, where the final clue was hidden. The final clue led all cabins to the fire
pit where they found JOEY MATGOUS and counselors JOSH GOODMAN, ADAM S’Mores at the Camp Fire
PHELPS and DAN WAITE sat around a burning fire with S’mores. ZACHARY
FORMAN said this was one of the best surprises he has ever had, while MARLON STEWART and BRAYDEN SUBRIN
could not help themselves and went back for more S’mores. Thank you to JASON, JEFF TOOMBS, Cabin 14: NATE
BEERMANN, JOEY HOFFMAN, BRADY KAY, HENRY MILLER, BRADY WEISS, PEYTON PICUS, COOPER SPECTOR and
JACOB SCHNEIDER and Cabin 15: JESSE KAPLAN, JON WOOL, BEN LAZARUS, RAY DONG, ETHAN MANN, RYAN
MARTIN and MILES PROVUS for organizing a fantastic surprise sneak out for Cabins 3 and 4.

Eggcelent Time at the Egg Drop By Editor
Yesterday, as dinner ended, JOSH INGRAM took to the P.A system to inform all
counselors and campers that we would be competing as a Cabin in the Egg Drop
competition. Cabins headed out into the forests to build a shelter that would
secure their egg from the 50ft drop off the top of the climbing wall. It is not
often that the climbing wall is beaten, however all cabins felt quietly confident
as they approached the wall. First up was Cabin 3. FIN DORAN carried their
creation to the basket which was lifted high to counselor NIALL INGRAM at the
top of the wall. The crowd began counting down from 5 and then NIALL let the
egg shelter go. As expected by most, the bark, moss, leaves and sand was no
match for the wall and the egg splatted. Next up were Cabins 4 and 5, however
Ready. Set. Splat
much like Cabin 3 – the wall won and the egg splatted. Cabin 6 approached the
wall and felt very confident in their chances as JOSH NAMORDI was heard saying there was “no way their egg would
splat”. However, much like all previous Cabins, their egg splatted and left yellow yolk on the mat. Cabins 7, 8 and 10
all faired no better and saw their egg drop to the floor and splat despite the prayers of SAM ROSEN, LUKE MASON,
CHARLIE EISENBERG and BECKETT NELSON. Despite some elaborate egg shelter creations, the wall was in a relentless
mood as Cabins 12, 14, 15 and 16 all succumbed to its height. There were only two cabins left and next up was Cabin
17. Their creation was a leaf basket wrapped up in stems so could float. As NIALL let go, the egg shelter floated down
and gently hit the ground. JOSH unwrapped the shelter to find the egg secure in the middle with no cracks. Out broke
celebration as a Cabin had finally ‘beat the wall’. Commiserations to Cabin 9 who accidently cracked their egg before
the wall drop and Cabin 19, who were disqualified for hard boiling their egg. Congratulations Cabin 17; EMILIANO
VAZQUEZ, CONNOR HIRSCHTRITT, COLE ADAM, AIDEN PATRUNO, KHAIRI BROWN, DASH WINDLE and BEN FLICK.
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Sun and Wind Teams By Editor
TEAM SUN:
Captain: CJ ASHLEY
ZACH FORMAN
COOPER BORSTEIN
CHARLIE SANFORD
HARRISON SERLIN
AIDEN ZANOWSKI
BODI JOHNSON
ISAIAH COLLIER
JACKSON MERCHANT
MAX AGINS
JOSH NAMORDI
MATTHEW HARFIELD
JACK GREENFIELD
LUKE MASON
NOAH UNZEK
THATCHER SCHILLER
ASHER DIAMOND
SPENCER AUSLANDER
RYAN WEIL
CONNOR HIRSCHTRITT
BEN FLICK
EMILIANO VAZQUEZ
NATE BEERMANN
BRADY KAY
HENRY MILLER
JACOB SCHNEIDER
RYAN MARTIN
JON WOOL
RAY DONG
BEN LAZARUS
JONAH FELDMAN
LUKE LESHIN
DRAEDYN SANFORD
JACOB BROWN
CHASE ENGEL
JACK MYERTHALL
JACOB WERNICK
ANDREW MARKS
JAKE FELDMAN
JEREMY BACH
BECKETT NELSON
EVAN PRITSKER
MAX BEERMANN
SAM GOODMAN
MILES RACENSTEIN
BEN KAPLAN
RYDER SPECTOR
JASON PLOTKIN
CHARLIE RATTERMAN
SAMMY MARKS
KASE RATZLAFF

SAM MYERTHALL
TYLER LONGNECKER
MAX MASON
JOEY FINFER
LOGAN ROSENGARD
Counselors:
ETHAN WEISS
MARC GOODMAN
JONAH BROWN
SHANE O’RIORDAN
NIALL INGRAM
MATT LAZARUS
RYAN WILLIAMS
EVAN KOTTER
JOE VICKERS
DAN WAITE
ADAM PHELPS
CHARLIE PRICE
JAKE JONES
STEVEN LUTZ
SAM MAETZOLD
JAKE HERMAN
JOSH INGRAM
COLTAN GAGE

TEAM WIND:
Captain: DWAYNE O’DE
FREITAS
PATRICK MCCORMICK
FIN DORAN
DRAKE ELMAN
MARLON STEWART
BRAYDEN SUBRIN
LEXX MALKIN
TYLER FIELD
JADEN DONSKY
ZACH SOSNOW
FINN FELDMAN
CARTER KLEIN
OWEN MCCORMICK
SAM ROSEN
JACK WALTERS
ELI FELDMAN
JACOB MASKIN
CHARLIE EISENBERG
JACK BERGER
AARON PELTS
COLE ADAM
DASH WINDLE
KHAIRI BROWN
AIDEN PATRUNO
JOEY HOFFMAN
COOPER SPECTOR
PAYTON PICUS
BRADY WEISS
JESSE KAPLAN
MILES PROVUS
ETHAN MANN
HARRY STEINER
DANIEL SHAMAH
ISAIAH GOLDSMITH
GABE UNZEK
HENRY LEVIN
AIDEN SOLOMON
AUGGIE FLICK
BEN KITE
ERIC GOODMAN
MICKEY RACENSTEIN
JUSTIN CRASKO
JORDAN GENTNER
JACK KAPLAN
XANDER SCHILLER
DAVID FISHER
DYLAN SCHWARTZ
JACK FORMAN
CADE COLBY
QUINN KLENOW

ISAAC MILLER
JACK BEHAR
DANIEL MALIS
ZACH AKIN
CARTER CAMPBELL
TODD LAZARUS
JAKE HOODACK
Counselors:
BRETT WEISS
ISAAC WEISS
ADAM BALTZ
JACKSON WUSTNER
SAM MILLER
JOSH BROOKSBY
RAY OUTRAM
JOSH GOODMAN
JAKE GOODMAN
BENJIE SOREN
JOHNNY PAYNE
JOE GG
JONAH GAGERMAN
JAKE CZUPEK
DEAN ROGERS
CRISTIAN LADISLAU
GERARD WHELTON
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THE TIMBERLANE VICTORY EDITION

SATURDAY JUNE 30, 2018

MENOMINEE 11, TIMBERLANE 4
Events Won by
Menominee:
13 and Over:
Football
Tennis
Riflery
Archery
12 and Under:
Basketball
Soccer
Archery
Tennis
Ultimate Frisbee
Riflery
Football
Additional Notes:
- 12 and Under Baseball
ended in a tie.
- 12 and Under’s were
undefeated with 7 wins
and 1 tie.
- 13 and Over’s finished
with a 4-4 record.

12 and Under Archery By Jake Goodman
Menominee 174, Timberlane 165
The twelve and under Menominee archery team fought a
hard and close battle against a very good Timerlane team.
Menominee’s first shooter, ISAIAH GOLDSMITH fired his
arrows confidently into the target. Although ISAIAH was
shooting extremely well, Menominee were trailing
Timberlane by five points. MILES PROVUS was next up for
Menominee and as he walked up to the line to shoot, he
Accuracy is key
knew that he needed to shoot extremely well to overturn
the deficit. Not only did he accomplish this, but MILES led Menominee into a twelve point
lead. With Timberlane’s best shooter up next, BEN FLICK stepped up for Team
Menominee. BEN produced some amazing shooting to hold and as we went into the last
two rounds of shooting, the two camps were tied. Being an experienced shooter, JACK
WALTERS secured a nine point lead after his shootout leaving CHASE ENGEL to step up
to the line to secure the win. CHASE did just that as he tied with his opponent and gave
Team Menominee a nine point win in the archery event.

12 and Under Basketball By Isaac and Brett Weiss
Menominee 43, Timberlane 13

It was a beautiful afternoon full of sunshine when Menominee
stepped onto the basketball courts at Timberlane. At the
beginning of the game, CM jumped out to an early lead due to
stellar scoring from DANIEL SHAMAH, JACOB SCHNEIDER and
ASHER DIAMOND. DANIEL was the standout player
throughout the game as he also played great on the defensive
end, racking up multiple steals. In the later stages of the game
RAY DONG and JACK BERGER took over and strengthened Menominee’s lead. In what was
a dominating performance from the Green and White squad, the final score was 43-13.

Going up high

13 and Over Tennis By Josh Goodman
Menominee 5, Timberlane 0

Stretching for every ball

The 13 and overs from CM had a great time competing against their opposition from
Timberlane. The first match to complete was that of AIDEN SOLOMON, who
defeated his opponent 8-3. This great news was quickly followed by an 8-1 victory
for LOGAN ROSENGARD and ANDREW MARKS in their doubles two matchup. The
momentum was with Menominee at this point and they were hoping this would
continue through the remaining three matches. Each match finished with a theme of
suspense as each came down to a tiebreaker. SAM GOODMAN and RYDER SPECTOR
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recovered from an early deficit to narrowly win the final tiebreaker 7-5. DANIEL MALIS was proclaimed the victor of
his singles one match after a nail-biting tiebreaker which was back and forth. DANIEL won the tiebreaker 7-5. Lastly,
the final match of the afternoon featured CHARLIE RATTERMAN, who was able to edge out his competition in the
decider 7-4. The future of CM Tennis seems to be brighter than ever.

13 and Over Soccer By Josh Ingram
Menominee 1, Timberlane 7
The Timberlane competition is always one of my favorite days of Camp. A day of
healthy competition and most importantly, sportsmanship. The morning started
with Timberlane soccer practice on Woody’s pitch, where every player gave 100%
and could not wait for the afternoons events. 2pm rolled around and the
Timberlane busses arrived. Soccer was the first event on the schedule so
everybody was mentally and physically prepared. The boys in green started off
strong with a long-range effort from ISAAC MILLER and some brick-wall defending
from TYLER LONGNECKER. The deadlock was broken in the 11th minute when a
Warming up before the game
Timberlane player beat JAKE HOODACK on the right-hand side. Timberlane went
on to score two more before ISAAC hit home a penalty for CM. 1-3 at the half. After half time the floodgates
unfortunately opened for CM as a very talented Timberlane ran out 7-1 winners. Keep your heads held high and better
luck next time boys!

12 and Under Football By Adam Baltz
Menominee 41, Timberlane 13
The 12 and under football team defeated Timberlane with the help of excellent
coaching and play calling from ETHAN MANN. Two early TD’s from JACK BERGER and
AIDEN PATRUNO gave Menominee a 14-0 lead. Timberlane, however came back and
closed the gap to just a single point and trailed 14-13 as the end of the half
approached. JAKE FELDMAN connected with BRADY KAY for a TD as time expired
leaving Menominee leading 21-13 at the half. At the start of the second half,
Menominee continued where they left off as JAKE connected with AIDEN for a TD
12 and Under huddle at
on the opening possession of the second half. On the following drive, THATCHER
Timberlane.
SCHILLER picked off Timberlane’s QB for a pick 6 TD to make it 35-13. Late into the
fourth quarter BRADY threw for another touchdown as he connected with JACK, leaving the final score 41-13.

Counselor Softball v Ojibwa By Benjie Soren
Menominee 8, Timberlane 7
The Menominee counselors went into Ojibwa looking for back to back wins
against the opposing camp. The men in green started off quickly with three
runs in the first innings and then forcing three outs with the first three
Ojibwa batters. ADAM BALTZ and BRETT WEISS were looking very
comfortable out in the field as Green Nation held a shutout throughout the
third innings. CM added three more runs to lead 6-0 at the top of the
fourth. However, in the fourth innings the Ojibwa batters woke up and
scored big leaving the game tied 6-6. Despite the tough innings, ETHAN
Kings of softball in the Northwoods
WEISS and JASON made sure Menominee kept their cool as they entered
the fifth inning. This seemed to work as Menominee demonstrated their
defensive prowess once again and held Ojibwa scoreless throughout the fifth and sixth innings. Meanwhile, CM added
two more runs creating a 8-6 lead going into the bottom of the seventh and knew that they would need to play well
to hold on for the win. In the seventh, Ojibwa scored one run to trail 8-7. In the last moments of the game, Ojibwa
were on 2 outs but had the game tying run on third base and the winning run on first base. Lucky canteen 88. However,
Ojibwa were unable to capitalise on this good positioning as some brilliant pitching from BENJIE SOREN forced the
Ojibwa batter to only hit the ball to short centre where JAKE JONES was there to catch the ball and win the game.
Menominee softball proved once again why they are the best in the Northwoods.
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THE ROOKIE EDITION

MONDAY JULY 2, 2018

Goodbye, Rookies By Editor
Yesterday marked the last day for our CM first session two week rookie program. First year campers are given the
opportunity to test out camp by going for two weeks. For many first year campers, the idea of overnight camping is
daunting, but the rookie program allows them to test the waters before fully commiting to a session (or two) at camp.
We are sad to say goodbye to each and every rookie and hope they thoroughly enjoyed their time here at the friendly
confines, but our campers, counselors and cabin friends will always remember them for the following reasons:
AIDEN SOLOMON (Cabin 9) always had a good positive attitude towards every activity and general period. AIDEN
always had a smile on his face and kept Cabin 5 smiling by asking as many questions as possible. AIDEN liked to keep
cool and was often found standing in front of the fan in his cabin during rest periods.
BODI JOHNSON (Cabin 5). When I asked Cabin 5 “what one thing will you remember BODI for”, they all answered
immediately with one word – basketball. BODI loved basketball and was consistently found out on the basketball
courts shooting hoops and practicing his dribbling and skills.
JACOB WERNICK (Cabin 9) will be remembered by his cabin for consistently making everybody laugh. JACOB welcomed
his whole cabin into the cabin everytime they walked in and it is this friendly behaviour that will be missed here at the
friendly confines.
JACK WALTERS (Cabin 7) loved his sports. JACK and Camp Menominee was therefore a match made in heaven. JACK’s
cabin will remember him for being able to get involved with every single activity that CM had to offer, despite only
being here for a short two weeks.
AIDEN ZANOWSKI (Cabin 5) had a love for hockey like no other. AIDEN was also extremely gifted at hockey and
impressed his cabin and other counselors and campers regularly with his attitude towards hockey. He was not afraid
to help other newer hockey players learn how to improve and this will be missed at CM.
OWEN MCCORMICK (Cabin 6) will be remembered for making the game winning catch in Ultimate Frisbee against
Timberlane. The game was back and forth and both teams looked very strong but OWEN pulled off an amazing catch
which gave CM the win and helped the 12 and unders to remain undefeated.
PATRICK MCCORMICK (Cabin 3) will remember Patrick for one thing in particular – the splits. PATRICK always seemed
to be showing off his moves and his infectious attitude will be sorely missed. PATRICK was a fit at CM from day 1 and
this was one of the reasons he was achnowledged in ‘The Way’ and ‘The Attitude Edition’.

13 and Over Baseball By Jake Herman
Menominee 4, Timberlane 5
Out on Al Lewis’ field, the Menominee men took on Timberlane in a friendly game
of baseball. Coaches TOM ADLER and JAKE HERMAN gave ERIC GOODMAN the nod
as starting pitches and he did not disappoint, striking out four Timberlane batters
within two innings of work. JOEY FINFER pitched admirably in relief but missed
opportunities at the plate put CM in a 5-0 hold heading into the final inning. In
typical Menominee fashion, the men in green did not give up. MAX BEERMANN,
JACK KAPLAN and ERIC GOODMAN all reached base and with the deficit down to

Sliding into home
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5-1, TODD LAZARUS gashed a 3-run single to centre field. With the score now 5-4, the Menominee magic ran out and
Timberlane narrowly escaped with victory. It was truly an exciting finish and a game that CM could have won. However,
all players involved should be proud of their effort, including RYDER SPECTOR and LOGAN ROSENGARD who snagged
fly balls in the outfield and JAKE HOODACK who was sturdy behind the plate.

12 and Under Soccer By Sam Miller and Editor
Menominee 6, Timberlane 4
It was a hot afternoon out on Camp Timberlane’s soccer pitch, but the
12 and Under Menominee soccer team were able to persevere and
record a 6-4 victory over a strong Timberlane side. Menominee
started the better off, looking dangerous on the attack and strong in
defence. HENRY MILLER opened the scoring in the game after good
work down the left side from CM. Timberlane quickly responded
however and scored to tie the game 1-1. HENRY and FIN DORAN
scored two quick fire goals for CM to open a 3-1 lead midway into the Team photo before the soccer game
first half. HENRY’s goal was a wonderful free kick from the half way
line, while FIN’s was a fantastic solo goal, running past 4 defenders before firing into the top of the net. JACOB MASKIN
added a fourth goal in the half for Menominee as the Green and Whites looked unstoppable. Disaster struck however,
as within the last five minutes of the half, CM saw their 4-1 lead evaporate and end the half tied 4-4. In the second
half DRAEDYN SANFORD anchored the back line and JOEY HOFFMAN protected the net as CM managed to keep a
clean sheet. HENRY completed his hat-trick and gave CM the lead half way through the second half and in the later
stages, JACOB added Menominee’s sixth and final goal of the game. Special thanks to JOE GG for helping officiating a
great match. Congratulations Team Menominee on a very impressive 6-4 win.

12 and Under Baseball By Josh Namordi
Menominee 7, Timberlane 7
The 12 and Under Menominee baseball team entered the game knowing that a win would
complete a clean sweep of activities for the 12 and unders. They had a strong lineup
including DANIEL SHAMAH, JOSH NAMORDI and LEXX MALKIN. DANIEL led the team
through the first two innings as CM took a commanding 6-0 lead. Unfortunately,
Timberlane came back into the game and held Menominee to zero runs for the next few
innings. By the bottom of the fifth, Timberlane had shortened the deficit to 6-2 with a two
run triple but CM was still looking in a good position to win the game thanks to some
fantastic fieldng and catching from CHARLIE EISENBERG and THATCHER SCHILLER.
Menominee’s BRAEDYN SUBRIN added another run and their first since the second inning,
in the sixth to extend the lead to 7-2. Due to a limited amount of time, it was agreed Charlie ready for the
between the Timberlane coach and Menominee coach, JAKE JONES that the last inning of big game
the game would only have one out rather than the standard three. Menominee was up
first and despite striking out, knew they had a healthy five run lead so just needed one final display of good fielding to
secure the win. Timberlane’s first batter hit a home run to cut the lead to 7-3 and this was followed by some good
batting which left Timberlane with bases loaded. Some good pitching left the Timberlane batter on two strikes before
he hit a grand slam trying the game at 7-7. It was a dissapointing end to the game but Menominee can take pride in
their fielding and batting efforts.

Counselor Profile By Josh Namordi
Name: JONAH GAGERMAN
Born: Highland Park, IL
Years at Camp: 8
Activities at Camp: Basketball and Football
Favorite Food: Chicken Wings

Age: 17
Cabin: 6
Favorite Sport: Basketball
Favorite Film: Space Jam

First CM Memory: Winning Twi-Light League in 2011 and celebrating will always be
something that JONAH will remember.
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THE SPIRIT EDITION

WEDNESDAY JULY 4, 2018

Menominee Way Trait Week Two: Spirit By Editor
Due to a broken finger, JASON was unable to be with us on Sunday and it did not feel right having The Way without
our leader. Therefore, for one time only, the CIT’s presented The Way on Tuesday night. This ceremony highlights a
specific pillar of the six characteristics our camp calls The Menominee Way. This week, the CIT’s discussed ‘Spirit.’
“Spirit: A good or high spirit exemplifies what it means to be a part of Team Menominee. Many people believe spirit
is only seen at an older age when you have more influence over your peers, however spirit can be seen at all ages,
shapes or sizes. The following 8 individuals display what it takes to have a positive spirit at camp.”
Congratulations to the following individuals who were honored for their exemplary spirit.
MARLON STEWART was recognized due to his ability to show the camp spirit and adaptation to camp life which
would be expected of an experienced camper. MARLON is consistently found dancing around at all socials and
opportunities and it is this CM spirit that Menominee thrives on.
TYLER FIELD demonstrates his CM spirit at every opportunity he gets. TYLER consistently encourages his team mates
in Twi-Light League and is loud and encouraging within Wasserman Hall and the Mess Hall.
AARON PELTS. AARON is an athletically gifted young lad who is always cheering on his team, no matter what
competition or event he is participating in. Despite being young, AARON shows his spirit for CM by starting
numerous cheers and chants in Wass Hall and the Mess Hall.
ETHAN MANN. Despite having stitches, ETHAN battles through these and shows his love for CM and his spirit by
always being energetic and giving 100% in all activities. It is this sort of spirit which will help others around him drive
forward and learn.
RYDER SPECTOR was recognized for his spirit as he is always found picking up his teammates during King of the
Camp, even if they are not winning. RYDER is also not afraid to become involved and is recognized for having a loud
and powerful voice in the Mess Hall during cheers.
DANIEL MALLIS. DANIEL demonstrated his spirit with his loud and spirited performance of “SCADOO” during Song
and Cheer night. His performance began camp on a high note and brought everyone to their feet in applause.
ISAAC WEISS was a key member of the counselor softball team win over Ojibwa. ISAAC showed his spirit by firing
up his fellow counselors and by going 3 for 3 during the game.
BENJIE SOREN showed his spirit by being able to keep calm during the counselor softball win over Ojibwa. BENJIE
kept the teams’ spirits high even when on occasions it looked like Ojibwa could overturn their deficit.

Wind Win! By Editor
Going into the final event, the Wind and Sun were tied at 2-2 and knew that it
was going to be a winner takes all scenario in the battle of mother nature. The
final event was ‘Runners and Chasers’ and the aim of the game was to have a
member of the team enter a large square out on the athletic fields and spend
as long as they could in the square without being tagged. Once that person was
tagged, they would sit in that exact position and the next person would go. As
the game went on, the harder it became to be tagged due to the amount of
bodies sat on the floor. Big shout out to Team Sun’s HENRY MILLER and JASON
PLOTKIN for their swift, agile movements and to Team Wind’s TYLER FIELD and
ETHAN MANN for demonstrating their speed and quick thinking to escape the

Talk strategy before the final
Sun and Wind event
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tag. Once the timings were calculated, the winners were Team Wind who lasted 16m58s in the box, whereas Team
Sun lasted 15m39s. Congratulations Wind team.

British and American By Jake Herman
On Monday night in the Mess Hall, dinner was wrapping up and all campers and
counselors had a full stomach thanks to some amazing hot dogs and burgers.
Everyone was expecting a typical CM evening of Twi-Light League to ensue, but
instead Head Counselor JOSH INGRAM approached the mic and announced that
we would spend the evening playing… Cricket?! A sea of moans and groans swept
across the Mess Hall as the CIT’s and JEREMY led chants for the camp to do
anything other than this British sport. British counselors soon stood up with selffashioned “muskets” and took control of the Mess Hall for a compulsary
MARC with some of his team
performance of “God Save the Queen.” JOSH even held JASON captive so he could
not intervene! However, American counselors soon stormed into the Mess Hall to restore order, including MARC
GOODMAN channeling his inner George Washington crossing the Delaware. Much to the delight of a confused camp,
this whole performance was the start of British and American 2018. SAM MYERTHALL was announced as the overall
captain for the British team while TYLER LONGNECKER leads the American team. Can history repeat itself for the
Americans, or will the British have their “finest hours”? Let the games begin!

D-Day By CJ Ashley
The first event in the British and American showdown was the Menominee version
of D-Day. The objective of the game was for the team on offense to reach the
scoring line behind the cabin compound, which was monitored by JACOB CZUPEK
and CHARLIE PRICE without being squirted with water by the defensemen or
blasted with water balloons by grenadiers atop Wasserman Hall. The name of the
game mirrors that of the World War II invasion on the French beaches, known as DDay due to the fact that the offensive team have to climb the hill from Sand Lake to
score points. Scoring proved to be very hard to come by at first for both teams as
Squirting fun during D-Day
many of our campers fell at the hands of the squirt bottles. The British adopted a
strategy of rushing from all directions, led by RYAN MARTIN and MILES PROVUS. However, the Americans had split
all angles well and elimiated most of the British quite quickly thanks to some great squirting from JESSE KAPLAN. The
Americans however used a different strategy thanks to the quick thinking of BEN LAZARUS and JACOB SCHNEIDER as
they decided to rush as a team while, unaware to the British, leaving men behind for a second rush. This second rush
proved to be crucial and when the dust settled, the Americans comfortable took victory by a score of 13-3.

Song Night By Joe Vickers
On Monday night, everybody was called into Wass Hall for another amazing skit
night – Song Night. Cabins were informed at lunch that they would be required
to change the lyrics of a song and make the song Menominee related. In the
junior division FIN DORAN and DRAKE ELMAN helped Cabin 4 take the win after
recreated the well known ‘Havana’ song. Well done to the rest of Cabin 4 for their
amazing performance: COOPER BORSTEIN, CHARLIE SANFORD, MARLON
STEWART, BRAYDEN SUBRN, HUDSON DEUTSCH and ZACH FORMAN. In the
intermediate division, Cabin 8 took the win after an amazing recreation of the
Zac Brown Band’s ‘Homegrown.’ Congratulations Cabin 8 – SPENCER
Cabin 19 during Song Night
AUSLANDER, CHARLIE EISENBERG, AARON PELTS, RYAN WEIL, JACK BERGER,
ASHER DIAMOND and THATCHER SCHILLER. Lastly in the senior division, Cabin 19 won after creatively producing ‘Koz’s
America’. During the performance XANDER SCHILLER sat at the front of the stage in shades bobbing his head
entertaining everyone watching and giving Cabin 19 the edge in this funny and entertaining performance.
Congratulations to rest of Cabin 19: RYDER SPECTOR, SAM GOODMAN, MAX BEERMAN, DYLAN SCHWARTZ, JACK
FORMAN, BEN KAPLAN, JACK KAPLAN, JUSTIN CRASKO, EVAN PRTISKER, JORDAN GENTNER, DAVID FISHER, MILES
RACENSTEIN and ARI GOLDBERG. The night was a great success with every cabin using their imagination to recreate
a well known song. Special shoutout to Cabin 17 for their standout performance, recreating The Scripts ‘Hall of Fame’.
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THE BRITISH AND AMERICANS EDITION

THURSDAY JULY 5, 2018

BRITISH 4, AMERICAN 3
Message to Garcia By Jake Goodman and Editor
After an fun-filled couple of days, the British came out on top in a very close B&A 2018.
Going into the last event, the teams were tied at 3-3 and much like our previous intercamp competition, Sun and Wind, we were in another winner takes all scenario. The
last event of the competition would be Message to Garcia. We have many traditions
here at Camp Menominee and one of them is playing Message to Garcia on the fourth
of July. In Message to Garcia one team is on offense and one team is on defense. The
team on offense tries to cross from the line on the service road to the line on OCR
without getting squirted by the defending team. ELI FELDMAN produced a stand out
display on defense, squirting numerous opposition attackers. DASH WINDLE and BEN
FLICK managed to evade being squirted on a number of occasions due to their speed
JOSH ready for the start
and JAKE REINHARDT was able to sneak past a number of defensive players. When
of Message to Garcia
reading out the final results, Program Director ETHAN WEISS said “this is the closest
British and American result I have seen in my nine years at Camp.” Congratulations to both teams for making B&A
2018 the best one yet and congratulations to the British team and captain SAM MYERTHALL for winning Message to
Garcia 18-17 and taking the overall B&A victory.

Land and Water By Adam Phelps
The boys at CM participated in eight different activities in the Land and Water event.
The campers were split up within their age group and would paricipate in four activities
on land and four on water. The land activities included Dizzy Izzy’s, tug of war, a
wheelbarrow race and circle dodgeball. The water activities included fill the canoe, the
sweatshirt relay, potato on a spoon relay and the greasy watermelon game (with a
rugby ball). In the 12 and under age category, the American team took the win in the
water section thanks to wins in greasy watermelon and the sweatshirt relay, led by
LEXX MALKIN and JOSH NAMORDI. The British however took the land portion of the
ELI in the sweatshirt relay
event after winning tug of war, the wheelbarrow race and circle dodgeball. DRAKE
ELMAN and TYLER FIELD were the stand out performers in circle dodgeball thanks to their swift movements and
brilliant dodging. In the 13 and over age category, the American team dominated both land and water and can thank
their captain TYLER LONGNECKER for leading the charge. QUINN KNENOW and JACK BEHAR produced stand out
performances within the water activites which helped America take the overall victory in the Land and Water event.

Revere’s Ride By Sam Miller and Isaac Weiss
After an exctiting first day of British and American 2018 action all of our campers were ready to get into bed with the
exception of our seniors, who were waiting to play this year’s edition of Revere’s Ride. The objective of this game, is
to unscramble a famous quote from the time of the American Revolution based on letters gathered from various
locations around camp. The locations of these letters are hidden and they must be found by decoding a clue. A specal
shoutout to AUGIE FLICK for his ability to quickly solve some of the locations and to TODD LAZARUS, DANIEL MALIS
and ISAAC MILLER for successfully solving the final quote: “We must all hang together or most assuredly we shall all
hang separately” – Benjamin Franklin, which helped the British team take victory after two hours of late night fun.
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Counselor Volleyball v Kawaga By Zach Sosnow and Editor
Menominee 2, Kawaga 0 (25-11, 25-11)
It was a beautiful sunny afternoon at CM. During rest period most of the
camp descended onto the sand volleyball court behind Cabins 3 and 4 to
watch our counselors go toe to toe against Kawaga. Menominee were
looking for back to back wins against the opposing camp and were feeling
very confident thanks to the newest addition to the team – ADAM BALTZ,
who had spent the previous two days teaching positioning and movement
on the court during play and service. Menominee took an early
commanding lead and led 7-2 thanks to some fantastic serves from MARC
GOODMAN and great setting from BENJIE SOREN. The counselors were Menominee Volleyball is best in WI
setting a great example to our campers as they were putting on a fantastic
display of teamwork and sportsmanship throughout the game. As the first set came to an end, the Menominee team
were working extremely well together and were sharing the workload between all players to keep Kawaga guessing.
ETHAN WEISS and ISAAC WEISS were doing a brilliant job of blocking shots and spiking the ball and eventually worked
together to gain the final point needed to take the first set 25-11. Lucky Canteen Number 76. Going into the second
set, Menominee pilled on the pressure and maintained their momentum as they raced out to an 8-1 lead. JEREMY
KOHLENBRENER was doing a fantastic job of keeping the team motivated and ensuring they kept their heads in the
game even if they dropped a point. At 12-4, Kawaga floated the ball towards the Menominee side of the net and as
they did BRETT WEISS leaped up to spike the ball hard into the ground. This once again sent the watching campers
into a new chant of “BRETT WEISS, BRETT WEISS has a great spike”. Menominee kept up the pressure and were soon
at match point which was rightly won by ADAM BALTZ, who led Menominee to the convincing win.

4th of July Social By Editor
To celebrate the 4th of July, Camp Marimeta were
kind enough to invite the Menominee boys over for
a night of socializing and fireworks. As the boys
arrived, the girls were singing and dancing and you
could see that both camps had dressed in their best
American
themed
attire
to
celebrate
Independence Day. LUKE MASON was wearing an
American themed face mask, DRAKE ELMAN
DRAKE and his sister
matched his sister with red, white and blue face
paint and SHANE O’RIORDAN, DANIEL WAITE and JOHNNY PAYNE were just some
of our international staff who wore the craziest outfits they could. Once the sky
became dark, everybody headed towards the waterfront for the fireworks display,
which mesmerized the crowd. Once the fireworks concluded, everybody sang
Marimeta’s goodnight song and ‘Taps’. This was a perfect way to conclude the 4th
July and we thank the girls for their hospitality.

Our International Staff ready
for the 4th July festivities

King of the Camp Swim Meet By Marc Goodman
It was a windy day out on Sand Lake for the second ever edition of the King of the
Camp Swim Meet. With the tough conditions, all
four teams knew they would need to show their Fireworks at Marimeta
best swimming. In the 12 and under age division
RAY DONG came in first in the 50m backstroke for the Phoenix, but it was the
Dragons who took the 200m relay thanks to FINN FELDMAN, JONAH FELDMAN,
JACK WALTERS and LEXX MALKIN. In the 13 and over age division, the Dragons took
the 50m breaststroke and backstroke thanks to strong efforts from DANIEL MALIS
and CHARLIE RATTERMAN. The Dragons and Phoenix swam a close race in the relay
with it coming down to the anchors, AUGIE FLICK and CHARLIE. The dragons won
by a hair and took overall first place in the swim meet.
Swimming to first place
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Menominee Way Trait Week Three: Determination By Editor
Each Sunday night, the Camp Menominee CIT’s present The Way. This ceremony highlights a specific pillar of the six
characteristics our camp calls The Menominee Way. This week, the CIT’s decided to discuss ‘Determination.’
“Determination: Determination is persevering towards a difficult goal despite obstacles. Determination is simply not
giving up no matter how hard things. Determination is going until your legs lose feeling, until your arms break, until
your head feels like it is about to explode. Determination is fighting until you have achieved your goal.”
Congratulations to the following individuals who were honored for their exemplary determination
TYLER LONGNECKER. As a senior cabin member, TYLER has a lot of responsibility on his shoulders. As a British and
American captain, he led his team to several victories and despite the result not being in his favor, that did not stop
TYLER from being determined to continue with his responsibility as a senior cabin member. TYLER has many
activities coming up and it will be his determination in the coming weeks that will help him through these.
JOSH BROOKSBY. JOSH was on the canoe trip with cabins 7, 8 and 17 this week. You could always see the look of
determination of JOSH’s face that he wanted to get around that next turn or reach his destination. After creating a
strong bond with his cabin, he was moved to cabin 17. Instead of complaining, JOSH was determined to improve his
camp experience. This is what makes JOSH a great addition to the Menominee family.
BRAYDEN SUBRIN always gives his all during Big 10 and KOC activities. He is a fantastic example to not only the first
years but to all campers around, despite only being a first year camper himself. BRAYDEN’s determination to give
it his all is infectious and you can always find him with rosy cheeks pushing through every boundary to improve.
SAM GOODMAN has been determined to be a positive member of the Menominee family, throughout camp so far.
At Mall of America this past week, SAM was confident enough to try new activities and travel outside of his comfort
zone. SAM’s determination to reach goals and break boundaries is remarkable and a great influence on his peers.
CHARLIE EISENBERG had a rough start to the canoe trip. However, he persevered through and successfully made it
back to camp. CHARLIE can be found on the basketball courts and the softball fields, determined to help carry his
team to a victory. It is CHARLIE’s determination that enables him to complete anything that he sets his mind to.
DRAEDYN SANFORD was tasked with going on a canoe trip during trip week. On the way back, the canoe only had
two paddles and DRAEDYN did not let this stand in his way and instead took the lead and was determined to keep
pushing despite the choppy weather and tough conditions to make it safely back to camp with the rest of his crew.
COOPER BORSTEIN was recognized due to his determination to keep those around him busy, happy and having fun.
During trip week, COOPER created a game for all juniors to play, which encouraged all campers to keep out of their
cabins and was inclusive of everybody. It is this determination which will makes COOPER the perfect CM camper.
MARC GOODMAN. This is MARC’s third year at the friendly confines. MARC consistently displays his passion for
camp, whether it is on the volleyball court or on the softball field. Any time MARC plays as part of a counselor sports
team, you can see his hard work and determination. MARC is also leading the King of the Camp event – sometimes
his effort goes unnoticed, yet despite this, he is determined to make sure team Menominee has a good experience.
Honour Cabin: CABIN 7
At the end of each session, JASON honours a specific cabin for best demonstrating the six CM characteristics
throughout that session. The first session winners were CABIN 7. Despite their age and lack of experience on some
cabins, their ability to embody the six characteristics has not gone unnoticed and it is thanks to great counselors and
their leadership this cabin has thrived at camp. Congratulations MATTHEW HARFIELD, SAM ROSEN, JACK GREENFIELD,
LUKE MASON, NOAH UNZEK, ELI FELDMAN, FINN FELDMAN, JACOB MASKIN, JOE VICKERS and JAKE GOODMAN.
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Copper Falls Trip By Editor
On Friday morning, the junior campers knew they were going on a trip but where
they were going was a surprise, even to the counselors. Everybody was extremely
excited as JASON announced they would be taking the bus to go visit the waterfalls
at Copper Falls, hike around the trail and then finish on the beach. The campers
quickly finished their breakfast,
packed their bags and loaded
the bus with a range of chants
and songs. On arrival, the boys
Loving the sights of the falls
ate their packed lunch before
beginning an hour hike on the trail taking in the beautiful sights of
the falls and their surrounding rapids. CARTER KLEIN could be
heard saying the sights were “spectacular” while FIN DORAN and
HUDSON DEUTSCH said they wished they “could spend longer at
the falls.” Special shout out to COOPER BORSTEIN who, after falling
on the trail, got straight back up, brushed himself down and kept
going with no complaints – a true warrior. Once the juniors had
The junior campers ready for their day trip
taken in the wonders of the falls, they took the short journey down
to the beach to spend a half hour in the water splashing around and doing ‘chicken fights.’ Congratulations to JACKSON
MERCHANT and RAY OUTRAM for winning most of their duals. This capped off a very busy and wonderful trip as most
of the campers slept the whole journey home. Thanks to JASON for organizing an amazing day trip.

Minneapolis Trip By Sam Maetzold
Over the past few weeks, the senior age division have become more and more excited,
counting down to the annual Minneapolis trip. The 14-year-olds got off to a great
start, setting off ahead of schedule, just after breakfast on Thursday morning. After a
short 4-hour trek to the great state of Minnesota, the first stop was the Minnesota
Twins game, where the campers, led by MAX BEERMAN, JASON PLOTKIN and JONAH
FRIEDMAN made an unforgettable memory by chanting left fielder Eddie Rosario’s
name and getting a shout out back from him. The game ended in a victory for the
Twins and the campers enjoyed the remainder of the evening relaxing and talking
about memorable moments from the game. The following day began with a trip to
the amusement park, Valleyfair, in which the campers were able to enjoy spending
time on the many different rides and activities. QUINN KLENOW was the outstanding JONAH with his new shoes
performer at the 3-point contest while JACK FORMAN and JORDAN GENTNER
enjoyed the many rides the park had to offer. The last activity and highlight of the trip was the Mall of America.
Counselor JONAH BROWN won a pair of Jordan Shoes after successfully beating the game ‘Keymaster.’ SAM
GOODMAN confidently tested his skills at several new activities and XANDER SCHILLER and DAVID FISHER had a lot
of fun travelling round the many different shops the mall has. The trip was great fun and will always be remembered.
Thanks to JASON for organising an amazing trip filled with new memories.

Northwoods Childrens Museum Trip By Editor
On Saturday morning, the junior campers woke up to another surprise – a second
consecutive day trip - this time to the Northwoods Childrens Museum. On arrival the
campers spent time dressing up, catching fish, shopping for groceries, building wooden
buildings and shooting hoops. ZACH FORMAN made everybody laugh as he dressed in a
wedding gown, BRAYDEN SUBRIN had
fun racing fish and LUKE MASON caught
three fish in one cast. The campers had a
lot of fun at the museum and impressed Shopping for groceries
with staff by cleaning up after themselves.
To finish the day, the campers spent time in a park playing kick ball,
with TYLER FIELD and JACK BERGER kicking multiple home runs.
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Whitewater Rafting Trip By Adam Baltz
The 2018 senior cabin whitewater rafting trip was an incredible
success. The senior cabin members left the friendly confines on
Thursday morning after a healthy breakfast and first embarked
on a trip down the Peshtigo River. This trip included 6 rapids
ranging from level one to level four rapids. During this voyage,
the seniors were all in single person rafts and dared eachother to
test their skills on the level four rapids. That night everyone
enjoyed hamburgers and watermelon, thanks to grillmasters
MARC GOODMAN and ADAM BALTZ. On friday morning, the
senior cabin departed for the Menominee River rafting trip and
on arrival were split into two
The Senior Cabin ready for their rafting trip
rafts.
Raft
one
was
captained by JACK BEHAR while raft two was captained by TYLER LONGNECKER.
This rafting trip included six intense rapids, the most ferocious of which was level
four Piers Gorge. Once the rafting trip had concluded, senior cabin traveled to
Green Bay for the night where they spent it relaxing and led by ZACH AKIN and
ISAAC MILLER, discussed some of the great memories they had created. The final
day of the trip began with a stop at Lambeau Field, home of the Green Bay
Packers. Once the tour had finished, the seniors continued on their drive back to
camp, of course stopping at Goodwill on the way. Many thanks to JASON and the
rest of the admin team for organizing such an amazing trip, which will be
Riding the level four rapids
remembered for years to come.

Wisconsin Dells Trip By Jake Jones
The trip to the Wisconsin Dells quickly became one of the best trips the
campers had ever been on. On Thursday morning, the 13 year olds set off
on the three hour journey to the Wisconsin Dells. First stop on the trip was
to Mt. Olympus, a theme park with many large rollercoasters and go-karts.
JAKE FELDMAN quickly claimed that the go-karts were “the best I had ever
been on.” JACK MYERTHALL and AUGIE FLICK had lots of fun going down
the larger rides and convincing the others to join them. Thursday night
ended with a relaxing evening, allowing the campers to rest after their
The boys ready for the waterpark
busy day. On the second day of the trip, the cabins went to Noah’s Ark, an
amazing waterpark that offered a range of water slides and lazy rivers. GABE
UNZEK led cabins 9 and 10 down ‘The Point of no Return’ – a sky-high
waterslide that no one would have gone down if it was not for GABE’s
leadership and convincing. Lucky canteen number 125. BEN KITE thoroughly
enjoyed himself at the waterpark and was already looking forward to going
back again one day. On Saturday, the cabins began their trip home with
MICKY RACENSTEIN excitedly telling stories of the different rides and games
they had been on. Thank you to JASON for sending the cabins on a great trip
to the dells. All campers arrived back to camp on Saturday afternoon with
large smiles on their faces and many stories to tell.
All smiles at Mt. Olympus
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Town Day By Editor
As is Camp Menominee tradition, on the last Sunday of the session all campers
and staff spent the afternoon in the town of Minocqua. The campers were
treated to a beautiful day of sun as they entered stores such as Toyland, Book
World and BJ’s Sportshop. Shout out to ELI FRIEDMAN for getting the
‘purchase of the day’ with a $6 stuffed panda and to ISAIAH GOLDSMITH for
being kind enough to buy his English counselor, RYAN WILLIAMS a $4 England
hat for him to wear during the World Cup. Shop favorites included the All
Things Jerky store, where many of
our campers and counselors,
Busy streets of Minocqua
including COLTON GAGE, ELI
FELDMAN and XANDER SCHILLER tried the range of jerky on offer and
Packerland, where JACOB MASKIN and FIN DORAN spun the $1 wheel of
prizes multiple times. As the afternoon sun shined bright, many of our
campers took the chance to play mini-golf with FINN FELDMAN taking the
win in his group of six. NOAH UNZEK enjoyed the snow cones that were on
offer while ZACH SOSNOW and ARI GOLDBERG enjoyed the candy they
bought at one of the many candy shops. As the afternoon came to a close,
our campers enjoyed the delicacies the Minocqua restaurants had to offer.
Menominee ready for the ski show
JACK FORMAN and ZACH FORMAN raved about the sushi they had at Kobe
Sushi while MARLON STEWART, TYLER FIELD, JOSH NAMORDI and SAM ROSEN all enjoyed the pizza on offer at
Alexander’s Pizza. Once eaten, our campers gather at Alexander’s Pizza to play arcade games before travelling to the
Aqua Bowl Arena to watch the Min-Aqua Bats Ski Show. All campers and staff took part in the Menominee tradition
of loud chants at the ski show and were amazed by the many stunts the performers had to offer. A great day out was
had by all, ending with ISIAIAH COLLIER leading a number of our campers to get their face painted by the two comedic
face painters at the ski show.

Canoe Trips By Sam Miller and Jake Herman
On Thursday and Friday afternoon, cabins 7, 8, 14, 15, 16 and 17 all departed on a
two-day, one-night canoe trip. Thursday afternoon saw the departure of cabins 7, 8
and 17 while on Friday afternoon, cabins 14, 15 and 16’s departed. Both trips ran a
very similar schedule and after just over an hour of canoeing, the cabins arrived at
their campsite for the evening. For the rest of the night, cabins spent time settling
into their new ‘home’, building a fire and enjoying tin-foil dinners with assorted meats
and vegetables. JOEY HOFFMAN selflessly brought five hammocks from his Bar
Mitzvah for cabins 14, 15 and 16 to relax on and ISAAC WEISS led a water-balloon
toss, which was ultimately won by the duo of RYAN MARTIN and DANIEL SHAMAH.
Later in the evening, both trips enjoyed S’mores around an excellent fire. The fire was
built by DRAEDYN SANFORD, PEYTON PICUS, HARRY STEINER and JACOB
SCHNEIDER for cabins 14, 15 and 16 while JACK BERGER, EMILIANO VAZQUEZ and
LUKE MASON all helped create the fire for cabins 7, 8 and 17. The next morning, the
boys woke up to a surprise – Chef RICK had arrived at their campsites to make pirate- Beautiful view of the
style eggs and potatoes. When asked why these were pirate-style, chef RICK told the
water surrounded by
campers them this was because the camp site they were staying at used to be called canoes
‘pirates landing’. Once the campers had finished breakfast, they walked to the local mini-golf place where they enjoyed
a round of golf and an ice cream. RYAN WEIL, ASHER DIAMOND and RAY DONG all demonstrated their putting skills
and will be the men to beat next time there is a mini-golf trip. Before the campers made their way back to camp,
ETHAN MANN, BEN LAZARUS and JACOB BROWN led the way for cabins 14, 15 and 16 as the campers jumped off a
bridge into the water below, rounding off an amazing canoeing trip. Thanks to all cabins for making both canoe trips
extra special and a special shout out to the CIT’s and MAX WEINGARDT for all their help.

Riddle of the day: I am a fruit, I am a bird and I am also a person. What am I?
(Submit your correct answer to the megaphone office for one free canteen)
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Dance Night By Editor
Last night after flag, the cabins were called into Wasserman Hall to take part in
a skit favourite - Dance Night. JASON had earlier announced that all cabins would
need to create a dance routine and dance along to any song of their choice. There
would be three winners, one for each age division. In the junior division, Cabin 4
began proceedings, dancing along to MC Hammer’s ‘U Can’t Touch This’. DRAKE
ELMAN was the main dancer in the middle of the group and as the song played,
he would have a dance off with his other cabin members and beat them as ‘they
could not touch his dancing ability’. Cabin 5 were next up and went wild dancing
along with ‘Wild Ones’ by Flo Rida. Special mention to TYLER FIELD who danced
in the wildest way he possible could and showed he really was a ‘wild one.’ Cabin
6 followed dancing along to the themetune of childrens television show, Mickey
Junior Division Winners: Cabin 6
Mouse Clubhouse. JOSH NAMORDI and JACKSON MERCHANT dressed up in
their funniest outfits and danced around together while the other cabin members showed off some crazy dance
moves. In the intermediate division, Cabin 7 stood in a line and sang ‘Head, Shoulders, Knees and Toes’ while dancing
along touching the body parts in order. Once this dance routine had concluded, SAM ROSEN showed off his
breakdancing skills with a head stand. Cabin 8 impressed with mimicking the official dance video to ‘Single Ladies’ by
Beyonce. JACK BERGER and THATCHER SCHILLER had near-perfect
movement and showed exactly how Beyonce flicked her hand. Cabin 17,
led by their Irish counselor GERARD WELTON produced a flawless Irish
dance – ‘Riverdance.’ Stand out performers, who at times looked like
Irish nationals with their dance moves were COLE ADAM and BEN FLICK.
Cabin 14, danced along to the club-classic ‘Turbulence’ by Steve Aoki.
The campers, dressed in all black, huddled around NATE BEERMANN as
the beat began to become faster and the music began to grow louder.
Once the music dropped, NATE quickly took off his black jacket
displaying a bright colourful tshirt, sending the cabin into a crazy dance.
Cabin 15 began with a dance to ‘Barbie Girl’ in which everybody quickly
Intermediate Division Winners: Cabin 15
noticed one of their campers was missing. This was all part of the plan
however as the music cut to ‘Pony’ by Ginuwine and out came HARRY STEINER dressed in just braces and some long
pants. As he danced a little more he ripped his pants off to be just in swimming shorts, much to the laughter and
surprise of the onlooking audience. Cabin 16’s
DRAEDYN SANFORD took the lead for his cabin dancing
World Cup Viewing Party By Editor
During rest period, Head Counselor JOSH INGRAM along to ‘ABC’ by Jackson 5 as the rest of his cabin stood
back and clicked along with the music. Finally the senior
arranged for campers and counselors to watch the
division took to the stage and first to dance was Cabin 9.
World Cup semi-final match between Belgium and
France. Usually a technology-free zone, camp allowed Cabin 9 was able to lift the whole audience to their feet
and join in as they lifted CIT JOEY MATGOUS high into
for this rare moment due to the importance of the game.
Many of our international staff are from England and are the air on his chair and danced around to ‘Hava Nagila.’
feeling confident going into their semi-final matchup Cabin 10 were next to take the stage which began with
against Croatia, so it was good for them to get a glimpse BEN KITE telling a joke. Once the joke was over the cabin
10 campers danced along to in their craziest way
of their potential finale opponents. All campers and
possible to PSYs’ ‘Gangnam Style.’ Cabin 12 took to the
counselors really enjoyed the game before getting back
stage with an unusual dance routine. They stood in a line
into their KOC activities and technology free camp.
and following CHARLIE RATTERMAN’s lead, began
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raising their hands in order like a wave, whilst playing some sounds from
the waves in the sea. The penultimate act for the evening was Cabin 19
whom, led by XANDER SCHILLER danced along to LMFAOs’ ‘Sexy and I Know
It.’ As the song progressed, XANDER began to slowly build up the intensity
by slowly lifting his top before taking it off and swining it around his head.
Finally, senior cabin took to the stage dancing along slowly to ‘Lift Yourself’
by KANYE WEST. This did not last long however as the song was cut short
by “SCADOO” and an ensuing mosh pit. Once the judges; ERICA BAKER,
SAM MILLER and host for the evening, ISAAC WEISS had reached a verdict,
ISAAC announced that the winners of the junior divison was cabin 6: Senior Division Winners: Cabin 19
CARTER KLEIN, MAX AGINS, JACKSON MERCHANT, ISAIAH COLLIER and
JOSH NAMORDI, the intermediate age divison was cabin 15: JESSE KAPLAN, JON WOOL, BEN LAZARUS, HARRY
STEINER, RAY DONG, ETHAN MANN, RYAN MARTIN and MILES PROVUS and the senior age division was cabin 19:
RYDER SPECTOR, SAM GOODMAN, MAX BEERMAN, DYLAN SCHWARTZ, JACK FORMAN, XANDER SCHILLER, BEN
KAPLAN, JACK KAPLAN, JUSTIN CRASKO, EVAN PRTISKER, JORDAN GENTNER, DAVID FISHER, MILES RACENSTEIN and
ARI GOLDBERG. Congratulations to all of our winners in another amazing skit night.

Rock Band Show By Editor
Monday night’s skit night – Rock Band Show began with the brilliant song,
Menominee Shoes played by THOMAS C ADLER and MIKE TAYLOR. During the
performance PAMELA ADLER, NATHALI TORRES and ANDREA VARGAS all got up
and danced along, bringing the whole audience to their feet to join in. Once the
opening performance had concluded, the skit lead for the night, JACKSON
WUSTNER stood up at the front of the stage introducing the acts that would
follow. First up for rock band show was COOPER BORSTEIN, who had created his
very own song/rap about Camp Menominee. COOPER’s performance was
outstanding and was shown as many began chanting his name at the end of his
performance. LEXX MALKIN was next up and produced a breath-taking
performance of ‘New York, New York’ by Frank Sinatra which had every camper
Rock Band Lead: JACKSON
and staff on their feet in applause at the end. Lucky Canteen number 199. DRAKE
ELMAN and CHRIS KOPKE performed a duet of John Legends’ ‘All of Me’ before DASH WINDLE took to the piano to
show off his skills with the Harry Potter theme tune, as HUDSON DEUTSCH and ISAIAH COLLIER danced around with
their homemade wands. HARRISON SERLIN continued an already brilliant night with his rendition of Uptown Funk by
Mark Ronson. HARRISON was able to throw in multiple
dance moves while demonstrating his amazing singing voice. Into the Home Stretch By Editor
LEXX was once again back at the forefront of the show as he As we enter the last few days of the first session, the
demonstrated he was not just a great singer but also a
Twi-Light League and KOC race to the finish line are
fantastic piano player. MILES PROVUS produced a stand out beginning to heat up. In Twi-Light League, the
rendition of ‘Bad Moon Rising’ by John Fogerty while playing current leaders are the FELDMAN FISHIES in the
the guitar. As the show came to a close, there was an all junior division, YERI’s YEETERS in the intermediate
camp singalong to ‘I Want it That Way’ by Backstreet Boys,
division and TEAM RATZLAFF in the senior division.
led by CHRIS KOPKE and JACKSON, an amazing guitar solo
All 3 divisions are still extremely tight and could be
from HARRIS GREENBAUM, a back and forth song called ‘I won by any team. In the race for the KOC goblet the
Saw a Bear’, created by the CIT’s, an original from MIKE current leaders are the Dragons. They are closely
TAYLOR and finally a closing guitar solo and song from
followed by the Phoenix and Knights. Despite being
JACKSON, with JACOB MASKIN on drums. Thank you to all
last, the Thunderbirds still have many points to play
who took part in the show and to JACKSON for leading an
for and could be a key factor in the final result.
amazing skit night.

Riddle of the day: If I have it, I don’t share it. If I share it, I don’t have it. What am I?
(First person to submit the correct answer to the megaphone office will win one free canteen)
Yesterday’s Riddle: I am a fruit, I am a bird and I am also a person. What am I?
Yesterday’s Riddle Answer: A Kiwi
Winner: ELI FELDMAN
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THE DRAGONS ARE KINGS EDITION

King of the Camp Finale By Editor
King of the Camp began with four teams ready
to battle it for the goblet. The Rhinelander
Phoenix, St. Germain Dragons, Eagle River
Knights and Oneida County Thunderbirds were
all within a chance of winning, yet only one
team could come out on top. After a number of
competative days in all sports CM has to offer, the Dragons prevailed,
closely followed by the reigning champions the Phoenix and a resillient
Knights. Going into Championship Wednesday, the Dragons had a 95
point lead over the Phoenix but there were over 250 points on the line
and any team could still win. JACK BERGER ran the show in the
Newcomb final for the Thunderbirds, scoring over 25 points alone and
HENRY MILLER scored the winning soccer goal for the Phoenix. The
Phoenix were having a strong final day thanks to their senior captain
KASE RATZLAFF leading the charge and had cut the Dragons lead to 55
points going into the last few finals. The Phoenix could still win if they
won their remaining finals and the Dragons lost theirs. This did not go to
plan however and in the final event of KOC, the 13 and over Phoenix
basketball team were beaten by the Knights under the lights on the Mike
Dunleavey Jr court. After a full session of King of the Camp competition,
it is only appropriate that awards are given out to recognize players who
are invaluable to their respective teams. In the 12 and under age
division, AARON PELTS won the MVP for football, HENRY MILLER won
the MVP for soccer, CONOR HIRSCHTRITT won the MVP for hockey,
JACK BERGER won the MVP for Newcomb and the MVP for basketball
and all-around MVP was won by ASHER DIAMOND. In the 13 and over
age division, JACK FORMAN won the MVP for hockey and football, RYAN
FIRMIN won the MVP for volleyball, the MVP for soccer was won by JAKE
HOODACK and the basketball and all-around MVP was won by KASE
RATZLAFF. Come back next year to see if the Dragons can retain their
championship or if another team will bring home the goblet.
Congratulations to all MVP’s and KOC champions – St. Germain Dragons.

12 and Under KOC Hockey Final By Jon Wool

THURSDAY JULY 12, 2018
KOC Activity Winners:
Basketball:
13&O: Knights
12&U: Knights

Soccer:
13&O: Dragons
12&U: Phoenix

Newcomb:
12&U: Thunderbirds

Volleyball:
13&O: Dragons

Tetherball:
13&O: Thunderbirds
12&U: Knights

Archery:
13&O: Knights
12&U: Dragons

Skiing:
13&O: Thunderbirds
12&U: Dragons

Golf:
13&O: Knights
12&U: Knights

Bag-O:
13&O: Thunderbirds
12&U: Phoenix

Gaga Ball:
13&O: Knights
12&U: Dragons

Climbing:
13&O: Phoenix
12&U: Phoenix

Riflery:
13&O: Dragons
12&U: Dragons

Tramp Ball:
13&O: Dragons
12&U: Thunderbirds

Football:
13&O: Knights
12&U: Phoenix

Kayaking:
13&O: Dragons
12&U: Knights

Hockey:
13&O: Phoenix
12&U: Dragons

Tennis:
13&O: Dragons
12&U: Dragons

Paddleball:
13&O: Phoenix
12&U: Knights

It was the Knights vs the Dragons. Both teams were battling it our for
what would be the best 12 and under hockey championship in Menominee history. The first half started with a goalie’s
duel. DANIEL SHAMAH and PAYTON PICUS were making dazzling saves. By the end of the first half it was still tied 00. Early in the second half, RYAN WEIL won a battle against the boards, passed the puck to CONNOR HIRSCHTRITT,
who takes it all the way and scores the first goal of the game. The Knights soon responded with a pass from ASHER
DIAMOND to BRADY KAY and a fantastic finish. The game remained tied and went into overtime, where neither team
could not get past the other teams defense. In the shootout, CONNOR shot first for the Dragons, scoring via the
crossbar. The Knights were up next and missed due to a great save by PEYTON. It was left to COLE ADAM to seal victory
and the KOC win for the Dragons with a stellar goal. The 12 and under hockey team has a bright future ahead.
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Farewell Session One Campers By Editor
Today marks the last day of the CM first session and with that we will soon be saying goodbye to a large number of
our campers. We are very sad to say goodbye to each and every camper, but we hope they thoroughly enjoyed their
time at CM and hope they will be back next year for another session (or two).
CABIN 4:
CABIN 7:
CABIN 10 CONTINUED:
CABIN 16 CONTINUED:
HUDSON DEUTSCH
JONAH FELDMAN
BECKETT NELSON
LUKE LESHIN
FIN DORAN
AUGIE FLICK
MICKEY RACENSTEIN
DANIEL SHAMAH
BRAYDEN SUBRIN
JACK GREENFIELD
MARLON STEWART
GABE UNZEK
CABIN 12:
CABIN 17:
CADE COLBY
COLE ADAM
CABIN 5:
CABIN 8:
SAMMY MARKS
KHAIRI BROWN
LEXX MALKIN
JACOB MASKIN
JASON PLOTKIN
CONNOR HIRSCHTRITT
HARRISON SERLIN
EMILIANO VAZQUEZ
ZACH SOSNOW
CABIN 9:
CABIN 14:
DASH WINDLE
CHASE ENGEL
PAYTON PICUS
CABIN 6:
BEN FLICK
CABIN 18:
MAX AGINS
NOAH UNZEK
CABIN 15:
ZACH AKIN
ISAIAH COLLIER
RAY DONG
FINN FELDMAN
CABIN 10:
CABIN 19:
CARTER KLEIN
JEREMY BACK
CABIN 16:
DAVID FISHER
JACKSON MERCHANT
ELI FELDMAN
JACOB BROWN
EVAN PRITSKER
JOSH NAMORDI
ERIC GOODMAN
JAKE FELDMAN
MILES RACENSTEIN
BEN KITE
ISAIAH GOLDSMITH
DYLAN SCHWARTZ
ANDREW MARKS

WHAT HAS BEEN THE BEST THING ABOUT CAMP?
MARLON STEWART: The best thing has been Twi-Light League. At first, I did not enjoy
it because I did not know how to play but now I have learned, it has been a lot of fun.
CARTER KLEIN: The best thing about camp is the spirit and attitude that everyone
shows in all the sports you can do.
ISAIAH COLLIER: Playing with people who I would not usually play with and making
lots of new friends.
RAY DONG: The best thing about the summer was hanging out with my friends and
playing Twi-Light League. I also really enjoyed British and American because it was
the first time I had been a captain.

RAY smiling on his last day

KHAIRI BROWN: Playing softball and going to the waterfront with my friends.
BEN FLICK: Hanging out with friends, meeting new people and having good
experiences in all the activities at camp.
ELI FELDMAN: Having fun with friends and going down to the waterfront.
JONAH FELDMAN: Just having lots of fun at camp, especially Twi-Light League where
I just scored an RBI.
DASH WINDLE: Having my uncle, COLTON GAGE at camp. I have been able to hang
out with him when I play tennis and Performing on the piano in the Rock Band Show.

DAVID FISHER saying goodbye to friends… for now

LUKE LESHIN: The best thing about camp is being at camp. It is all amazing.

Riddle of the day: I do not ask any questions, but I require many answers. What am I?
(First person to submit the correct answer to the megaphone office will win one free canteen)
Yesterday’s Riddle: If I have it, I don’t share it. If I share it, I don’t have it. What am I?
Riddle Answer: A Secret
Winner: BEN FLICK
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THE FINAL EDITION OF THE FIRST SESSION

FRIDAY JULY 13, 2018

Junior Twi-Light League By Benji Soren
The regular season champions, FINN FELDMAN’s team (Feldman’s Fishies)
took game one Thursday night. However, Dansky’s Thunder showed up
Friday, with MVP CARTER KLEIN leading the charge. BRAYDEN SUBRIN and
JADEN DONSKY were efficient on both sides of the ball as the Thunder took a
3-1 lead. The Fishies showed a sign of hope as rookie of the year MAX AGINS
and TYLER FIELD led their team to a game five victory. But, the Thunder were
not to be beaten and took the sixth game and the series 4-2. Everyone played
their heart out but congratulations to the champions – Team Donsky.

Team Donsky laking it

Intermediate Twi-Light League By Jake Herman
The Intermediate Twi-Light League playoffs were exciting from the start to end.
HENRY MILLER’s team (Yuri’s Yeeters) came back after losing game 1 of their
best-of-3 semi-final against BRADY KAY’s team and surged into the
Championship game. MILES PROVUS’ team (Provus’ Pretty Pink Ponies) swept
aside JON WOOL’s team in their semi-final matchup after coming from behind
to win an exciting game two. In the Championship game, defense set the tone
as the runs came at a premium the entire series. Game one was a back-andforth affair. Clutch hits by ASHER DIAMOND and EMILIANO VAZQUEZ gave
each team the late runs they needed to force an extra innings with the score
Team Provus following their win
tied 4-4. In the end, it was the aggressive base running and timely hits by
COOPER SPECTOR and JOEY HOFFMAN that led PROVUS’ team to a 9-inning victory by the score of 5-4. The strong
defense carried over into an intense second game, as the score remained 0-0 through four innings of play. In the fourth
inning, Web Gem winner HENRY MILLER showed off his range of third base, thwarting a potential rally for PROVUS’
team. DANIEL SHAMAH then drove in the go-ahead run with a sacrifice fly to put MILLER’s team ahead 1-0. PROVUS’
team responded emphatically however, with three runs in the bottom of the fifth, fuelled by the bats of COLE ADAM,
ISAIAH GOLDSMITH and ASHER DIAMOND. From there, pitcher HARRY STEINER slammed the door shut with excellent
pitching and leadership that earned him the MVP. PROVUS’ team held strong to win the game 4-1 and capture the
Intermediate Twi-Light League Championship. Well done to both teams and congratulations to Team Provus.

Senior Twi-Light League By Brett Weiss
In Senior Twi-Light League, the playoffs started with a bang as ISAAC MILLER’s
team came out hot with their bats and defeated TYLER LONGNECKER’s team to
advance to the Championship. JACK BEHAR’s team and SAM MYERTHALL’s team
batted in the first round. JACK played unbelievable in the field and led his team
to victory. In the next round, BEHAR faced RATSLAFF and the winner would
advance to the championship. RATZLAFF took game one due to some slugging at
the plate by HENRY CHABOT, but BEHAR took game two due to BEN ZELKEN’s
walk off single, forcing a deciding third. Both teams battled hard to the end, but
Team Miller with the trophy
RATZLAFF’s team pulled out to win, 8-6. This set the stage for a RATZLAFF v
MILLER final. MILLER’s strong bats continued to show with an eleven run first inning, led by a homerun from ADAM
MASSELLO. MILLER won game one 24-5. Game two was no different as MILLER’s team put up seven runs in the first
inning. RATZLAFF’s team offered some consolation but this was not enough to turn the tie on its head. Final score 124 to MILLER’s team. Congratulations to the champions on their dominating display - Team Miller.
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Awards Night By Editor
Held on the last night of camp, awards night allows for the
counselors to award the campers on their incredible
achievements throughout the first session. Awards are
given to campers for King of the Camp (winners can be
found in ‘The Dragons are Kings Editon’), Twlight League
and in some occasions, for other activities where the
activity lead felt a camper went above and beyond and
deserved to be recognised.

Junior Twi-Light League:
Winners: Team Donsky – JADEN DONSKY, BRAYDEN
SUBRIN, CARTER KLEIN, ZACH SOSNOW, COOPER
BORSTEIN, HUDSON DEUTSCH, PATRICK MCCORMICK,
CHARLIE SANFORD, ISAIAH COLLIER, LEXX MALKIN and
BODI JOHNSON. GM – ADAM PHELPS.

Junior Twi-Light League All-Star Team:
Centre Field:
JOSH NAMORDI
Short Centre:
ISAIAH COLLIER

Left Field:
CHARLIE
SANFORD

Short Stop: 2nd Base:
MAX
FINN
AGINS
FELDMAN

3rd Base:
BRAYDEN
SUBRIN

Pitcher:
TYLER
FIELD

Right Field:
FIN DORAN

1st Base:
CARTER
KLEIN

Catcher:
LEXX MALKIN

Web Gem – BRAYDEN SUBRIN
Rookie of the Year – MAX AGINS
Junior Twi-Light League MVP – CARTER KLEIN

Intermediate Twi-Light League All-Star Team:
Centre Field:
ASHER DIAMOND

Stick of Endurance – JOSH NAMORDI

Intermediate Twi-Light League:
Winners: Team Provus – MILES PROVUS, ASHER
DIAMOND, RYAN MARTIN, JOEY HODDMAN, COLE
ADAM, COOPER SPECTOR, HARRY STEINER, MATTHEW
HARFIELD, ISAIAH GOLDSMITH and BEN LAZARUS. GM –
GERARD WHELTON
Web Gem – HENRY MILLER
Most Improved – ETHAN MANN

Short Centre:
BRADY WEISS

Left Field:
JACK
BERGER

Short Stop: 2nd Base:
AARON
JACOB
PELTS
SCHNEIDER

3rd Base:
HENRY
MILLER

Pitcher:
HARRY
STEINER

Right Field:
JOEY
HOFFMAN

1st Base:
DANIEL
SHAMAH

Intermediate Twi-Light League MVP – HARRY STEINER

Senior Twi-Light League:
Winners: Team Miller – ISAAC MILLER, CHARLIE
RATTERMAN, HENRY CHABOT, JUSTIN CRASKO, TREY DE
LEO, DYLAN SCHWARTZ, ERIC GOODMAN, HENRY LEVIN
and AIDEN SOLOMON. GM – CRISTIAN LADISLAU

Catcher:
ISAIAH GOLDSMITH
Senior Twi-Light League All-Star Team:
Centre Field:
CHARLIE RATTERMAN

Web Gem – JACK BEHAR
Senior Twi-Light League MVP – ADAM MASSELLO

Megaphone:
Megaphone Journalist of the Year – JOSH NAMORDI

Soccer:
Most Improved – NOAH UNZEK
Goal of the Session – JAKE HOODACK
Overall Soccer MVP – HENRY MILLER

Fishing:

Left Field:
JACK
FORMAN

Short Centre:
HENRY CHABOT
Short Stop: 2nd Base:
JACK
ISAAC
BEHAR
MILLER

3rd Base:
ADAM
MASSELLO

Pitcher:
KASE
RATZLAFF

Right Field:
RYAN
FIRMIN

1st Base:
JAKE
HOODACK

Overall Fishing MVP – ISAIAH GOLDSMITH

Golf:
Memoninee 2018 Open Winner – SAMMY MARKS

Catcher:
TODD LAZARUS
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First Session Recap By Editor
As soon as the campers got off the bus to start the session, the fun began. It has been a jam-packed first session with
many great memories. The energy at camp has gotten better day by day with all staff, admin and campers getting
involved in the singing, dancing and competitions. There has been many highlights throughout the first session, thanks
to Program Director, ETHAN WEISS, the CM staff and the rest of the administration team. Here are just some of the
first session moments you should never forget:

Arrival
Traditional First Night Capture the Flag
Start of King of the Camp
Start of Twi-Light League
Color Wars: Sun v Wind, British v American
Skating at Rhinelander Ice Arena

A full Wasserman Hall on Arrival Day

Birthdays, Birthdays and more Birthdays
Socials at Chippewa, Agawak and Marimeta
Beating Timberlane
The Way and Key-Log Ceremony
Big Brother, Little Brother
Song and Cheer Night
Egg Drop, Horse Racing and Let’s Make a Deal

King of the Camp 2018 Champions: Dragons

Skit Nights: New Song and Cheer Night, Song Night and Soccer Celebration
Night

Sailing and Skiing Clinincs: Hosted by COLLEEN FELDMAN and BLAIR
FELDMAN

Counselor Sports: CM beat Kawaga in Volleyball, CM beat Ojibwa in
Softball
Town Day in the sunny Micocqua
King of the Camp Champions: Dragons
Awards Night: Introduction of the Menominee Open and Adler Jug

Adler Jug Winner: SAMMY MARKS

Twi-Light League Finals: Junior Champions – Team Donsky, Intermediate Champions – Team Provus and
Senior Champions – Team Miller
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THE START OF THE SECOND SESSION EDITION

MONDAY JULY 16, 2018

Second Session Arrival By Editor
Yesterday marked the start of the second session and as usual we started
with a bang. After a healthy breakfast, visiting weekend came to an end with
all family members departing the friendly confines. All campers and staff
were very excited for the second session and began chanting and cheering as
not one, but two Lamers buses rolled in around 3pm. As the campers got off
the bus, they ran through the traditional man-made tunnel of campers and
counselors linking arms and round to the basketball court outside
Wasserman Hall for the pep rally. Chants were started by the counselors and
Senior Cabin, with experienced campers joining in and new campers getting
All ready for the second session
their first experience of the spirit camp offers. JASON began reading out the
counselor and camper names who ran to the middle of the court to greet their new cabin friends. It was a great way
to begin the second session and we look forward to the many sports, surprises and great things still to come.
All campers and
counselors arrive
onto the basketball
court for the pep rally
(left)

Big happy faces as the
campers get off the
Lamers buses (right)

Capture the Flag By Editor
It would not be the first night of the session at Camp Menominee without
Capture the Flag. As tradition, the cabins were divided into two teams - ‘Team
Rick’ or ‘Team Mike’, named after two of our amazing chefs. Team Mike were
to wear green or dark colored tops and Team Rick were to wear white tops.
One of the best things about Capture the Flag is that all the counselors get
involved. Both teams began with the same defensive strategy of defending the
flag and not rushing until they saw a gap. MAX MASON, ASHER DIAMOND,
JACK KAPLAN and ALEX STELZER all performed extremely well as flag guards,
along with counselors JOSH BROOKSBY and JOE VICKERS but became overrun
as many of the campers began taking more risks and running as a group. Team
Rick started the stronger of the two teams as they managed to get many
Team Mike discuss tactics
campers inside the safe zone. Team Mike saw this and began their charge for
the flag. The first game became a race to the finish and see which team could get the flag back to their side of the field
quicker. Some great decoy running and from EMIL KESTENBAUM and TYLER FIELD allowed Team Mike to throw the
flag over the line to counselor EVAN KOTTER, to take the first game 1-0. Team Rick had to regroup and come up with
a new strategy, which worked instantly as within a few minutes of the start of the second game, many of the campers
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and counselors rushed together towards the flag. Both teams
slowly moved the flag forward while ENZO ROEHMER and Big 10 and Leagues By Thatcher Schiller
OWEN FITZGERALD were doing a good job of spearheading the On the first day of second session, the campers
attack for Team Mike. A quick pick up and run from a group of
sign up for both Big 10 activities and Leagues.
campers was enough to confuse Team Mike and tie the game These are fun activities that happen in the
at 1-1. Meanwhile, MARC GOODMAN thought he had taken morning and afternoons. Big 10 are instructional
the flag over the line for Team Mike and extended the lead to
periods that give campers the opportunity to
2-0 but after a quick discussion amongst the CIT’s, it was learn new sports or get better at something they
determined that MARC was tagged just short of the line and
enjoy. MAX BEERMAN signed up for wrestling
the teams would go to a winner takes all third and final game.
because he wrestles a lot at home while WILLIAM
As the third game began, both teams quickly rushed towards MARTINEZ signed up for tennis because it is a
the flag and both defences were overrun by the speed at which sport he wants to learn. In leagues, campers
they came. Some amazing running, ducking, dodging and
compete against each other in fun competitions.
sidesteps from JACK FORMAN took the flag past countless
These leagues are a good way to challenge
defenders and towards the line for Team Mike. Although JACK yourself against other campers who might be
was tagged, he had done the hard work and a quick pick up and better than you. EVAN KOTTER will run the
throw over the line to counselor COLTAN GAGE was enough to
fishing competitions because he loves to fish so
give Team Mike the win much and TRUMAN MANKOWSKI signed up in
2-1. The CIT’s began football because he wins competitions at home
calling everyone in to
and wants to do the same at Camp Menominee.
give cheers but as they
did, a chorus of “one more game” erupted from the campers. The CIT’s agreed
but this game had a twist – it would be counselors vs campers. As the teams
took their sides, there was a clear numbers advantage in the favour of the
campers and this quickly showed as what seemed like hundreds of campers
rushed towards the flag in unison. Despite the best defensive efforts of
counselors DAN WAITE, JOHNNY PAYNE and RYAN WILLIAMS, there were too
many campers and many reached the flag, forming a large circle around it. The
camper’s strategy worked as they all began sprinting in different directions,
Campers beat the counselors
confusing the counselors and taking the flag over the line for the win. Capture
the Flag was a perfect way to begin the second session and congratulations to the campers for beating the counselors
and Team Mike for winning 2-1.

Camp Fire By Editor
On a beautiful evening at the friendly confines all campers,
counselors and staff gathered down at the waterfront for a real
Camp Fire. The camp fire is a perfect way to take a step back from
the non-stop first day and take in the beautiful surroundings the
Northwoods has to offer. THOMAS C ADLER and MILES PROVUS
entertained everyone around the camp fire by playing “Keep on
the Sunny Side of Life” on their guitars. Between each chorus, TOM
would pause and allow many of our counselors to tell a joke.
COOPER BORSTEIN, CHRIS KOPKE, MAX BEERMANN and BEN
LAZARUS made everybody smile and laugh with their jokes before
TOM began playing and everybody began singing again. Following
A full camp around a beautiful Camp Fire
some inspiring speeches from counselors ADAM BALTZ and JAKE
HERMAN, the Jackson 2 – JACKSON WUSTNER and SHANE O’RIORDAN treated us to a sing-a-long masterpiece. There
was just enough time for JASON to end the night with a speech about why he loves camp and finally singing taps
before all campers and counselors headed back to their cabins to write their cabin contracts and session goals.

Riddle of the Day: I have keys that open no locks. Space but no room and you can enter but not go in. What
am I?
(Submit your correct answer to the Megaphone Office for a free canteen)
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THE LOUD AND PROUD EDITION

TUESDAY JULY 17, 2018

Louder and Prouder Song and Cheer Night By Editor
Camp Menominee being at capacity can really make the difference.
That difference was evident last night in Wasserman Hall when all
campers packed in for Song and Cheer Night. The atmosphere was
raucous from the start as JEREMY KOHLENBRENER began proceedings
with the “Menominee, Menominee” song. Despite not knowing the
words, the newer campers did their best to join in and began stamping
their feet and cheering along. The campers and counselors had created a
large circular group in the middle of Wass Hall as JEREMY continued to
lead them into chorus after chorus of different songs. “Hail our Colors”,
DANIEL MALIS leading SCADOO
“Hail to Menominee”, “Bright as a Sunburst” and “To Menominee we
sing” echoed around Wass Hall as the atmosphere continued to grow during each song. JEREMY wrapped up the songs
for the night and asked everyone to take their seat. However, as he did, chants
for the Senior Cabin began and they raced towards the stage to begin their
cheers. All campers and counselors got to their feet and circled the stage as KASE
RATZLAFF led “I went down to the River”, JACK BEHAR led “Fire Up” and SAM
MYERTHALL led “Boom Chika Boom.” Before Taps there was just enough time
to “unleash the beast” - DANIEL MALIS - to end the Camp Fire with a flawless
display of “SCADOO.” With 180 campers inside Wass Hall, the energy was high
ahead of our competition against the camp from the west. Lucky Canteen 236.
Once the cheers were finished, everyone took their seat to end the night with
Taps. Thanks to JEREMY, the Senior Cabin: JACK BEHAR, DANIEL MALIS,
MAXWELL MASON, ISAAC MILLER, RYAN FIRMIN, KADEN LISKA, SAM STEINER,
JEREMY leads the CM Songs
ALEX STELZER, GAVIN BRAMWIT, ALEX GAU, LOUIE KANTER, GEORGE NASSAR,
WILL PRICE, PETER GAU, NOAH DAVIES, JAMES MILLS, DANIEL WHITE, TYLER LONGNECKER, KASE RATZLAFF, SAM
MYERTHALL and their counselor, MARC GOODMAN for helping create such a loud and proud Song and Cheer night.

Twi-Light League Surprise By Editor

MARC and ETHAN build sandcastles

The start of Twi-Light League is often a surprise which many of our campers
do not see coming. This year was no different as at dinner, to much cheering
and happiness, Program Director ETHAN WEISS informed all campers that
they would be competing in a sand castle building competition as a cabin,
down at the waterfront. After dinner, all cabins made their way back to their
cabins to change into suitable outfits for the sand and to discuss potential
sand castle ideas. As the campers arrived at the waterfront both ETHAN and
MARC GOODMAN were stood in the sand waiting to give a demonstration

Camper Profile By Sam Rosen
Name: JOSH PETERMAN
Age: 11
Cabin: 7
Years at Camp: 2
Favorite Sport: Baseball or Softball
Favorite Camp Trait: Sportsmanship
Favorite Camp Meal: Cheeseburger and chips
First CM Memory: Beating Kawaga and then laking it
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of what would be expected. As MARC
continued to dig in the sand he hit
something hard. ETHAN SCHWARTZ
asked if MARC had “hit a water pipe”
while other campers, led by CHARLIE
TAYLOR and ZACH FIELD were trying to
squeeze to the front to see what was had
been hit in the hole. JEFF TOOMBS
approached the hole informing the
campers that “it will probably be some
rocks.” However, much to the shock of all,
MARC pulled out a large piece of ice. After
smashing the ice MARC held up what was Keeping the eyes on the ball
Jeff shows off the iced softball
inside – a softball, while shouting “it’s TwiLight League!” The campers began cheering and celebrating with this announcement and it was left to the softball
commissioners; BENJIE SOREN, BRETT WEISS and JAKE HERMAN to announce team captains, rosters and their GMs.
After a quick run back to their cabins and an outfit change, all campers were ready for their first game.

All Camp Photo By Jon Wool
After flag, all campers, counselors, kitchen staff and admin were called down to the waterfront, in cabin order, wearing
either a green or white Menominee tshirt. As the cabins approached, they began discussing what funny faces they
would pull and making sure their hair was in perfect shape. JON WOOL was discussing what funny face he was going
to pull and slipped down the hill, laughing as he fell. SIMON MANN and DRAKE ELMAN raced down the hill looking
forward to their cabin photo and DYLAN FLETCHER was still deciding whether he would wear his green or white
Menominee top. First up was the cabin photos, where each cabin sat on the brown benches with their counselors
stood behind. Once the cabin photos finished, the campers lined up from tallest to shortest. The shortest camper was
ZACH FORMAN and the tallest was CIT JAKE HOODACK. As the bleechers filled up, the campers squeezed together to
make sure everybody could fit. After the first photos were taken, everyone got ready for a funny photo. JADEN
DONSKY pulled a funny face and COOPER BORSTEIN stuck his tongue out. The all camp photo was a huge success.

Riddle of the Day: Take one out and scratch my head, I am now black but once was red. What am I?
(Submit your correct answer to the Megaphone Office for a free canteen)
Yesterday’s Riddle: I have keys that open no lock. Space but no room and you can enter but not go in. What am I?
Answer: A Keyboard
Winners: ASHER BERMAN, WILLIAM SIMKINS, JACK MYERTHALL and JAKE MCDERMOTT
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THE LIP SYNC EDITION

WEDNESDAY JULY 18, 2018

Lip Sync Night By Editor
CM skit nights are always the best. Last night was no different as our
campers took to the Wasserman Hall stage to take part in Lip Sync
Night. First up in the junior division were cabin 3, who selected “Watch
Me” by Silento to lip sing and dance along to. ZACH FORMAN came
running into the middle of the group in his sunglasses and began
breakdancing when the song lyrics sang “ooh watch me, watch me.”
Next up were cabin 4 who began by singing the nursery rhyme “Old
McDonald had a Farm” and COOPER BORSTEIN hoping around the
stage. The song then broke into a rap version and the cabin began
Cabin 5 dancing around their ‘baby Josh’
producing their funniest dancing while lip singing along. Cabin 5’s
performance began with the cabin lip singing “Baby” by Justin Bieber into sunscreen and bug spray bottles before their
counselor JOSH BROOKSBY running into the middle, with his thumb in his mouth and began rolling around on his back,
pretending to be a baby. Lastly up in the junior division was cabin 6 who, led by TYLER FIELD pretended to have a
Menominee v Kawaga faceoff and lip sang along to “Take on Me” by A-Ha. When the dust settled, the only men left
standing were the Menominee boys. When all winners were announced at the end, the winners of the Junior division
were Cabin 5. Congratulations DRAKE ELMAN, CHARLIE SANFORD, HARRISON KESTENBAUN, JORDAN STEIN,
BRANDON JOHNSON, ENZO ROEHMER, JORDAN TOMLIN, ROBERT LOQUERCIO and counselor, JOSH BROOKSBY.
Next up was the intermediate division, kicked off by cabin 7. As the song started, they pulled up our South African
counselor and judge, DEAN ROGERS and began lip singing along to the very popular song “Africa” by Toto. As the song
hit the chorus and the lyrics “I bless the rains down in Africa”, LUKE MASON poured water over DEAN to much laughter
and applause from the onlooking audience. Cabin 8 were next up on the stage and began lip singing along to “Wrecking
Ball” by Miley Cyrus. As they did, AARON PELTS entered the stage from the left-hand side and stood still like a wall.
When the song broke into its chorus JACK BERGER came rolling onto the stage from the right, ‘like a wrecking ball’
and rolled into AARON knocking him off his feet. Following cabin 8 were cabin 17 who lip sang along with “Can’t Stop
the Feeling’, led by JASON ANDERSON. JASON’s brilliant dancing and lip singing had Wass Hall on their feet at the end
giving a round of applause. Cabin 12 continued the laughter with a fantastic performance of “Stacy’s Mom” by
Fountains of Wayne, with MILES PROVUS playing along with the guitar. COOPER SPECTOR led the performance
pretending to sing to ‘Stacy.’ As the song entered its chorus HENRY MILLER emerged from the right as Stacy’s Mom to
much laughter and applause from the crowd. Cabin 12 finished the song perfectly as COOPER grabbed HENRY to give
him a little kiss. Cabin 13 took to the stage and produced their rendition of “Girl on Fire” by Alicia Keys. The boys stood
in a line lip singing along and as the chorus began HARRY STEINER ran through the middle of them to tear his t-shirt
off his back and become the lead singer. Cabin 11 followed with “Barbie Girl” by Aqua. WILL SIMKINS pretended to be
the Barbie Girl and the remainder of the cabin surrounded him to dance along. Last up in the intermediate division
was Cabin 19 who danced and lip sang to “Strip that Down” by Liam Payne. In a very funny performance, the boys had
dressed up in what seemed like their whole wardrobe and began taking off layer after layer of clothes. When the
results were announced, there was a special mention for Cabin 12, but the winners were Cabin 13: ASHER BERMAN,

Counselor Profile By Justin Crasko
Name: COLTAN GAGE
Age: 21
Cabin: 10
Years at Camp: 1
Lives: Throckmorton, TX
Favorite Sport: Tennis
Activities at Camp: Tennis and Climbing
Favorite Movie: American Sniper
First CM Memory: Playing Tennis in pre-camp with one of the kitchen staff, Victor
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ROWAN HARRISON, ZACH BEN-ISVY, JACK CARTER, BEN MILCH, ADAM STEIN,
HARRY STEINER, NATHAN GELFGAT and BENJAMIN TAYLOR. Finally the senior
division took to the stage, led by cabin 14 who lip sang and clicked along to
“Take Me Home, Country Roads” by John Denver. ZACH GOLDMAN and TOBEY
BERKS did an excellent of job of getting the whole of Wass Hall to sing and click
along with the cabin. Next up were cabin 15 who produced some of their best
dancing and lip singing abilities along to “Mask Off” by Future, led by EMILIO
QUINTANAL. The final cabin of the night was cabin 16 who began lip singing
and dancing along to “All of the Lights” by
Kanye West. As the chorus began building
up, cabin 16 turned off the lights in Wass
Harry leading his cabin to victory
Hall so we were in complete darkness.
When the lyrics “turn up the lights” began, the lights flicked back on to leave their
counselor JONAH BROWN in the centre of the stage alone, singing along with the
chorus. As the song came to an end, his cabin returned to dance along to the music.
Cabin 16 ended another fantastic CM skit night with best performance of the night
and rightly took the win in the senior division. Congratulations to cabin 16: RYDER
SPECTOR, JOSH BARSKY, GAVIN PICKLIN, NATHAN DUBINSKY, ANDREW
DRENNAN, CHARLIE DUMO, MAX KIRSCH, ZACH MEYERS, JEREMY ZELKEN, their
Cabin 16 with counselor Jonah
counselor JONAH BROWN and to all the other division winners.

Big 10 Michigan Skiing By Logan Rosengard
It was a sunny morning on Sand Lake and like most Big 10 periods, the waterfront
was packed with first time skiers. Among the rookies was veteran skier CHARLIE
RATTERMAN, tasked with helping the first timers get up and around the lake.
JORDAN GENTNER was trying his best to slalom for his first time and despite
struggling, never gave up. Meanwhile MAX BEERMAN had no trouble getting up
and slaloming around the lake as if he was a professional. In another boat, MAX
MASON was working on getting up on two skies for his first time, while RYAN
FIRMIN got up with ease and tried to help MAX learn the technique required.
Overall it was a great day on Sand Lake with campers showing their
determination to succeed and willingness to help each other progress. There will
be many more perfect waterfront days to come.

CHARLIE showing how it is done

Counselor Basketball v Kawaga By Logan Rosengard
Menominee 28, Kawaga 24
As JASON told the camp this morning, it has been a while since the counselor basketball team had beaten Kawaga.
That was well known amongst the Menominee boys and they set out to correct that fact. During the warmup, the
seniors and CIT’s who had travelled in support were heard singing CM cheers to hype the team up. As the first half got
started, Menominee got the offense rolling with good shooting from ETHAN WEISS. This was matched by some brilliant
defensive work from ADAM BALTZ and ISAAC WEISS to keep the score in Menominee’s favour. At the half Menominee
led a tight game 15-13 and CM knew they could win this. As the third quarter began, Kawaga were seeing plenty of
the ball but the Menominee defense was holding strong and late into the third led 19-15. Some further good teamwork
from BRETT WEISS, BENJIE SOREN and JAKE JONES put CM up 24-18 going into the fourth. At the start of the fourth,
Kawaga clicked and brought the score back to 24-22. However, after a brief timeout and team talk from THOMAS C
ADLER and JASON, Menominee were able to regain their composure. As the clock ran down, MARC GOODMAN
managed to ice the game by making two free-throws and make the final score 28-24 Menominee. Congratulations to
Menominee for taking the win. CM now lead Kawaga 2-0 in counselor sports and will be hoping this run can continue.

Riddle of the Day: I can be cracked, I can be made. I can be told, I can be played. What am I?
(Submit your correct answer to the Megaphone Office for a free canteen)
Yesterday’s Riddle: Take one out and scratch my head, I am now black but once was red. What am I?
Yesterday’s Answer: A Match
Winners: LUKE MASON, COLE SOROSKY and MATTHEW HARFIELD
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Twi-Light League Second Session Rosters By Editor
TEAM FRIEDMAN (Jnr):
Captain: ELI FRIEDMAN
ZACH FIELD
CHARLIE PEACOCK
ETHAN SCHWARTZ
LEVI BLUM
JORDAN STEIN
BRANDON JOHNSON
ENZO ROEHMER

TEAM BEERMANN (Int):
Captain: NATE BEERMANN
JACK CARTER
RYAN WEIL
BRADY KAY
VINCENT CONTE
OWEN FITZGERALD
ROWAN HARRISON
MATT HARFIELD
DREW HERZBERG
TEAM LOQUERCIO (Jnr):
NATHAN VASS
Captain: ROBERT LOQUERCIO TRUMAN MANKOWSKI
THEO GALPER
DYLAN PELTS
TEAM HOFFMAN (Int):
BENY GOLDBERG
Captain: HARRISON
NEO SCHNEIDER
HOFFMAN
EMIL KESTENBAUM
ASHER DIAMOND
JORDAN TOMLIN
MICAH BLUM
DANIEL GELFGAT
ETHAN MANN
JADEN DONSKY
JAKE MCDERMOTT
SPENCER AUSLANDER
BODEN HOWELL
TEAM SHEFREN (Jnr):
REED METZLER
Captain: BRODY SHEFREN
LUKE MASON
CHASE KAPLAN
JASON ANDERSON
CHARLIE SANFORD
NOAH LAPOINTE
HARRISON KESTENBAUM
SAM WICK
TEAM SPECTOR (Int):
ANDREW MORRIS
Captain: COOPER SPECTOR
JJ BARBER
HENRY MILLER
DYLAN FLETCHER
CHARLIE EISENBERG
RYAN MARTIN
TEAM FIELD (Jnr):
JASON NEIDER
Captain: TYLER FIELD
LUKE LARAMORE
EASTON NEWMAN
ELLIOT ZELKEN
CHARLIE TAYLOR
SAM ROSEN
ZACH FORMAN
MATT HEIL
MASON AUSLANDER
JESSE KAPLAN
SIMON MANN
ANDREW MCCORMICK
DRAKE ELMAN
COOPER BORSTEIN
TEAM SCHNEIDER (Int):
Captain: JACOB SCHNEIDER
JACK BERGER
JOEW HOFFMAN
MILES PROVUS
CARTER ZIRLIN
DRAEDYN SANFORD
WILL SIMKINS
EMMETT KREZ
IAN GAU
THATCHER SCHILLER

TEAM STEINER (Int):
Captain: HARRY STEINER
AARON PELTS
ZACH BEN-ISVY
ADAM STEIN
ASHER BERMAN
RONEN SAREMBOCK
DYLAN COHEN
BEN MILCH
NATHAN GELFGAT
ADRIAN WASHINGTOKN
RYAN MURRAY

TEAM WEISS (Int):
Captain: BRADY WEISS
GRIFFIN BRAMWIT
MICHAEL O’KEEFE
JON WOOL
IAN POGANY
WYATT BAUMEYER
CHARLIE JACOBS
JOSH PETERMAN
LANDON DRAPATSKY
BEN LAZARUS
RYAN MCCORMICK

TEAM STELZER (Snr):
Captain: ALEX STELZER
NATE DUFFY
DANIEL MALIS
WILL PRICE
ARI GOLDBERG
MAX MASON
JAKE TOPEL
JARED AGUILAR
RYDER SPECTOR
JOSH KENNEDY
JACK KAPLAN

TEAM GAU (Snr):
Captain: ALEC GAU
JACK FORMAN
LOUIE KANTER
RYAN FIRMIN
BEN ZELKEN
LOGAN ROSENGARD
TOBEY BERKS
BEN MANN
SETH SCHOR
EMILIO QUINTANAL

TEAM LISKA (Snr):
Captain: KADEN LISKA
MAX KIRSCH
JAKE HOODACK
JAMES POPLAWSKI
BENJIE GAU
JEREMY ZELJEN
NATE DUBINSKY
WILL MARTINEX
ZACH MEYERS
ETHAN GOSSROW

TEAM STEINER (Snr):
Captain: SAM STEINER
MAX BEERMANN
JACK BEHAR
LEO NECHELES
QUINN KLENOW
JOSH BARSKY
CADEN PERLMAN
ANDREW DRENNAN
SHANE KOHLER-DAVIS
ZACH GOLDMAN

TEAM NASSAR (Snr):
Captain: GEORGE NASSAR
TODD LAZARUS
GAVIN BRAMWIT
ISAAC MILLER
PETER GAU
GAVIN PICKLIN
DREW BENJAMIN
HENRY LEVIN
CHARLIE DUMO
JACKSON FRANKEL

TEAM RATZLAFF (Snr):
Captain: KASE RATZLAFF
JONAH FRIEDMAN
TYLER LONGNECKER
DANIEL WHITE
JAKE REINHARDT
JORDAN GENTNER
NOAH DAVIES
XANDER SCHILLER
SAM GOODMAN
NICHOLAS WINJUM
MICHAEL ABIANTOUN
JACK MYERTHALL
JOEY FINFER
ADAM MASSELLO

TEAM MYERTHALL (Snr):
Captain: SAM MYERTHALL
HENRY CHABOT
CHARLIE RATTERMAN
COLE SOROSKY
CHARLES LACHMAN
MASON ARONAUER
JAMES MILLS
JUSTIN CRASKO
ROBBIE BRINGAS
DYLAN COHAN
WILL MILLER
ANTHONY BARECK
TJ MOCK
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THE AGAWAK SOCIAL EDITION

FRIDAY JULY 20, 2018

Agawak Social By Erica Baker
Laughs were had and memories were made as the CM boys hosted the Agawak
girls in a carnival themed social. Each cabin was tasked with creating their own
carnival booth to help entertain the girls. Cabin 3’s JJ BARBER and ETHAN
SCHWARTZ had the idea to run a face painting and temporary tattoo stand,
Cabin 4 ran a Bozo Buckets stand, Cabin 5 came up with the idea to do a ski ball
with buckets game and Cabin 6 ran a fortune cube game, created by JADEN
DONSKY. Cabin 7 decided to run a very popular carnival game of throwing
beanbags at cans, Cabin 8, led by CHARLIE EISENBERG and AARON PELTS
decided to run a “Guess our Weight” stand, with counselor EVAN KOTTER being
Never ending food line
the central figure. Cabin 9 decided to run a football through hoops game while
Cabin 11 created their own truth and dare booth. Cabin 12’s HENRY MILLER helped come up with the great idea of
shooting ping pong balls off bottles with a squirt bottle and Cabin 13 recreated the very popular Battleships game.
Cabin 14 created their own version of limbo, while cabin 15 led a balloon popping game. Cabin 17’s JASON ANDERSON
and RYAN MCCORMICK came up with a remake of the very popular college game and produced water pong and the
media team also got involved, creating their very own “funny photo booth” stand. Finally, Cabin 18 produced the most
popular carnival stand – speed dating. Campers from both CM and Agawak would go on a 1-minute ‘speed-date’ before
rotating to the next chair. One of the biggest attractions of the carnival was the inflatable obstacle course. Kids and
counselors alike enjoyed racing through the course, determining wo was the fastest. Shout out to JACK BERGER and
COOPER BORSTEIN for both performing extremely well in the obstacle course.
Throughout the carnival, many prizes were given out at each stand, but RYAN
WEIL had clearly had a good day on the stands and was seen running around
with handfuls of his candy winnings. The carnival food was a huge success and
this was shown as the line for the corndogs and funnel fries could have reached
all the way down the service road. CHARLIE PEACOCK was seen enjoying his
funnel fries with an American flag face paint and the biggest smile on his face.
Even the counselors joined in on the faint painting fun - JOE VICKERS sported
the Agawak popular cat whiskers and flowers design. The boys had an amazing
time and put in a lot of effort and hard work to
create the perfect carnival social for the girls.
Hugely successful speed dating

Big Brother, Little Brother Family Vacation By Jake Herman
Last night, campers took a break from their usual post-dinner Twi-Light League action as
the Big Brother, Little Brother program kicked off. Twelve activities were set up around
camp and each “family” of brothers made their way around to each. New campers were
grouped together with returning campers who they got to know through fun questions

BBLB new friends

Camper Profile By Matthew Harfield
Name: ZACH BEN-ISVY
Age: 12
Cabin: 13
Years at Camp: 6
Favorite Sport: Baseball / Soccer
Favorite Food: Pizza and Noodles
Favorite Movie: Rocky
Role Model: My Dad
First CM Memory: Coming to Father-Son camp with all my friends and my dad.
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and activities throughout the night. So wehther they were playing Kan Jam, Dizzy Izzy’s or Knockout, each younger and
newer camper got to know an experienced camper they can now look up to and lean on. Look out for more organized
BBLB events in the future, but if you are in need of something to do during general, go find your big or little brother.

Cabin Feud By CJ Ashley
Last night in Wass Hall, the campers were treated to a game of Cabin Feud, which
is played in the style of the hit gameshow ‘Family Feud.’ Our host for the evening
was counselor JAKE HERMAN, assisted by Program Director, ETHAN WEISS.
Cabins squared off 1v1 to try and uncover the top answers for various categories.
Our campers had to use their quick-thinking skills, in which most rounds came
down to the last answer on the board. In the junior division, cabin 3 went head
to head with cabin 4 in a ‘Favorite Meal’ showdown. Despite buzzing first, cabin
4 were incorrect and left cabin 3 to take control. Despite good efforts, cabin 3
failed to capitalise and after three wrong answers it was left to cabin 4 to seal
victory with the answer ‘Hot Dogs and Burgers’. Well done cabin 4: COOPER Who will risk it and buzz first
BORSTEIN, BENY GOLDBERG, SIMON MANN, THEODORE GALPER, ANDREW
MORRIS, NEO SCHNEIDER, SAM WICK, EMIL KESTENBAUM and LEVI BLUM. In the other junior division match-up,
cabin 6 overcame cabin 5 in a ‘Most Popular activity during Cabin Activities’ showdown. Despite answering correctly
with ‘Tramp Ball’ cabin 5 were beaten with cabin 6’s answer of ‘waterfront’. Cabin 5 did have the chance to steal but
with only one answer left on the board this was extremely difficult and after getting “Gaga Ball” incorrect, cabin 6
were the winners. Congratulations cabin 6: TYLER FIELD, CHASE KAPLAN, BRODY SHEFREN, EAASTON NEWMAN,
DANIEL GELFGAT, CHARIE TAYLOR, ELI FRIEDMAN and JADEN DONSKY. Next up were the intermediates and a
matchup between cabins 7 and 8. Cabin 7 quickly buzzed in for the question “What is something you use everyday at
Camp” but answered incorrectly. After a few wrong answers, cabin 7 answered correctly and took control of the board.
Despite having two strikes on the board, cabin 7 worked together to successfully answer “underwear” to take a clean
sweep. Well done cabin 7: MATTHEW HARFIELD, SAM ROSEN, JOSH PETERMAN, REED METZLER, EMMETT KREZ,
LUKE MASON and LANDON DRAPATSKY. Next up was a match between cabins 11 and 19, which was taken by cabin
19 thanks to cabin 11 being unable to steal when they had the chance. Congratulations cabin 19: MATTHEW HEIL,
DREW HERZBERG, CARTER ZIRLIN, DYLAN COHEN, JASON NEIDER, MICAH BLUM, JAKE MCDERMOTT, IAN POGANY,
LIAD ZAMIR, RONEN SAREMBOCK, ELLIOTT ZELKEN, BODEN HOWELL, BEN LAZARUS and JESSE KAPLAN. Next up was
the match up between cabins 12 and 13 and despite successfully getting the top answer to “what is the most likely
thing to be found on the cabin floor”, cabin 13 elected to pass. This proved to be their downfall however as cabin 12
successfully answered the remaining answers and took the win. Well done cabin 12: NATE BEERMANN, JOEY
HOFFMAN, BRADY KAY, HENRY MILLER, BRADY WEISS, COOPER SPECTOR, JACOB SCHNEIDER, ETHAN MANN, RYAN
MARTIN, MILES PROVUS, HARRISON HOFFMAN, JON WOOL and GRIFFIN BRAMWITT. In an intermediate v senior
clash, cabin 17 took on cabin 16. Cabin 16 answered quickest for the seniors and managed to correctly answer 4 of 5
answers. Cabin 17 had the chance to steal but unfortunately got it wrong and gave the win to the seniors. Well done
cabin 16: RYDER SPECTOR, JOSH BARSKY, GAVIN PICKLIN, NATHAN DUBINSKY, ANDREW DRENNAN, CHARLIE DUMO,
MAX KIRSCH, ZACH MYERS and JEREMY ZELKEN. As we entered the senior division, the questions became harder and
about Menominee history. In the final three senior matchups, cabins 15, 2 and 18 all took victories over cabins 9, 10
and 14. Congratulations to cabin 15: DREW BENJAMIN, NATE DUFFY, JAKE TOPEL, EMILIO QUINTANAL, SHANE
KOEHLER-DAVIS, MICHAEL ABIANTOUN and DYLAN COHAN, Cabin 2: JAMES POPLAWSKI, MAX BEERMANN, QUINN
KLENOW, CHARLES LACHMAN, MASON ARONAUER, HENRY CHABOT, JONAH FRIEDMAN, JAKE REINHARDT and COLE
SOROSKY and finally to Cabin 18: JACK BEHAR, DANIEL MALIS, MAX MASON, ISAAC MILLER, RYAN FIRMIN, KADEN
LISKA, SAM STEINER, ALEX STELZER, GAVIN BRAMWIT, ALEC GAU, LOUIE KANTER, GEORGE NASSAR, WILL PRICE,
PETER GAU, NOAH DAVIES, JAMES MILLS, DANIEL WHITE, TYLER LONGNECKER, KASE RATZLAFF and SAM
MYERTHALL. Thanks to all for making Cabin Feud another CM skit night success.

Riddle of the Day: I like to dance and twist and prance. I shake my tail, as away I sail. Wingless I fly into the sky.
What am I?

(Submit your correct answer to the Megaphone Office for a free canteen)

Yesterday’s Riddle: I can be cracked, I can be made. I can be told, I can be played. What am I?
Yesterday’s Answer: A Joke or Puzzle Winners: DYLAN COHAN, JOSH KENNEDY, CHARLIE EISENBERG, NATHAN
VASS, THATCHER SCHILLER, BEN LAZARUS and JAKE HOODACK.
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THE FIVE YEAR NIGHT EDITION

SATURDAY JULY 21, 2018

Five Year Night By Editor
Each year, campers, counselors and staff are initiated into
the Menominee’s Five Year Club. There is a ceremony held in
Wasserman Hall where existing members present Five Year
jackets to the incoming initiates. Members are recognized
for their long-lasting commitment to CM. The members of
this club have learned to call the Friendly Confines their
‘home away from home’ and their love towards camp is
unwavering. Each member of the Five Year club has made
their own mark on camp and for this the Menominee family
is forever grateful. Welcome to the Five Year Club.

First
Nate
Robby
Joey
Jordan
Ari
Harris
Harrison
Joey
Josh
Ben

New Members
Last
First
Beermann
Jack
Bringas
Josh
Finfer
Matt
Gentner
Joey
Goldberg
Isaac
Greenbaun
Leo
Hoffman
Mickey
Hoffman
Kase
Ingram
Brady
Kaplan
Elliott

Jack Behar
Zach Ben-Isvy
Ryan Firmin
Jack Forman
Benjie Gau
Jake Herman
Louie Kanter
James Poplawski
Charlie Ratterman
Jeremy Zelken
Max Beermann
Sam Goodman
Jake Hoodack
Daniel Malis
Sam Miller

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
7

Last
Kaplan
Kennedy
Lazarus
Matgous
Miller
Necheles
Racenstein
Ratzlaff
Weiss
Zelken

Existing Members
Charlie Price
Logan Rosengard
Dylan Schwartz
Cooper Spector
Ryder Spector
Benjamin Zelken
Pamela Adler
Jonah Gagerman
Benjie Soren
Isaac Weiss
Thomas C Adler
Gavin Bramwit
Jake Goodman
Josh Goodman
Todd Lazarus

The Menominee Five Year Song
Here’s to Camp Menominee,
May she live forever,
May we always faithful be,
And our bonds ne’er sever,
Though our troubles may be nigh’ boys,
With our standards raised on high boys,
We’ll be loyal to Menominee,
Ever loyal to our camp, Menominee.

7
7
7
7
7
7
8
8
8
8
9
9
9
9
9

Victor Rudo
Mike Taylor
Max Weingardt
Ethan Weiss
Jake Czupek
Brandon Ptasznik
Jeff Toombs
Brett Weiss
Jeremy Kohlenbrener
Jason Feldgreber
Dr. Kenny Miller
Trissy Miller
David Wood
Lisa Brooks
Dr. Danny Kniaz

9
9
9
9
10
10
10
10
14
16
18
18
28
29
29
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Menominee Way Trait Week Four: Leadership By Editor
Each Sunday night, the Camp Menominee CIT’s present The Way. This ceremony highlights a specific pillar of the six
characteristics our camp calls The Menominee Way. This week, the CIT’s decided to discuss ‘Leadership.’
“Leadership: Whether it’s picking up trash off the ground or encouraging your team, leadership is an essential part of
camp. A leader is someone who inspires others to work together for a purpose bigger than themselves, by putting the
team first and setting a good example. Leaders can bring people together and mould kids into teams.”
Congratulations to the following individuals who were honored for their exemplary leadership.
JEREMY KOHLENBRENER. JEREMY has been at camp for a number of years and has taken on one of the most
important leadership roles here at camp – Waterfront Director. JEREMY leads from example at the waterfront and
runs it extremely effectively, while allowing all to have fun in the process.
JACK BEHAR is the leader in the Senior Cabin. Whether he is out on the softball diamond or anywhere else on camp,
everybody can see or here JACK and he will always be leading by example and demonstrating perfect Menominee
leadership. JACK is a fantastic role model for the younger campers at Menominee.
JACK CARTER has always been a vocal leader, even from a young age. This is JACK’s fourth year at the Friendly
Confines and he has matured and become more of a leader, year on year.
LEO NECHELES. Despite being unable to play due to injury, this has not held LEO back and he can often be found
cheering on his team from the side-lines. LEO has set a great example to the younger campers and shown them that
you can also be a leader watching the game, instead of just being a leader on the field.
JACOB SCHNEIDER always leads in his cabin, in Twi-Light League and in every other sport he puts his mind to. JACOB
has shown that he is able to lead the way in most sports and is a great role model to those around him and
encourages others to try new things. JACOB will be at the forefront of the Kawaga competition, leading the way.
CHASE KAPLAN. Despite being his first year, CHASE has stepped up and shown his leadership within Twi-Light
League. CHASE has been able to demonstrate his leadership through coaching others around him and helping others
improve.
SIMON MANN has demonstrated his leadership through his all round attitude on camp. Despite only being young,
SIMON is not afraid to start chants, lead his peers and cabin friends into new experiences or activities and SIMON
is ready to lead by example in skit nights.
JAKE HERMAN. JAKE has always been a leader at camp. His coaching and leadership is beyond those around him
and it is thanks to his ability to lead that the team around him succeed and wins championships. JAKE is not afraid
to step up and lead leagues or other events at CM. His leadership is an example to his peers.

Paddleball Leagues By Adam Phelps
Campers are currently facing off head to head to be ranked and placed in tournament brackets later on in the session
vs people their age or skill. In the senior division, SAM GOODMAN remains undefeated across all of his games. Despite
being an intermediate, EMMETT KREZ has been another force and has defeated several opponents, including many
seniors. In the junior division, ROBERT LOQUERCIO has been the defining force, defeating all other juniors in his league
and is now willing to begin taking on the intermediates. BRADY WEISS and HARRY STEINER have both had
commanding victories throughout their league campaigns so far and are hoping for a rematch of their King of the Camp
paddeball championship game when the tournament begins. HARRY managed to take the win in the KOC final so
BRADY will be hoping he is able to overturn that this time around. Good luck to all taking part.
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Movie Night By Editor
After a day of fun in the rain, the campers showered, ate their canteen and descended
on Wass Hall for another amazing skit night – Movie Night. First up were the juniors
and Cabin 3 began proceedings with a retake of a scene from the film “Miracle”. CIT
LOGAN ROSENGARD lined up the campers and made them run suicides when they
answered incorrectly to “what is your job.” Each camper was pretending to be one of
their counselors and provided funny answers of things they had done over the
summer. Finally, ZACH FORMAN (playing ADAM BALTZ) ended the skit by correctly
saying his job was to be “perfect.” Cabin 4 recreated a sceen from “IT”, with BENY
GOLDBERG being dragged into the sewers by NEO SCHNEIDER. The horror theme “We want to see the show”
continued with cabin 5 as DRAKE ELMAN pretended to be Jason from Friday the 13th,
killing many of his fellow campers. Last up in the junior division, cabin 6, produced the “Menominee Sandlot.” The
campers were introduced out onto the stage, one by one and went through a question and answer session with CIT
JAKE HOODACK. Each camper however was mimicking one of their counselors and gave tastful, but funny replies to
the questions. The funniest impression was by TYLER FIELD, pretending to be CRISTIAN LADISLAU. When asked if he
liked softball, TYLER shrugged his shoulders and instead showed off his impressive muscles and size. The juniors
division was very close but the winners were announced as cabin 3. Well done MASON AUSLANDER, JJ BARBER,
DYLAN FLETCHER, DYLAN PELTS, ZACH FORMAN, ZACH FIELD, CHARLIE PEACOCK and ETHAN SCHWARTZ. In the
intermediate division, cabin 7 began with a remake of “Star Wars” – Star Cleaners. SAM ROSEN introduced the story
behind the war. Each camper had given themselves a funny name, such as LUKE MASON – Darf Sweeper. Cabin 8
began with a retake of “The Incredibles” and THATCHER SCHILLER pretending to be Frozone, asking where his
supersuit was – his Menominee jersey. Cabin 11 followed with a remake of dodgeball and trying to dodge traffic. The
cabin then broke into the final showdown and used tennis balls to recreate the win for Average Joes. Cabin 12 followed
and created their very own Menominee version of “Jumanji”. The campers stood in a line and selected their counselor
before being transformed into Jumanji and their alterego’s, discussing their strengths
and weaknesses. JACOB SCHNEIDER made the audience laugh a lot as he was
transformed into ‘scout master’ CHRIS KOPKE. Next up was cabin 13 with a recreation of
“Love Actually” scene where Mark tells Juliet he loves her on cards. Cabin 13 revamped
this as a Menominee special and created their own cards, read by HARRY STEINER, about
the love for camp. Cabin 19 were up next with their take on “Avengers Tryouts”, in which
each camper pretended to be one of the counselors, while discussing what their
superpowers were. Finally in the intermediate divison was cabin 17 with “The Jason
Anderson Show.” JASON ANDERSON was the host and created his own Jerry Springeresque show to a loud applause and laughter from the audience. The winners were cabin
GEORGE as Pennywise
13: ASHER BERMAN, ROWN HARRISON, ZACH BEN-ISVY, JACK CARTER, BEN MILCH,
ADAM STEIN, HARRY STEINER, NATHAN GELFGAT and BENJAMIN TAYLOR. Finally, in the senior age division, Cabin
14 began with a remake of the Lion King and showing ‘Simba’ to the onlooking lions. Cabin 15 created a three part
“Star Wars” edition which included a Woody arrival back at camp and counselor DWAYNE O’DE FREITAS. Cabin 15 left
the stage to a loud round of applause and laughter thanks to “Daddy DWAYNE.” Cabin 16 were up next and combined
their Lion King soundtrack to an advert for Geico Car Insurance. Cabin 2 took to the stage next with JAKE REINHARDT
taking the lead in a quick remake of “McFarland, USA.” Cabin 9 created their very own remake of “Rocky” called ‘Rocky
with Asthma’ while Cabin 10 created their own version of “Finding Nemo” – “Finding Woody”. In this skit, XANDER
SCHILLER asked each of the campers, who were playing counselors and admin where Woody was where they would
give funny answers. The penultimate skit was by the Senior Cabin, with a recreation of “IT”. The campers, playing
counselors, were shown their biggest fear by David ‘Pennywise’ Wood, portrayed by GEORGE NASSAR. This had the
audience in a large amount of laughter and were deserved winners. Congratulations cabin 18: JACK BEHAR, DANIEL
MALIS, MAX MASON, ISAAC MILLER, RYAN FIRMIN, KADEN LISKA, SAM STEINER, ALEX STELZER, GAVIN BRAMWIT,
ALEC GAU, LOUIE KANTER, GEORGE NASSAR, WILL PRICE, PETER GAU, NOAH DAVIES, JAMES MILLS, DANIEL WHITE,
TYLER LONGNECKER, KASE RATZLAFF and SAM MYERTHALL.

Riddle of the Day: Mountains will crumble, temples will fall, no man can survive its endless call. What am I?
(Submit your correct answer to the Megaphone Office for a free canteen)
Friday’s Riddle: I like to dance, twist, prance. I shake my tail, as away I sail. Wingless I fly into the sky. What am I?
Answer: A Kite
Winners: JOSH KENNEDY
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MENOMINEE 43, KAWAGA 26
Three Peat! By Editor
We knew we could do it and we did do it! Summer had been building up to this and here we are – three years in a row.
WE BEAT KAWAGA! CM had only spent two days prior to the competition practicing and after a tiring, jam-packed 69
events over two competitive days, the boys in green took victory and celebrated in Sand Lake last night. CM set the
tone of the competition from day one and despite losing both hockey games, the 11&U’s rallied back and finished the
day 8-3, while sweeping soccer 3-0. Meanwhile, at CM the 13&U’s and 16&U’s continued the strong performances
and pounced on every mistake Kawaga made. The 13&U’s swept softball and football and the 16&U’s held their heads
high after strong battling performances in football and hockey. At the end of day one, CM were up 21-10 and had all
of the momentum thanks to a fantastic 60-23 victory in wrestling. As we entered day two, Menominee knew they had
to build on their momentum and continue to push for the victory as anything could still happen. The 13&U’s headed
over to the camp in the west and continued from where they left off taking basketball 3-2. As other scores filtered in,
CM knew they had clinched victory and their third win in a row thanks to the 13&U soccer victory at Kawaga. CM did
not stop to celebrate however and continued their push as the 11&U’s swept basketball 4-0 and convincingly took
softball 3-1. The 16&U’s held their own at volleyball and basketball, tying both 2-2 before finishing the competition
with victory in 16A softball, in front of the whole camp. Day two ended 22-16 in CM’s favour, giving Menominee an
overall resounding 43-26 victory. Congratulations to every single player, coach and official for helping propel CM to
the win and a special shout out to ETHAN WEISS for helping organize a fantastic competition. Here’s to three in a row!

11 and Under B Football By Jake Herman
Menominee 38, Kawaga 25
The 11B football game played at Camp Kawaga on day 1 of the competition was an instant classic that was surely one
of the most exciting of the 69 events played over the past 2 days. The men in green came ready to play as they jumped
out to a 12-0 first half lead. ELI FRIEDMAN did his best David Johnson impersonation out of the backfield by catching
many screen passes that turned into huge plays, including the game’s first touchdown. After being squelched by the
CM defense on their first few drives, Kawaga made some adjustments and tied the score at 12-12 in the 3rd quarter.
From there, the game opened up and a fury of scoring ensued. Quarterback CHASE KAPLAN threaded the needle on
a long pass to JASON NIEDER, who slipped past his man to put the good guys up 19-12. After Kawaga responded and
tied the game again, CHASE found tight end NEO SCHNEIDER wide open for a huge gain. As the third quarter ended,
CM was in the red zone for a key 4th down. CHASE scrambled to avoid a weak Kawaga rush and found JOSH PETERMAN
in the front corner of the end zone. PETERMAN’s leaping catch put CM ahead 25-19. After a long drive, the host camp
tied the game at 25-25 with 3 minutes remaining and lined up for a 1-point conversion. Coaches JAKE HERMAN and
JOSH GOODMAN decided to send middle linebacker CHARLIE EISENBERG on a surprise blitz. EISENBERG sacked the
Kawaga QB to keep the score tied. Lucky Canteen Number 31. This play would prove crucial, as CM was now able to
milk the clock on their final possession. CHASE KAPLAN and co. led a very efficient drive all the way down to the 5 yard
line for a 3rd and goal with 18 seconds to play. After a great block by MICAH BLUM, CHASE sprinted to his left towards
the front corner of the end zone and extended the ball in for the go-ahead touchdown! With a 32-25 lead and 8
seconds left, CM’s defense only had to stop Kawaga for one play. Cornerbacks JASON NIEDER and EASTON NEWMAN
locked down their receivers, and a savvy rush by ELI FRIEDMAN forced a quick throw over the middle. The ball fluttered
for a couple seconds and then found a home in the arms of JESSE KAPLAN, the QB spy who waited patiently all game
for his highlight moment. JESSE returned the interception for a touchdown that ultimately sealed the game.
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11 and Under C Soccer By Editor

Road to the Lake

Menominee 3, Kawaga 1

Football:
11&U A: Menominee
11&U B: Menominee
11&U C: Kawaga
13&U A: Menominee
13&U B: Menominee
13&U C: Menominee
13&U D: Menominee
16&U A: Kawaga
16&U B: Menominee
16&U C: Kawaga

The game began 11v11 on a very small pitch which made passing,
dribbling and shooting extremely difficult. Kawaga had a goal
dissallowed early on as goalkeeper, EMIL KESTENBAUM was
impeded when trying to take a goal kick. CM went on the attack
and scored through a close range strike from ELLIOTT ZELKEN. The
ball bounced around the Kawaga box before ELLIOTT took control
of the ball and prodded the ball home to raucous celebration.
Coaches DANIEL WAITE and RYAN WILLIAMS told the CM boys to
keep pushing and it proved to be decisive as TRUMAN
MANKOWSKI picked up the ball and hit the ball into the roof of the
net giving their keeper no chance. CM led 2-0 at the half. In the
second half, due to the small pitch the teams were reduced to 8v8.
Some fantastic defensive blocks and clearances from MATTHEW
HARFIELD and DANIEL GELFGAT kept the score at 2-0. BRODY
SHEFREN came in as goalkeeper late in the game and despite
conceeding early on, made some fantastic saves and blocks to keep
Kawaga out and the score at 2-1 CM. Kawaga had slowly come into
the game after their goal but ELLIOTT had taken a captains role and
dropped into defense to help his team. This impressive display of
leadership helped as he consistently tackled and dispossessed the
Kawaga strikers. As the clock began to tick down CM broke forward
with midfielder and playmaker SAM WICK playing the ball through
to TRUMAN. TRUMAN passed the ball past two defenders before
running around them and striking the ball high into the net to make
the score 3-1 and give CM the victory. Congratulations to all of the
players on their fantastic performance and win.

13 and Under B Soccer By Shane O’Riordan
Menominee 3, Kawaga 0

Basketball:
11&U A: Menominee
11&U B: Menominee
11&U C: Menominee
11&U D: Menominee
13&U A: Menominee
13&U B: Menominee
13&U C: Kawaga
13&U D: Kawaga
13&U E: Menominee
16&U A: Menominee
16&U B: Menominee
16&U C: Kawaga
16&U D: Kawaga
Riflery:
11&U: Menominee
13&U: Menominee
16&U: Menominee

Soccer:
11&U A: Menominee
11&U B: Menominee
11&U C: Menominee
13&U A: Kawaga
13&U B: Menominee
13&U C: Kawaga
16&U A: Kawaga
16&U B: Menominee
Tennis:
11&U: Menominee
13&U: Kawaga
16&U: Kawaga
Hockey:
11&U A: Kawaga
11&U B: Kawaga
13&U: Kawaga
16&U: Kawaga
Archery:
11&U: Menominee
13&U: Menominee
16&U: Kawaga
Newcomb:
11&U A: Menominee
11&U B: Kawaga
11&U C: Menominee
11&U D: Menominee
11&U E: Kawaga

On a sunny Tuesday at Kawaga, the stage was set for the
Softball:
Menominee v Kawaga 13B soccer showdown. Both teams started
nervy with a few misplaces passes but Menominee settled quicker. 11&U A: Menominee Volleyball:
This was helped largerly to JAMES POPLAWSKI and GRIFFIN 11&U B: Menominee 13&U A: Kawaga
11&U C: Menominee 13&U B: Kawaga
BRAMWITT marshalling the defense and letting nothing through.
13&U C: Menominee
On sever occastions, CM nearly broke the deadlock with JEREMY 11&U D: Kawaga
13&U
A:
Menominee
13&U D: Kawaga
ZELKEN, BRADY WEISS and LUKE LARAMORE all coming close. It
13&U
B:
Menominee
16&U A: Memoninee
looked like it would be all even going into half time until the 18th
minute when a BRADY’s shot deflected off a Kawaga defender and 13&U C: Menominee 16&U B: Kawaga
13&U D: Menominee 16&U C: Menominee
into the net. Menominee led 1-0 at the half and had the
momentum. The second half started at a fast pace, with Kawaga 16&U A: Menominee 16&U D: Kawaga
throwing men forward looking for the equalizer. RYDER SPECTOR 16&U B: Menominee
Wrestling:
did a fantastic job of breaking up the play from centre midfield and 16&U C: Kawaga
Menominee
winning the ball back for CM. Kawaga came close a few more times
but ZACH MEYERS held firm in goal. Menominee were becoming
nervous with just the single goal lead until BRADY WEISS struck home a scrappy goal in the 10th minute of the half.
The game became much more open after that goal as CM were putting together some good counter-attacks. LUKE
had more freedom to roam forward and forced Kawaga into a foul. LUKE picked himself up and delivered a perfect
cross straight onto GAVIN PICKLINS head and into the net. 3-0 Menominee. As the seconds ticked down, coaches
SHANE O’RIORDAN and CHARLIE PRICE began leading the excitement as the boys knew that this win would secure
victory in the competition. After the final whistle and cheers, a flood of green rushed the pitch to celebrate the victory.
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16 and Under A Soccer By Editor
Menominee 0, Kawaga 0 (Kawaga win 4-2 on penalties)
The Menominee 16&U A soccer team took to the pitch looking for payback for
losing on penalties for the previous two years. The game started at a quick tempo
with both teams looking for an early goal. HENRY CHABOT was doing a brilliant
job in goal, catching and saving every shot coming his way while JACK FORMAN
and JAKE REINHARDT were perfectly marshalling the defense and ensuring all
Kawaga attacks ended abruptly. Menominee’s coaches, NIALL INGRAM and JOSH
INGRAM had set CM up in a 4-4-2 diamond formation with ISAAC MILLER sitting
in front of the defense picking up any loose balls in the middle of the field. This
WILL delivers an inviting cross
allowed TJ MOCK to roam freely on the ball and be the playmaker. This nearly
worked for CM as TJ released KASE RATZLAFF through on goal before KASE narrowly dragged his shot wide.
Menominee had started the stronger and full backs RYAN FIRMIN and JOEY FINFER continued to push higher up the
field to pile the pressure on Kawaga. JAKE HOODACK went close to breaking the deadlock on a number of occasions,
with his size and presence enough to worry their defense. Kawaga came into the game a little more as the game neared
half time but the Menominee boys stuck to their positions well and were able to break down all attacks. Half time, 00. As the second half began, Kawaga went on the attack looking to force the opening goal. Some good defending from
RYAN FIRMIN ensured that the shots they got away sailed high or wide of the net. JAKE REINHARDT was quickly
putting in a man of the match performance as on several occasions he slid in well to dispossess and break down
promising Kawaga counter-attacks. The second half became quite open and end-to-end as both teams pushed for the
winner but neither team could break down the defense. Some good pressure from JAKE HOODACK forced their
defense to panic and misplace a pass straight to BEN ZELKEN. BEN’s shot was on target but well held by their keeper
as JAKE followed in looking for any mistake. As the clock ran down, attacks were at a premium with neither team
wanting to lose late on. Full time, 0-0. The game entered a ten-minute extra-time period in which tired legs were
evident. The boys had fought all game but continued to run pushing for the winner. WILL PRICE ran passed Kawaga’s
tired defenders on numerous occasions and forced a final corner with seconds remaining. The corner was fizzed in and
headed towards goal by JAKE REINHARDT but unfortunately went straight into the goalkeeper’s hands. The final
whistle blew and CM were back in a familiar position – penalties. Despite scoring the first two, Menominee went on
to miss their third and fourth penalty kicks, allowing Kawaga to take the win. Despite the loss, the CM boys can hold
their head high for leaving everything they had out on the pitch. We will get them next year!

13 and Under D Softball By Jon Wool
Menominee 20, Kawaga 2
The 13&U D softball team were feeling confident as the camp from the
west arrived. The game began with Kawaga selecting to bat first.
HARRISON HOFFMAN pitched a stellar inning and struck their batters
out one after the other, without a single run being scored. The pitcher
from Kawaga could not match HARRISON’s performance and did not
throw a strike during his first inning. CM took advantage of this with
coach TOOMBS telling the team to use the strategy of waiting for their
first strike, so they could get their eye in before swinging. ADRIAN
Menominee celebrating their win
WASHINGTON did as coach said and was able to walk to first base as the
Kawaga pitcher’s struggles continued. Menominee used this strategy to their success throughout the match and scored
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many runs early on. BRADY KAY, JAKE MCDERMOTT and NOAH LAPOINTE all added runs for Menominee, as they
stretched their lead to over 10. In the top of the third, WILL SIMKINS left the game with a facial injury from a foul ball
and CM showed their team spirit and togetherness by dedicated the remainder of their game to WILL. Everyone played
with heart and showed the Menominee way throughout. Shout out to EMILIO QUINTANAL and VINCENT CONTE for
amazing plays on defense, limiting Kawaga to only two runs the whole game. It was an awesome game with everyone
getting a chance play. 13&U softball’s future looks very promising and everyone is looking forward to next year.

13 and Under B Volleyball By Benjie Soren
Menominee 0, Kawaga 2 (18-21, 19-21)
The men in green faced off against Kawaga in a 13B volleyball showdown.
Kawaga took an early lead, but a serving run by MAX KIRSCH quickly put
Menominee ahead. Great setting by ETHAN MANN and BRADY WEISS set the
tone for the rest of the game, with both players hustling for every second ball.
GAVIN PICKLIN and JOSH BARSKY showed their will to win throughout the
match despite Menominee narrowly losing the first set 18-21. GAVIN and
JOSH could be found diving for every ball within their reach. Lucky Canteen
Number 111. COOPER SPECTOR hustled for the ball in the back row, while
HENRY MILLER played the best game he ever had, getting nearly every ball
back over the net. Despite the valiant efforts, the men in green once again
narrowly lost the second set 19-21 and ultimately the match. The boys should
hold their heads high despite the defeat thanks to their effort.

Rising high for the ball

13 and Under A Football By Marc Goodman
Menominee 19, Kawaga 13
In the first block of the competition with the camp from the west, the 13A football
squad looked to take an early lead and set the tone for the competition. Kawaga
jumped out to an early lead after an interception for a touchdown. The Menominee
boys started to fuse thanks to great leadership by BRADY WEISS. Thanks to an early
interception by GRIFFIN BRAMWITT the team were able to score before the half.
Even though the Menominee boys were down 13-6 at the half, they knew they
could still win this and came out in the second half with a point to prove. Some
Team talk before the game
great defense by JAMES POPLAWSKI proved to be the difference as he had two
interceptions, which he returned for touchdowns. Menominee’s defense held strong throughout the second half and
stopped Kawaga from adding any points onto their first half tally. Menominee came out on top with a final score of
19-13 and should be proud of their determination to turn the game around in the second half.
JASON joins the
celebration in the
lake (left)

Whole camp
Kangaroo before
day 2 competition
began (right)

Riddle of the Day: I have lakes but no water, no cars but I have streets; many places and borders, but I am in
one piece. What am I?

(Submit your correct answer to the Megaphone Office for a free canteen)

Friday’s Riddle: I like to dance, twist, prance. I shake my tail, as away I sail. Wingless I fly into the sky. What am I?
Answer: A Kite
Winner: JOSH KENNEDY
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Goodbye... For Now By Editor
Tomorrow marks the last day for a large number of our campers. Whether they were first year campers or experienced
campers, here for the first six weeks, second session two-week rookie program or the middle four weeks, it has been
an amazing summer and we are sad to see so many faces leave. Each camper will be able to leave with very happy
memories of helping CM beat Kawaga for the third year in a row, participating in some amazing skit nights including
‘Commercial Night’, ‘Movie Night’ and ‘Lip Sync Night’, being a part of Five-Year Night and putting on a carnival themed
social for Agawak. We hope to see you all again this time next year for another session or two.
Mason Aronauer
Anthony Bareck
Levi Blum
Robby Bringas
Henry Chabot
Dylan Cohan
Noah Davies
Eli Friedman
Jonah Friedman
Jordan Gentner
Sam Goodman
Brandon Johnson
Jesse Kaplan
Charles Lachman

Noah Lapointe
Tyler Longnecker
Truman Mankowski
Adam Massello
Andrew McCormick
Ryan McCormick
Will Miller
James Mills
Troy Mock
Ryan Murray
Jack Myerthall
Sam Myerthall
Charlie Peacock
James Poplawski

Charlie Ratterman
Kase Ratzlaff
Jake Reinhardt
David Roehmer
Thatcher Schiller
Xander Schiller
Ethan Schwartz
Cole Sorosky
Jordan Stein
Adrian Washington
Daniel White
Nicholas Winjum
Robbie Yastrow

Twi-Light League Standings By Editor
The race for the Twi-Light League trophies is heating up. In the Junior division, Team Field have swept the competition
so far and remain undefeated. In the Intermediate division, Team Spector lead the way after winning all three of their
games. Finally, in the Senior division, despite only playing one game, Team Ratzlaff, Steiner and Stelzer currently lead
the way. There are plenty more Twi-Light League games to play over the coming days and all teams are
in with a chance to win. Good luck!
Junior Division
Senior Division
Teams
Field
Friedman
Shefren
Loquercio

Standings
4-0
2-2
2-2
0-4

Intermediate Division
Teams
Standings
Spector
3-0
Steiner
2-1
Hoffman
2-1
Schneider
1-2
Beermann
1-2
Weiss
0-3
TYLER FIELD led his team to 4-0

Teams
Ratzlaff
Steiner
Stelzer
Liska
Gau
Myerthall
Nassar

Standings
1-0
1-0
1-0
0-0
0-1
0-1
0-1

SIMON
MANN
ready for
Twi-Light
League
(right)
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16 and Under B Soccer By Jake Herman
Menominee 2, Kawaga 1 (ET)
The men in green sent out a starting eleven that played with great energy and nearly drew first blood on a number of
close misses, including chances for JONAH FRIEDMAN and KADEN LISKA. Late in the first half, the Kawaga goalkeeper
kicked a long ball forward that took an opportunistic bounce of the CM defenders and led to a Kawaga goal. As the
halftime whistle blew, the men in green stayed upbeat despite trailing. CM knew they had gotten the better of the
play and would soon break through if they continued to press. With about 15 minutes left, JACK BEHAR stepped up to
take a free kick from about a third of the field away from the goal. BEHAR struck the ball and buried an absolute
screamer into the top right corner past the outstretched arms of the helpless CK goalie. The equalizer energized Team
Menominee, with CHARLIE RATTERMAN making many fearless tackles and winning 50/50 balls, keeping the ball in
Kawaga’s half. LOUIE KANTER, MAX BEERMANN and DANIEL WHITE all had golden chances to seal the game for CM
but they were thwarted by Kawaga’s goalie and a couple of unfortunate bounces. Kawaga earned a series of corners
and a free kick from just outside the box as full time approached. Lucky Canteen Number 152. However, defenders
ADAM MASSELLO and CHARLIE RATTERMAN cleared the ball away reliably and goalkeeper GAVIN BRAMWIT made
an impressive save to his lower left to keep the score tied. Final score, 1-1 – extra time to commence. Barely a minute
into extra time, the ball found its way to DANIEL WHITE on the top left edge of the box. DANIEL took a clever first
touch, rounding the defender to create the space needed to blast a shot into the lower right corner of the net for the
golden goal, sending CM into euphoric celebration. Shout out to every single player who played with immeasurable
heart and hustle. A special shout out to RYAN WILLIAMS and DEAN ROGERS for officiating a very good game.

11 and Under A Football By Brett Weiss
Menominee 41, Kawaga 0
CM had taken two tough hockey losses in the first round of the competition and were
really looking to bounce back during the second round, football. Kawaga started with
the ball, but quickly punted after three stops by the CM defense, including a sack by
EMMETT KREZ. Menominee got the ball back and on third down, AARON PELTS
delivered a bomb to JACK BERGER deep down the side-line for a touchdown.
Menominee did not stop there and begun to dominate the whole game. AARON
PELTS threw a total of five touchdowns, JACK BERGER and JACOB SCHNEIDER both
catching two and RYAIN WEIL catching the other. ASHER DIAMOND performed
exceptional on defense and got two interceptions. Menominee went on to win 41-0
in a dominating one-sided game! Well done boys!

The lads get warmed up

Wrestling Meet By Ethan Weiss
Menominee 60, Kawaga 23

As we entered the all camp wresting meet, the score from the first day of
competition stood at 20-10 in favour of the men in green. After courageous efforts
from CHARLIE EISENBERG, HARRISON HOFFMAN, ELI FRIEDMAN, ASHER
DIAMOND, COOPER SPECTOR and SETH SCHOR, the overall score of the meet was
14-14. HENRY LEVIN stepped on the mat and found himself down 4-3 going into
the third round. HENRY mustered up everything he had left and delivered a
momentum swinging pin for CM! Following this match, it was all CM. Shout out to
TJ outclassing his opponent
JACK FORMAN and GAVIN BRAMWIT for wrestling incredible matches and to MAX
BEERMANN, TJ MOCK, JARED AGUILAR, HENRY CHABOT, JOEY FINFER, JACK BEHAR and JAKE HOODACK for
delivering pins for CM. By a final score of 60-23, it was an exhilarating win for CM heading into day 2 of the competition.

Riddle of the Day: You have me today, tomorrow you will have more; As time passes, I am not easy to store;
I don’t take up space, but I am only in one place. What am I?
(Submit your answer to the Megaphone Office)
Yesterday’s Riddle: I have lakes but no water, no cars but I have streets; many places and borders, but I am in one
piece. What am I?
Answer: A Map
Winners: BEN LAZARUS, JOSH KENNEDY, JASON NEIDER, COLE SOROSKY, JACK FORMAN and JUSTIN CRASKO
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Menominee Way Trait Week Five: Sportsmanship By Editor
Each Sunday night, the Camp Menominee CIT’s present The Way. This ceremony highlights a specific pillar of the six
characteristics our camp calls, ‘The Menominee Way.’ This week, the CIT’s decided to discuss ‘Sportsmanship.’
“Sportsmanship: Good sportsmanship is when teammates, opponents, coaches and officials treat each other with
respect. Sportsmanship is a style and an attitude: it can have a positive influence on everyone around you. Good
sportsmanship builds teamwork, character and teaches respect, honor, discipline, resilience and perseverance.”
Congratulations to the following individuals who were honored for their exemplary sportsmanship.
DYLAN PELTS. Whilst it is only DYLAN’s first year at the Friendly Confines, he has shown great sportsmanship
throughout his activities. DYLAN’s sportsmanship and positive attitude on and off the field helps not only himself
but all of his teammates around him.
EMMETT KREZ. EMMETT is in his second year at Camp Menominee and you will always see him being a great sport
on the courts. This past week, EMMETT could be seen cheering on the boys in green through every win and loss.
Despite being in a competition, EMMETT kept friendly relations with opponents during and after the games.
EASTON NEWMAN has jumped into the Menominee way with ease, despite it being his first year. Throughout TwiLight League EASTON plays with a smile on his face and during the Kawaga competition, EASTON cheered on CM
instead of putting the other camp down and was first to lead cheers and say good game.
HARRISON HOFFMAN. In HARRISON’s fifth year at camp, he is always seen picking up his teammates in a loss and
keeping momentum and spirits high during a victory. During the Kawaga competition, HARRISON was always the
first one to shake hands with the opposition and made a point of shaking the coaches hands too.
WILL PRICE. As a member of Senior Cabin, many of our younger campers look up to him. Thankfully, WILL is a good
example of how to be a good sport. WILL can be seen playing his hardest until the end of all his sports and after
cheers, high-fiving and congratulating his entire team with a smile on his face, even if the result did not go his way.
GAVIN BRAMWIT. In his ninth year at Camp Menominee, he has exhibited nothing more than his attitude and
respect. GAVIN was a key member of the Menominee team this week vs Kawaga and was a great sport throughout,
congratulating his teammates on every win and picking them up after a loss.
JOE VICKERS has made a huge impact on everyone he has come across at camp, despite it being his first year at the
Friendly Confines. Although sometimes quiet, JOE can be seen helping the kids get around the lake for their first
time or displaying great sportsmanship out on Woody’s pitch.
PAMELA ADLER. There are no words to describe what PAM means to CM. PAM has brought all her camp knowledge
from Chippewa and truly makes camp a better place. PAM is always seen shouting someone’s name when they get
up on Ski’s for the first time and is a crucial part of the camp and an exemplary member of the CM community.
Honour Cabin: CABIN 10
At the end of the week, JASON honours a specific cabin for best demonstrating the six CM characteristics throughout
that week. This week’s winners were CABIN 10. Cabin 10 have thrived under the leadership of their counselors and
demonstrated the characteristics throughout the Kawaga competition and intra-camp competitions. Congratulations
LEO NECHELES, JACK FORMAN, JACK KAPLAN, ARI GOLDBERG, JUSTIN CRASKO, COLTAN GAGE and JAKE JONES.

Marimeta Social By Editor
There is no better way to spend a Friday night other than hosting a social for your sister camp. That is exactly what the
boys did on Friday as they welcomed the girls from Camp Marimeta for a social in front of beautiful Sand Lake. As the
girls arrived and walked down the hill, the boys were dressed to impress, playing games and dancing to music. DYLAN
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FLETCHER and DRAKE ELMAN took the opportunity to see their
sisters and ZACH FIELD and JACK BERGER spent the night
catching up with old friends. DYLAN PELTS and JJ BARBER tied
in seeing who could get the most girls numbers and spent the
night showing their friends, while DYLAN FLETCHER played
frisbee with his new friends. Lucky Canteen Number 35. After a
night of laughter, the boys waved the girls off and we thank
Marimeta for visiting and look forward to future socials.

Counselor Softball v Kawaga By Brett Weiss
Menominee 17, Kawaga 8

Woody is Back! By Editor
As JASON said: “A big hole of our family has been
missing this summer.” This hole was filled on
Friday afternoon, with the arrival of WOODY. As
WOODY arrived campers, counselors and admin
waited down the service road to welcome him
back. There was another surprise in store
however, as KOZ arrived at the Friendly Confines
to drop WOODY off. We thank KOZ for bringing
WOODY and welcome them both back to CM.

The CM staff had a lot of pressure on them as they headed to Minocqua to play
Kawaga in the counselor softball game. They had defeated Kawaga in counselor
volleyball and basketball and the softball team were faced with the tough task of
completing the perfect summer. The men in green got the bats going early, scoring
six runs in the top of the first inning thanks to ETHAN WEISS, ISAAC WEISS and
JEREMY KOHLENBRENER. Team Menominee continued their dominance
throughout the game, not giving up the lead once. Steller pitching by BENJIE SOREN
and great fielding by MARC GOODMAN and JAKE JONES kept Kawaga from scoring
runs. In the fifth inning, MATT LAZARUS came up to bat and crushed a two-run
homerun over the right
Team Name
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total fielder’s head to extend CM sweep counselor sports
Menominee’s lead. BENJIE caught the final out of the game
Menominee
6 3 1 1 3 1 2
17
on a line drive right to him, giving Menominee a 17-8 win
Kawaga
3 0 0 3 1 0 1
8
and a perfect summer. Congratulations to all the boys!

Camper Counselor Switch Day By Editor
As tradition, every year the Senior Cabin host camper-counselor switch day
where campers become counselors, counselors become campers and the Senior

Bob Bender Party Schedule:
8:45 – Breakfast Begins
10:00 – Wake-Up Call
10:25 – Twi-Light League
11:25 – Morning General
12:30 – Lunch
1:15 – Extended Rest Period
2:25 – Creatively Acquire
3:00 – Afternoon General
5:30 – Dinner
6:30 – Capute the Flag
7:15 – Shower and Dip
8:00 – Canteen
8:30 – Casino Night
9:45 – TAPS

Cabin become the administration. The Senior Cabin nominates two parties: the
Bob Bender Party and the Al Lewis Party and hold a town hall style meeting to see
which party is elected. The meeting began with opening statements from the two
nominees for JASON: JACK BEHAR and
ISAAC MILER. The campaign videos for each
party were shown, proposed schedules were
announced and reporters (counselors) in the
audience asked questions. In a tight election,
the Bob Bender party came out victorious.
JACK BEHAR, ALEX STELZER, DANIEL MALIS,
RYAN FIRMIN and KADEN LISKA were to
take on their administration duties the next
day. In a huge success, the Bob Bender party delivered on their promises and
began with a lazy day wake up before Twi-Light League and General. After an
extended rest period, everyone took part in Creatively Acquire, before General,
JACK BEHAR running for JASON
dinner, Capture the Flag and Casino Night. Throughout the day, ZACH FORMAN
was extremely excited to take over the role of counselor DANIEL WAITE, as he became the Megaphone editor for the
day, while JACK KAPLAN took the role of counselor JAKE JONES extremely seriously and could be found in JAKE’s hat.

Riddle of the Day: I have no feet, no hands and no wings but I climb high in to the sky. What am I?
(Submit your correct answer to the Megaphone Office for a free canteen)
Friday’s Riddle: You have me today, tomorrow you will have more; As time passes, I am not easy to store; I don’t
take up space, but I am only in one place. What am I?
Answer: Memories
Winner: LANDON DRAPATSKY
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It’s Green and White! By Jake Herman
Last night after canteen, all campers and counselors were called down to the
campfire on the shore of Sand Lake When they arrived, it was clear that this
was no ordinary camp fire. On the beach the white team were making a huge
scene as they huddled around a fire celebrating their past victories, while
WOODY boasted of their glory. However, the celebrations were short-lives
as the Greens’ past captains stormed the beach in their canoes, eager for
revenge and armed with bats
and water balloons. JEFF
TOOMBS called a halt to the
invasion just as the Greens LOGAN ROSENGARD gives his speech
stormed the beach and
announced that there was only one way to settle this next chapter of the
battle: It’s Green and White 2018! The previous year’s captains: BEN
ZELKEN, TODD LAZARUS, JAKE HOODACK and LOGAN ROSENGARD
nominated their respective teams’ new leaders with inspiring speeches
that talked about the strategic and athletic qualities each captain held and
how these would make them a successful leader. Each new captain was
then “branded” with their team color and letter in paint on their shoulder
White team members clap together
to ceremonially begin the storied tradition that is Green and White.
as they introduce new members

Cabin Wars Sneak Out By Adam Phelps
Sneak outs are always a fun way for counselors to ‘sneak’ their campers out
of their cabins, often at night and go somewhere in camp to enjoy a cabin
activity. Leading up to their sneak out, cabins 5 and 6 had been at “war”,
thanks to clever pre-planning from their counselors. There had been several
instances where JADEN DONSKY and ELI FRIEDMAN had infiltrated cabin 5,
ready to do battle. Likewise, DRAKE ELMAN and ROBERT LOQUERCIO had
done the same and had looked to enter cabin 6 to try settle the battle and
win the war. During the sneak out, neither cabin knew what was going to
happen and neither knew that the other cabin was also involved in the
The fire burns bright near ‘The Way’
sneak out. Cabin 5’s counselor, JOSH BROOKSBY, woke his cabin up after
Taps and led them out, past Woody’s pitch to where ‘The Way’ ceremony is held. JOSH either gave his campers a
plastic laser guns or a noodle as a sword and told them that they were going to attack Cabin 6 as they arrived and
crash their sneak out. However, unknown to the campers, Cabin 6’s counselors ADAM PHELPS and RAY OUTRAM,
along with MAX WEINGARDT had woken their campers up ten minutes after Cabin 5 and had told them the same
thing. Upon arriving at the fire pit, Cabin 6 encountered a sneak attack from Cabin 5. TYLER FIELD and CHASE KAPLAN
had to defend themselves from JORDAN TOMLIN with swords while JADEN DONSKY was fending off an attack from
DRAKE ELMAN. Both cabins fought one another with their ‘weapons’ before a truce was called by the counselors.
Lucky Canteen Number 135. The cabins then came together to have S’Mores around the burning fire and settle their
differences once and for all, while sharing stories and laughing about the fun they had. Like most sneak outs, this one
small moment will be forever remembered between the boys in cabins 5 and 6 and looked back on with great
memories. Thank you to all the boys for getting into their cabin war and enjoying the sneak out and to the admin for
allowing the sneak out to take place.
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Timberlane Competition By Editor

CM counselors still smiling
despite the liquid sun

Yesterday afternoon, the 13 and over boys travelled to Timberlane and the 12 and
under boys stayed at CM for the Timberlane competition. However, what is now
seeming like a tradition, after only completing the first round of activities, the skies
opened and rained heavy on both Camp Menominee and Camp Timberlane.
Unfortunately, due to the weather and due to the possibility of thunderstorms, the
competition had to be cancelled and the boys headed back to their respective camps.
Despite the cancellation, well done to both camps for competing with perfect
sportsmanship and attitude throughout the activities that were able to be completed
and fingers crossed for better weather next time we have the chance to play
Timberlane.

12 and Under Soccer By Sam Miller
Menominee 8, Timberlane 0
The 12 and under Menominee soccer squad took to Ingram’s pitch
with confidence on Monday vs a tough Camp Timberlane side.
Menominee had fielded a strong starting eleven and felt comfortable
from the first whistle. CM went straight on the attack and opened the
scoring early thanks to a beautiful left-footed strike, over the head of
the goalkeeper, by LUKE LARAMORE. HENRY MILLER once again stole
the show and scored a hat trick, with two goals in the first half and one
in the second. TYLER FIELD added to the scoresheet in the first half
with a brilliant finish into the bottom corner of the goal, after a
perfectly played through ball from playmaker EMMETT KREZ. JASON CM prepare to defend a corner kick
NEIDER added a fifth goal for CM before half time with a strong finish
from just inside the box. Half time, CM 5 Timberlane 0. As the second half began, CM went on the attack once more
and scored their sixth through HENRY MILLER’s hat trick goal. JASON NEIDER continued the rout with his second of
the game before ADAM STEIN put away a cheeky volley from just outside the box, making it 8-0. ETHAN MANN,
CHARLIE TAYLOR and ZACH BEN-ISVY all played well in anchoring the strong Menominee defense. Well done to all
players for playing in such a dominant performance.

12 and Under Tennis By Coltan Gage
Menominee 5, Timberlane 1
The tennis matches between Camp Menominee and Camp Timberlane were all
amazing to watch. HARRISON HOFFMAN put on a fantastic display of Tennis,
making nearly every shot to the point where his opponent was struggling to
make a return. DYLAN COHEN and CARTER ZIRLIN both played outstanding and
overcame their opponents thanks to hard, but accurating serving. JACOB
SCHNEIDER approached his doubles match with team mate BRADY WEISS with
an air of confidence about him. JACOB had said that this match would be his
“redemption” as he had lost his match against the camp from the west.
JACOB SCHNEIDER’s redemption
SCHNEIDER and WEISS were too strong for their Timeberlane counterparts and
easily took victory. In another doubles match, SAM ROSEN and NATE BEERMANN showed no mercy on their court and
pounced on every loose ball to win 6-1. Lastly, JJ BARBER put in a valiant effort, narrowly losing his matchup. JJ battled
hard in his first competative game on the court for Menominee and showed that he will be a force in future years.
Well done to everybody for showing great sportsmanship and representing Menominee in the right way.

Riddle of the Day: I have hundreds of legs, but I can only lean; You make me feel dirty so you feel clean. What
am I?

(Submit your correct answer to the Megaphone Office for a free canteen)

Yesterday’s Riddle: I have no feet, no hands and no wings but I climb high in to the sky. What am I?
Answer: A Balloon
Winners: MATTHEW HARFIELD, DYLAN COHEN and SAM ROSEN
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Green and White Teams By Editor
TEAM GREEN:
Captain: DANIEL MALIS
Captain: GAVIN
BRAMWIT
Captain: RYAN FIRMIN
Snr Captain: JACK
FORMAN
Snr Captain: NATHAN
DUBINSKY
JACK KAPLAN
ARI GOLDBERG
QUINN KLENOW
HENRY LEVIN
JARED AGUILAR
JOSH BARSKY
MAX KIRSCH
JEREMY ZELKEN
TOBEY BERKS
JACKSON FRANKEL
JOSH KENNEDY
JAKE TOPEL
SHANE KOEHLER-DAVIS
EMILIO QUINTANAL
KADEN LISKA
ALEX STELZER
GEORGE NASSAR
PETER GAU
Int Captain: ETHAN
MANN
DREW HERZBERG
DYLAN COHEN
JASON NEIDER
JAKE MCDERMOTT
RONEN SAREMBOCK
BODEN HOWELL
ASHER BERMAN
JACK CARTER
BEN MILCH
HARRY STEINER
NATHAN GELFGAT
JOEY HOFFMAN
BRADY KAY
COOPER SPECTOR
JACOB SCHNEIDER
MILES PROVUS
HARRISON HOFFMAN
VINCENT CONTE
LUKE LARAMORE
WYATT BAUMEYER
CHARLIE EISENBERG

AARON PELTS
JACK BERGER
JASON ANDERSON
SAM ROSEN
JOSH PETERMAN
REED METZLER
LANDON DRAPATSKY
Jnr Captain: SAM WICK
CHASE KAPLAN
EASTON NEWMAN
JADEN DONSKY
DRAKE ELMAN
JORDAN TOMLIN
BRANDON JOHNSON
EMIL KESTENBAUM
SIMON MANN
ANDREW MORRIS
MASON AUSLANDER
JJ BARBER
ZACH FORMAN
CIT’s:
TODD LAZARUS
BEN ZELKEN
BENJIE GAU

TEAM WHITE:
Captain: JACK BEHAR
Captain: LOUIE KANTER
Captain: ISAAC MILLER
Snr Captain: MAX
BEERMANN
Snr Captain: RYDER
SPECTOR
MAX MASON
SAM STEINER
ALEC GAU
WILL PRICE
LEO NECHELES
BEN MANN
CADEN PERLMAN
WILL MARTINEZ
SETH SCHOR
GAVIN PICKLIN
ANDREW DRENNAN
CHARLIE DUMO
ZACH MEYERS
ETHAN GOSSROW
ZACH GOLDMAN
DREW BENJAMIN
NATE DUFFY
MICHAEL ABIANTOUN

NATHAN VASS
EMMETT KREZ
LUKE MASON
IAN GAU
MATTHEW HARFIELD
Jnr Captain: THEO
GALPER
TYLER FIELD
BRODY SHEFREN
DANIEL GELFGAT
CHARLES TAYLOR
CHARLIE SANFORD
HARRISON KESTENBAUM
ROBERT LOQUERCIO
COOPER BORSTEIN
BENNNY GOLDBERG
NEO SCHNEIDER
DYLAN FLETCHER
DYLAN PELTS
ZACH FIELD
CIT’s:
JAKE HOODACK
LOGAN ROSENGARD
JOEY MATGOUS

Int Captain: BEN
LAZARUS
MATTHEW HEIL
CARTER ZIRLIN
MICAH BLUM
IAN POGANY
LIAD ZAMIR
ELLIOT ZELKEN
ROWAN HARRISON
ZACH BEN-ISVY
ADAM STEIN
BENJAMIN TAYLOR
NATE BEERMANN
HENRY MILLER
BRADY WEISS
RYAN MARTIN
JON WOOL
GRIFFIN BRAMWITT
MICHAEL O’KEEFE
CHARLIE JACOBS
DRAEDYN SANFORD
SPENCER AUSLANDER
RYAN WEIL
ASHER DIAMOND
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Vroom By Adam Phelps
The first Green and White event of the day was Vroom. The aim of the game was
for each team to capture multiple flags that were hidden around camp and in the
woods, without being tagged or sprayed with colored squirt bottles. Once each
team captured a flag, they had to bring the flag to their side of camp. The camp
was split down the service road with the White team defending the flags on the
golf course side of camp and the Green team defends the flags on the cabin
compound side of camp. As the game progressed, campers became immune from
being sprayed by a certain color of water once they had been sent to jail for being
squirted by that color. However, if one of the campers was squirted by black water
then they would be seen to have ‘black death’ and would be jailed for the
remainder of the game. SIMON MANN and GEORGE NASSAR both fell victim to
the ‘black death.’ The White team took an early 1-0 lead; however, GAVIN
CHARLIE EISENBERG all smiles
BRAMWIT tied the game shortly after by capturing a flag for the Green team. with his blue colored water
ISAAC MILLER and LOUIE KANTER teamed up to help the White team capture a
flag and make the score 2-1. Once again, their lead was not to last as JACK FORMAN helped the Green team tie the
score 2-2, with eight minutes remaining. As time expired, the scores were still tied 2-2 so Vroom went into a golden
capture round – the first team to capture the flag wins. In this round, ISAAC MILLER produced some fantastic dodging
and running as he ran with the flag from Archery to within seven yards of the line. Despite being tagged and having to
drop the flag, BRADY WEISS was on hand to pick up the flag and take it over the line to help the White team take the
victory 3-2. The White team produced amazing teamwork throughout the game to help propel them to the win. The
Green team were tough opponents and were unlucky not to win the game. Special shout-outs to DANIEL MALIS for
his great assist to JACK FORMAN to tie the game, and to EMMETT KREZ for his exceptional defensive efforts.

The Search for Woody’s Stick By Charlie Jacobs, Wyatt Baumeyer and Luke Laramore

WOODY looking glum without his
much loved stick

On Sunday afternoon, WOODY announced that his famous stick was missing
and offered a crème egg to anyone who found it. NATE BEERMANN was called
up to the front of Wass Hall by WOODY to confirm, to the campers who had
never had a crème egg before, how good they are. Many campers spent a short
period of time looking for the stick, but CHARLIE JACOBS, WYATT BAUMEYER
and LUKE LARAMORE made the hunt their mission. After twenty minutes of
searching, most of the campers had given up the search, but LUKE, WYATT and
CHARLIE were not to be beaten. They decided to head to the office where they
found JEREMY KOHLENBRENER, JASON and JOSH INGRAM. The lads asked
JEREMY if he had seen WOODY’s stick to which he confirmed he had. A couple
of minutes later WOODY arrived with his stick in his hand. Even though LUKE,
WYATT and CHARLIE did not find the stick themselves, they were awarded a
crème egg each for their perseverance and determination. The lads enjoyed
eating their crème eggs in front of the camp in Wass Hall. It was worth the hunt.

Runners and Chasers By Sam Maetzold
On a hot and humid day at the Friendly Confines, the second Green and White competition event was just beginning,
and the camp was beyond excited. Runners and Chasers is a game of strategy and speed. Each team takes it in turns
to line up in a diagonal line in the marked box, while a member of the opposing team (the runner) enters the box. The
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runner must last as long as he can within the box without being tagged. If the runner crosses the diagonal line of
chasers to the other half of the box, then the current chaser must tag another chaser to continue the hunt. The White
team had a good start thanks to the leadership and speed of ISAAC MILLER. TYLER FIELD had a great run for the White
team, taking advantage of his speed advantage and lasting for over a minute before being tagged. However, the Green
team were not to be beaten so easily and answered back thanks to GAVIN BRAMWIT leading the way. Shout out to
RYAN FIRMIN and ETHAN MANN for both having strong runs and to CHASE KAPLAN for strong defense, quickly
eliminating many opposing players. The Green team managed to last 21minutes and 9seconds before all being tagged
and on any other day this time could have led them to victory. However, the White team took victory after lasting an
impressive 24minutes and 40seconds. Well done to both teams for their efforts and strong running throughout.

State of the Union By Editor
After dinner, the campers got into their third Green and White event of the day –
State of the Union. The aim of the game was for each team to attempt to squirt
and eliminate members of the other team. For every player you squirted, you
ensured that the opposition team did not gain one point for that camper lasting
the whole game without being eliminated. Each team had a president (worth 20
points), vice president (worth 10), speaker (worth 5), treasurer (worth 3) and two
generals (each worth 2) and attempted to ensure these campers survived the
whole game to earn extra points. For the White team, the role of president was
EMMETT KREZ, vice president was ZACH GOLDMAN, speaker was HENRY MILLER,
treasurer was GRIFFIN BRAMWIT and generals were ASHER DIAMOND and RYAN
MAX KIRSCH very happy
WEIL. For the Green team, the role of president was HARRISON HOFFMAN, vice
during State of the Union
president was AARON PELTS, speaker was ETHAN MANN, treasurer was JACK
KAPLAN and generals were JACOB SCHNEIDER and CHASE KAPLAN. Lucky Canteen Number 50. Throughout the game,
both teams attacked the opposition to attempt to eliminate the presidents. ARI GOLDBERG and SETH SCHOR could be
seen running around, eliminating many of the campers. DYLAN PELTS and ZACH FIELD worked together to efficiently
eliminate several team Green members while ZACH FORMAN managed to go the whole game without being
eliminated, earning the Green team an extra point. Once all late points, penalty points and squirt bottles points were
calculated, the Green team were announced as victors with a 69-59 victory. Congratulations to the Green team.

Mannequin Madness By Editor
The fourth and final Green and White event of the day was Mannequin
Madness, showcased in Wass Hall. In this event, each team had to dress up 1
Junior, 1 Intermediate and 1 Senior in a theme of their choice. The campers
whom would be dressed up had to remain still, as if they were a mannequin.
The rest of the age division had to help dress the mannequins, in pairs of two
and all campers had to participate. The Green team’s theme was to showcase
the hard-working women at CM, while the White team’s theme was to
showcase the famous rap group ‘Migos.’ First up were the Junior mannequins,
CHASE KAPLAN for the Green team and COOPER BORSTEIN for the White team.
CHASE was dressed up and placed in a pose as if he was the Camp Photographer
JASON ANDERSON as MERCEDES
CLAIRE MARTIN, while COOPER was dressed up and posed as ‘Migos’ rapper,
Quavo. Following the juniors, were the Intermediates. For the Green team, JASON ANDERSON was dressed up as the
newest chef at Camp Menominee, MERCEDES CLARK and for the White team, RYAN MARTIN was dressed up as
‘Migos’ rapper, Offset. Last to take the stage and be dressed up as mannequins were the Seniors. For the White team,
ALEC GAU was dressed up as ‘Migos’ rapper, Takeoff, while the Green team’s ALEX STELZER dressed as SIMMY, a
former member of the CM admin’ team. After deliberation, judges ETHAN WEISS and MARC GOODMAN announced
that by a score of 2-1, the winners of Mannequin Madness were the Green team. Well done Green team.

Riddle of the Day: I can point in every direction but cannot reach the destination by myself. What am I?
(Submit your correct answer to the Megaphone Office for a free canteen)
Yesterday’s Riddle: I have hundreds of legs, but I can only lean; You make me dirty so you feel clean. What am I?
Answer: A Broom
Winners: NEO SCHNEIDER, RYAN WEIL, DYLAN COHEN, CARTER ZIRLIN and JASON NEIDER
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THE IMITATION NIGHT EDITION

FRIDAY AUGUST 3, 2018

Imitation Night By Editor
On Wednesday night, the campers participated in a CM skit favorite – Imitation
Night. First up were the Junior’s and Cabin 3 began with JJ BARBER and ZACH
FORMAN imitating a wedding between counselors MARC GOODMAN and
ETHAN WEISS. The remaining campers pretended to be guests of the wedding
and imitated their actions. Shout out to MASON AUSLANDER for perfectly
imitating counselor NIALL INGRAM and his love for Leicester City football club.
Cabin 4 were up next and began imitating the counselors in different scenarios.
COOPER BORSTEIN imitated JACKSON WUSTNER when he is on the mic in the
Mess Hall and BENNY GOLDBERG imitated SHANE O’RIORDAN and his amazing Junior Winners: Cabin 5
singing voice. Cabin 5 imitated their counselors as they took a tour around Camp
Menominee. JORDAN TOMLIN, imitating JOSH BROOKSBY, and DRAKE ELMAN, imitating MARC GOODMAN recreated
their most recent showdown in Creatively Acquire, while ROBERT LOQUERCIO imitated counselor CJ ASHLEY and his
love for most sports. Last in the Junior division were Cabin 6 who imitated the admin’ staff and their daily
announcements over the P.A. The stand out imitation was EASTON NEWMAN who perfectly imitated JOSH INGRAM
and his daily announcement for General. When results were announced, the winners in the Junior division was Cabin
5. Congratulations to Cabin 5: DRAKE ELMAN, CHARLIE SANFORD, HARRISON
KESTENBAUM, JORDAN TOMLIN, ROBERT LOQUERCIO and BRANDON
JOHNSON. First up in the Intermediate age division was Cabin 7 who produced
a Q&A session with the campers, imitating counselors. SAM ROSEN imitated JOE
VICKERS and his boat driving skills while MATTHEW HARFIELD imitated EVAN
KOTTER and his daily routines. Following Cabin 7 were Cabin 8 who recreated
some of the counselor moments throughout the summer so far. CHARLIE
EISENBERG imitated COLTAN GAGE’s love for Texas while JASON ANDERSON
imitated CHRIS KOPKE and his scout master games. Cabin 11 took to the stage
next and created a meeting with the Weiss family. DRAEDYN SANFORD imitated
Intermediate Winners: Cabin 7
ISAAC WEISS and how he likes to look up to ETHAN WEISS while LUKE
LARAMORE imitated MARC GOODMAN and how he wants to be a Weiss family member. Cabin 12 followed next with
RYAN MARTIN imitating GERARD WHELTON by producing some Irish dancing, while HENRY MILLER imitated EVAN
KOTTER by enforcing the rules at Camp. Cabin 19 followed with BEN LAZARUS perfectly imitating CJ ASHLEY’s loud
announcements in the Mess Hall and IAN POGANY imitating DAN WAITE and the jokes he plays with the campers
during Canteen. Last up in the Intermediate division were Cabin 13 who imitated their very own nightly podcast held
by JASON. ZACH BEN-ISVY imitated JAKE GOODMAN during the podcast by
pretending to be him in the cabin. Congratulations to Cabin 7 for winning in a
tough age division: MATTHEW HARFIELD, SAM ROSEN, JOSH PETERMAN, REED
METZLER, EMMETT KREZ, LANDON DRAPATSKY and IAN GAU. Finally, first up
for the Senior division were Cabin 14. Shout to to SHANE KOEHLER-DAVIS for
the most impressive imitation of the night, pretending to be WOODY. Cabin 15
followed and produced a night in the Mess Hall with JAKE TOPEL imitating SAM
MAETZOLD and giving the campers the hand sanitizer. Cabin 16 recreated a Q&A
TV show, hosted by ETHAN WEISS where they tried to detemine if VICTOR RUDO
Senior Winners: Cabin 16
stole super powers. Both RYDER SPECTOR and ANDREW DENNAN put on oscarworthy immitations of the counselors. Cabin 9 were next to the stage with MAX BEERMANN reading out a roll call of
counselors with SETH SCHOR immitated JOSH GOODMAN and his desire to play counselor sports. Lucky Canteen 78.
The penultimate act of the night was Cabin 10, with QUINN KLENOW immitating JONAH BROWN and showing his love
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for basketball and LEO NECHELES imitating ADAM BALTZ, showing how ‘perfect’ he is. The final act was Senior Cabin
who imitated a staff meeting the Administration, which counselors tried to interupt. GEORGE NASSAR imitated CHRIS
KOPKE and tried to interupt by playing scout master while DANIEL MALIS tried to interupt the meeting by imitating
BRETT WEISS. Congratulations to the Senior winners, Cabin 16: RYDER SPECTOR, JOSH BARSKY, GAVIN PICKLIN,
NATHAN DUBINSKY, ANDREW DRENNAN, CHARLIE DUMO, MAX KIRSCH, ZACH MEYERS and JEREMY ZELKEN.

Tug of War By Editor
The teams descended on Woody’s pitch for another Green and White event – a best of three Tug of War. First up were
the Juniors and both teams matched each other’s strategy of lining up on opposite sides of the rope to the man in
front. For the White team, ROBERT LOQUERCIO stood in the anchor position, while TYLER FIELD and CHARLIE
SANFORD stood at the front of the rope looking to dig their cleats in and help their team get off to a good start. On
the Green team, BRANDON JOHNSON took to the anchor position and younger campers ZACH FIELD and JJ BARBER
stood at the front of the rope. Having older campers at the front of the rope was a brilliant strategy for the White team
as they took the first game with ease. The Green team mixed things up in the second game but this was to avail as
once again the White team dug their feet in and pulled towards a 2-0 victory. In the Intermediate division, the White
team’s DRAEDYN SANFORD took to the anchor position, looking to outpull the Green team’s anchor, DREW
HERZBERG. The White team placed both SPENCER AUSLANDER and MATTHEW HARFIELD at the front of the rope,
while the Green team placed JACOB SCHNEIDER and JOEY HOFFMAN at the front. Thanks to the leadership of CHARLIE
EISENBERG, the Green team pulled to a convincing first round win. In the second round, BRADY WEISS took control
for the White team and led his team in a hard-fought game. However, despite BRADY’s leadership, JACOB SCHNEIDER
put everything he had into pulling and helped his team to another victory and take the tie 2-0. Last up were the Seniors
in a winner takes all scenario. The Green team placed GAVIN BRAMWIT in to the anchor position, while the White
team used JACK BEHAR. Leading the pull from the front was EMILIO QUINTANAL and JEREMY ZELKEN for the Green
team and ISAAC MILLER and LEO NECHELES for the White team. In the first round, the White team began their charge
and easily pulled the Green team over the line. The Green team needed to change their tactic and did just this by
moving SHANE KOEHLER-DAVIS to the front of the rope. This move seemed to work well as the Green team took the
second game and tie the contest 1-1. As we headed into a winner takes all game, both teams stuck to their strategies
and began pulling. In a very close game, neither team seemed to be making much progress, until JACK BEHAR dug his
cleats into the ground and began pulling the White team forward. The White team were only two feet away from
winning but the Green team were not to be beaten. They managed to gain some footing and began their charge,
pulling the White team over the line, to much celebration. Congratulations to the Green team for taking the overall
Tug of War victory and to all Seniors taking part in the amazing back-and-forth third game.

Circle Dodgeball By CJ Ashley
What was supposed to be a night Twi-Light League, turned into a surprise Green and White event known as Circle
Dodgeball, presented by WOODY and JEREMY. Circle Dodgeball is a twist on regular dodgeball where one team starts
in the middle of a large circle and are surrounded by the opposing team instead of facing off on opposite sides of a
court. The game is a lot tougher than traditional dodgeball because you do not know where the ball could be coming
from. The action began with the counselors taking part in a demonstration game and was won by Cabin 4 counselor
JACKSON WUSTNER, who stayed in the circle for an impressive 2minutes and 7seconds. During the first round,
Intermediates CHARLIE EISENBERG and HARRISON HOFFMAN showed excellent skills to dodge the onslaught from
the opposing White team and ultimately lead the Green team to victory. In the Senior division, we saw another
competitive game as their experience proved to be vital. SETH SCHOR proved to be the ultimate dodger and was able
to dodge ball after ball throw his way. After a whopping 3minutes and 15seconds, SETH was finally hit and eliminated
but had shown his fight and determination and led the White team to victory. The Juniors were also able to get in on
the action and in both of their games, the White team proved to be too strong, thanks to the leadership of captain
THEO GALPER. The White team won the first game by over 1minute and 30seconds and won the second by 50seconds.
Congratulations to all for taking party and playing with true determination, and to the Green team for taking the win.

Riddle of the Day: I sit in a corner while traveling around the world. What am I?
(Submit your correct answer to the Megaphone Office for a free canteen)
Thursday’s Riddle: I can point in every direction but cannot reach the destination by myself. What am I?
Answer: A Finger
Winners: AARON PELTS and ANDREW MORRIS
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THE TEN YEAR EDITION

SATURDAY AUGUST 4, 2018

Ten Year Night By Editor
Last night, BRANDON PTASZNIK, JAKE CZUPEK, BRETT WEISS and JEFF
TOOMBS were all inducted into the Ten Year Club in Wasserman Hall. The
inductees were joined by friends, family members and the CM campers to
help celebrate this joyous occasion. In what is now a CM tradition, THOMAS
C ADLER and PAM ADLER created and sang a song, full of jokes about the
four inductees. JAKE CZUPEK’s family were present at the ceremony and
showed a video of photo’s and funny moments from JAKE’s life at Camp.
BRANDON PTASZNIK was joined on the stage by his cabin and counselor
The ten-year inductees with large
CHARLIE PRICE, who all shared kind words about the impression and impact
smiles during PAM and TOM’s song.
BRANDON has made on their lives. BRETT WEISS was joined on the stage by
the rest of the Junior Counselors, who shared stories of how they each met BRETT and what he has done for them.
Lastly, JEFF TOOMBS was joined on stage by his friends and ex-campers, as they shared many stories and a slideshow
of funny photos. We welcome all inductees and thank them for their dedication and loyalty to Camp Menominee.

League Championships Football By CJ Ashley
Yesterday morning, the campers continued with their MCAA
League Championship action at CM with Jayhawk league. The
Championship game featured the team led by AARON PELTS vs
the team led by JACOB SCHNEIDER. The action started fast as
PELTS connected with one of his receivers on a long touchdown
pass to put his team up early. On defense, PELTS led his team to
make multiple stops and take a commanding 19-6 lead as the
game progressed. However, JACOB SCHNEIDER and his team
were not to be beaten easily as JACOB made some key throws
to DREW HERZBERG and RYAN MARTIN to help pull his team
within one touchdown. The score stood at 25-19 to PELTS and
SCHNEIDER’s team knew they needed a stop. However, PELTS
demonstrated his excellent scrambling and throwing abilities
and threw for another touchdown to receiver MATTHEW HEIL
and seal a 40-27 victory, securing the MCAA Intermediate
Football Championship.

Rock Band Night By Editor
On Thursday night, the boys took part in a Rock Band Night,
hosted by counselor JACKSON WUSTNER. The night began with
the song Menominee Shoes. THOMAS C ADLER, MILES PROVUS,
JACKSON and MIKE TAYLOR all played along with their guitars,
while COOPER BORSTEIN played drums and PAMELA ADLER,
NATHALI TORRES, ERICA BAKER and ANDREA VARGAS all
danced along. It was a great way to start another special Rock
Band Night. Following this performance was DRAEDYN
SANFORD who played a beautiful solo on Piano. ZACH FORMAN
was next up on the stage and began singing and dancing to

Cement Signing By Editor
Every year, campers, administration, counselors
and support staff all sign their name into the
cement to commemorate the second session.
Some of the English counselors: JOHNNY
PAYNE, DAN WAITE, JOE VICKERS and JOE
GARRETT-GALLAGHER added an English flag
next to their name, while Cabin 3 added the
phrase “little sunny” as a memory to a cabin
joke. MATTHEW HARFIELD added his nickname
next to his name and JOSH PETERMAN joined
many of the campers and counselors by adding
the number of years he has been at camp next
to his name. Lucky Canteen Number 130. Special
thanks to CRAIG DOBSON, JOSEPH STAPLETON
and MAX WEINGARDT for laying the new
cement and facilitating the event and to JASON
for making this happen.
Counselors,
campers,
support
staff and
admin sign
their
names in
the cement
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‘Barbie Girl.’ ZACH’s song choice was well received by the audience as they
joined in, singing along. DRAKE ELMAN followed ZACH and once again treated
the audience to a Piano solo. At the end everybody gave DRAKE a round of
applause for his amazing performance. MILES PROVUS followed up from his
opening performance with a guitar solo of ‘Party in the USA’ by Miley Cyrus.
COOPER BORSTEIN once again created his own song which included lyrics of
beating the camp from the west. COOPER’s performance was loved by all and
the audience clicked along to the beat. Counselor ADAM PHELPS received the
standing ovation of the night as he approached the stage under his alter-ego;
Opening song: Menominee Shoes
rapper ‘YT’. ADAM proceeded to rap along to ‘Without Me’ by Eminem, adding
his own lyrics to the tune. Performances from CHRIS KOPKE, singing ‘Wonderwall’ by Oasis and piano solos from BEN
ZELKEN and GAVIN BRAMWIT followed before a special performance from the kitchen staff. MIKE TAYLOR played the
guitar as VICTOR, NATHALI and ANDREA sang a famous Mexican song. DRAEDYN SANFORD returned to the stage for
his second performance of the night and beautifully sang ‘Location’ by Khalid before JACKSON WUSTNER played a solo
on his electric guitar, while singing ‘Naïve’ by The Kooks. The final act of another amazing Rock Band Night was an
extra special performance from WOODY, JASON and JEFF, leading everyone in an all-camp dance along to ‘Blame it
on the Boogie’ by The Jackson 5.

Menominee Monopoly By Editor
The Green and White teams were split into smaller sub-teams and readied
themselves for CM favorite Menominee Monopoly. The sub-teams were to roll
a dice and move that amount of spaces around the Camp. As they moved
around the camp the teams encountered tasks and counselors, who would give
them a trivia question to answer, ranging from Nate Wasserman’s year of birth
to pitching a perfect game. If the campers answered correctly, they were free
to move on, but if they answered incorrectly, they had to complete a
punishment task. NEO SCHNEIDER was quick to help Cabin 3 and 4 White team
Green and White teams at the
moving forward by correctly answering 21 to the question; ‘how many batters
finish line together
would a pitcher face if they pitched a perfect game’. JACK CARTER could not
match NEO’s correct answer and was therefore, was punished by having to go sing a chorus of ‘Buttercup’ to counselor
JAKE CZUPEK. JADEN DONSKY correctly answered the question of how many years Mike Dunleavey Jr. attended Camp
Menominee and MICAH BLUM shined for his team when asked about the Chicago Cubs pitchers. HARRISON
HOFFMAN correctly answered the question on what year Nate Wasserman was born while the Senior Cabin Green
team raced around the course, only getting two questions wrong. TYLER FIELD incorrectly answered last years’ Senior
Football MVP but redeemed himself by shooting a goal on the hockey rink. The White team completed the course in
an impressive 30minutes and 56seconds. However, the Green team won with a blistering 28minutes and 3seconds.

Sock it to Me By CJ Ashley
In the British Bulldogs, Green and White showdown, the teams lined up on opposite sides of Woody’s pitch in height
order. Each team member had a long sock tucked into the back of their pants and were given a number. When their
number was called they would either be on offense and attempt to cross the pitch without their sock being pulled by
their opposing number, or be on defense and would attempt to stop their opponent from crossing the pitch by pulling
his sock. RYAN WEIL made light work of the game, crossing the pitch untouched by any of the Green team adversaries.
DRAEDYN SANFORD produced a fantastic display of twisting, turning and spinning his way out of trouble before
eventually being stopped inches away from the line by Green team member JASON NEIDER. Green team member
ZACH FORMAN produced a stand-out performance as he rode through three challenges before reaching the other
side of the pitch. Shout out to JACK FORMAN, HENRY MILLER and SETH SCHOR for their amazing defensive work.
When the dust settled, it was the White team who was able to claim victory with a final score of 35-30.

Riddle of the Day: I cannot be burned by fire. I cannot be drowned in water. What am I?
(Submit your correct answer to the Megaphone Office for a free canteen)
Yesterday’s Riddle: I sit in a corner while traveling around the world. What am I?
Answer: A Stamp
Winners: BEN LAZARUS and ARI GOLDBERG
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THE FINAL WEEKEND EDITION

MONDAY AUGUST 6, 2018

A Day in Minocqua By Editor
On Sunday afternoon, the CM boys piled into buses to head into the town of
Minocqua for the day. Much like first session’s Town Day, the sun was shining,
and the campers took full advantage, eating ice creams, playing mini-golf at
Island City, and sitting outside comparing their purchases. Once the CM boys
had eaten their dinner at places like Kobe Sushi or Alexander’s Pizza, they filled
the bleaches at the Min-Aqua Bats show. The boys loved the show and started
many chants thanks to the leadership of JACK BEHAR and RYAN FIRMIN.
DYLAN PELTS and DYLAN FLETCHER summed up the day perfectly by adding
that this was one of their best days at camp. Thank you to JASON for organising.

CM ready for the Min-Aqua Bats

Chippewa Sailing Regatta By Asher Berman
The group of eight assembled by CHARLIE PRICE and JEREMY KOHLENBRENER set off for Chippewa Ranch Camp on
Friday morning. ALEX STELZER, RYAN FIRMIN, GAVIN BRAMWIT and CHARLIE were in the boats and towed three
sunfishes over to Dam Lake. On arrival, we were greeted warmly by the Chippewa
girls and began socializing with them and the Timberlane boys. Hamburgers and
hotdogs were prepared for lunch by Chippewa before everybody took part in a
beach party with karaoke, and received their sailing assignments. Once the race
began, ASHER BERMAN, JACK BERGER and LEO NECHELES quickly became the
three racers out in front. The race was going well and was tight for the first of two
laps. Unfortunately, during the second lap, the racers were called back to shore
due to the possibility of thunderstorms. Special shout-outs to CADEN LISKA for
being very enthusiastic throughout the entire regatta, WILL PRICE for being part of
the ‘Cutest Cockpit’ award, JACK BERGER for finishing in second place in the
regatta, and to CHARLIE and JEREMY for helping organise an amazing day.

Bari’s Biffs By Benjie Soren
The Green and White teams set out to play Bari’s Biffs on
Saturday. Two partners, usually a Junior and a Senior, or two
Intermediates, work their way around Camp to find a counselor,
who will give them a game or activity to complete. If the pair
complete the activity, they get a completion mark. The catch is,
the biffer’s, with flour-filled socks, aim to hit the kids with the
socks forcing them to be out. Once you are out, the pair will
have to complete a ‘punishment’ task to get back in, such as
trivia questions or sing-a-song. ZACH FIELD and ZACH FORMAN
successfully managed to complete the wheel-barrow race in a
quick time. MASON AUSLANDER successfully kicked a field goal
and LOUIE KANTER, ZACH BEN-ISVY, and BRADY WEISS were
just some of the people who managed to complete most of the
activities around camp. At the end of the event, and after all
scores had been counted, the White team took home the victory
with a score of 420-260. Well done to all who took part and to
the White team on another Green and White victory.

JJ BARBER with his sister

Chippewa Social By Editor
On Saturday evening, the boys were treated to
their last social of the summer, with the
Chippewa girls arriving. Unfortunately, due to
the weather, the annual color run had to be
cancelled, but this did not stop us having fun, as
the 12&unders had a disco-party in Wass Hall,
while the 13&overs had their party in the Mess
Hall. By the end of the night the rain had
subsided, and all campers merged together
outside for some dancing and laughter. JJ
BARBER had an amazing night with his sister,
while many of our Senior Cabin boys had fun
meeting some of the Chippewa girls. MATTHEW
HARFIELD was excited to see his age division and
some of his friends from home, and DRAKE
ELMAN entertained the girls with his dancing.
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Doc’s Run By Editor
Dr. KENNY MILLER started Doc’s Run many years ago to promote exercise and goal-setting at Camp Menominee. As
tradition has it, on the last Sunday morning of Camp, Menominee campers, counselors and admin’ took part in the
4.5mile run (or walk). The run began at the intersection of County Rd. O and Hwy. 70 and ended half way down the
service road, near the Mike Dunleavey Jr. Courts. Lucky Canteen 136. This year saw a record number of participants,
and in what WOODY believed was the first time ever, a camper 1-2-3, and the youngest ever winner (12years old).
Well done to every individual who woke up and participated. As DOC said, “Everyone who participated is a winner!”
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
33
34
35
37
38

Adam Stein
Gavin Bramwit
Jack Forman
Joe Vickers
Ben Zelken
Shane O’Riordan
Dan Waite
Leo Necheles
Sam Maetzold
Jon Wool
Marc Goodman
Benjamin Taylor
Dylan Cohen
Jason Neider
Max Beermann
Jake McDermott
Jeremy Zelken
Carter Zirlin
Johnny Payne
Ross Feldgreber
Brian Bulgatz
Gavin Picklin
Gerrard Welton
Charlie DUmo
Ian Pogany
Benjie Soren
Ethan Mann
Jake Herman
Jason Feldgreber
Logan Rosengard
Jacob Schneider
Miles Provus
Michael O’Keefe
Emilio Quintanal
Nate Duffy
Josh Barsky
Charlie Sanford
Daniel Gelfgat
Harrison Kestenbaum

31:47
32:04
32:50
33:10
34:33
34:35
35:15
35:51
37:13
37:26
37:36
37:57
38:11
38:21
38:41
38:43
39:08
39:22
39:31
39:36
39:45
40:12
41:01
41:33
42:06
42:18
42:19
42:21
42:42
43:39
44:30
44:30
49:30
49:42
50:00
50:00
52:14
52:15
52:15

40
41
42
43
44
45
47
48
50
51
52
53
54
55
57
58
59
60
61
63
64
65
66

70

73
75
76
77
78

Nate Beermann
Niall Ingram
Jake Topel
CJ Ashley
Tobey Berks
Charlie Eisenberg
Tyler Field
Drake Elman
Wyatt Baumeyer
Joey Matgous
Jack Berger
Sam Wick
Theo Galper
Cooper Borstein
Spencer Auslander
Ryan Weil
Aaron Pelts
Chase Kaplan
Asher Diamond
Charlie Jacobs
Landon Drapatsky
Griffin Bramwit
Henry Miller
Jack Kaplan
Josh Kennedy
Jordan Tomlin
Doc Miller
Drew Benjamin
Ryan Firmin
Louie Kanter
Brady Weiss
Cooper Spector
Ryan Martin
Jaden Donsky
Robert Loquercio
Zach Forman
Elliott Zelken
Matthew Heil
Neo Schneider

52:48
53:06
53:15
53:55
60:11
61:11
61:11
62:14
65:48
65:48
73:38
73:44
73:47
74:54
75:25
75:29
75:29
75:34
76:20
76:47
76:57
78:51
78:51
78:56
78:59
81:01
83:11
83:11
83:11
83:11
84:31
84:31
84:31
87:23
87:23
87:30
87:57
88:13
88:19

Doc’s Run winner ADAM
STEIN showing off his T-Shirt
with a huge smile on his face

Dr. KENNY MILLER, the
founder of Doc’s Run, giving
his annual post-run remarks

Riddle of the Day: I belong to you, but others use me more often than you do. What am I?
(Submit your correct answer to the Megaphone Office for a free canteen)
Yesterday’s Riddle: I cannot be burned by fire. I cannot be drowned in water. What am I?
Answer: Ice
Winner: MATTHEW HARFIELD
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THE SING EDITION

TUESDAY AUGUST 7, 2018

The Green and White Sing 2018 By Editor
The Sing is one of the most sacred and important traditions here at
CM, and last night both teams sang their hearts out and made the
camp proud. Each team performed a four-song medley consisting of
“Fill a Stein,” “To Menominee we Sing,” “Menominee, Menominee,”
and a unique fight song for
their team. Each team
selected a theme, and the
team captains delivered a
speech on their themes.
First to sing were the White
team, who selected the
theme, ‘Equality.’ To show
this equality, each row
wore a different colored
shirt
to show that everyone
The White team sing their fight song
is both different and the
same at the same time and deserve equality. The Green team’s theme
was ‘Individuality’ and showed this by wearing the clothing that best
defines them as an individual. Once both teams had sung, the CIT’s
and counselors approached the stage to lighten the mood, and sing
the songs they created, in fancy dress. In the end, the Green team
won by a score of 3-2. Both teams sang their best throughout and can
be proud of keeping the CM singing tradition alive.

The Green team stands in unison

The counselors in their fancy dress outfits

The Menominee Masters By Thomas C Adler
Sunday morning, five boys were escorted by ETHAN WEISS and THOMAS C
ADLER to the Menominee Masters. The Masters, held at beautiful Plum
Lake Golf Course, had five participants, including TODD LAZARUS, JAKE
HOODACK, BENJIE GAU, JOEY HOFFMAN, and BEN MANN. There were no
Vegas odds on favorites and this was a completely even field. The script
could not have been written any
better as JOEY and BEN were tied
going into the last hole, with the
other three players two shots BEN MANN smiling with the trophy
behind. BEN showed ice in his veins along with the runners-up
as he drove the fairway, hit an iron
just off the green, and chipped within four feet. JOEY had already tapped in
for a five and BEN needed his putt to win the coveted Menominee green
jacket. And his iced veins prevailed as he rolled his Titlist in the centre of the
cup. Wow, what a win but what a gracious winner. Everyone congratulated
BEN in the true Menominee fashion of good sportsmanship. BEN’s name will
be engraved on the jacket along with all the names preceding him.
Congratulations to all the contestants – Cathy’s ice cream for all.
The boys enjoy Cathy’s as a treat
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League Championships Paddleball By Adam Phelps
Leading into the paddleball league championships, brackets were
determined by age, ability and accumulated points over the 1v1
games leading up to the creation of the brackets. Within each
league, there were both an A league and a B league champion, with
many of the final scores being extremely close. In the Bear league
period, GAVIN PICKLIN won the A league, beating MICHAEL
O’KEEFE in an outstanding final, by a close score of 23-21. In the B
league, ASHER BERMAN took the victory by beating NATHAN VASS.
In the Buffalo league period, ADAM STEIN won the A league by
winning another close match, beating REED METZLER, by a score of
ZACH FORMAN faces DYLAN FLETCHER in
22-20. SAM ROSEN cruised through the B league, beating SAM the paddleball league brackets
WICK in the final by a score of 21-8. In the A league in the Jayhawk
league period, LUKE LARAMORE defeated ALEC GAU in the final by a score of 21-8 and MATTHEW HARFIELD clinched
the B league by winning two of his three games over NEO SCHNEIDER. In the A league in the Longhorn league period,
QUINN KLENOW defeated MASON AUSLANDER to win the league, while DANIEL GELFGAT overcame COOPER
BORSTEIN to take the win in the B league. Finally, the Tiger league period hosted the largest number of competitors,
which proved to be highly competitive throughout. Lucky canteen number 209. DANIEL MALIS won the A league,
successfully beating ALEX STELZER in the final while ZACH BEN-ISVY won the largest league of all ten leagues, the tiger
B league, by defeating JACK CARTER in the final by a score of 21-19. Paddleball leagues proved to be both fun and
competitive throughout and congratulations to all champions and to all runners up for reaching the final.

Midnight Manhunt By Editor
After a busy day in the beautiful town of Minocqua, the CM boys
were expecting to get the buses back to Camp for Taps and bed.
However, Green and White coordinators ETHAN WEISS and
BRANDON PTASZNIK had a surprise in store for the green nation and
as the buses rolled in, everybody could see a circle of flames,
signalling the start of the Green and White favorite – Midnight
Manhunt. As the boys stepped off the buses, they raced towards
their cabins to get ready, before meeting in Wass Hall. The aim of the
game was to take it in turns to go on offense and survive a twentyfive minute time limit without being squirted by the defending team.
While on offense, campers could either hide and gain one point for
not being squired The campers had fun squirting each other
in the timeframe
or try get into the ‘ring of fire’ to gain their team five points. The
White team were on offense first and some good running and
dodging from ADAM STEIN drew in several defenders, allowing
others to make it into the ring without being squirted. Good hiding
from DYLAN FLETCHER and BRODY SHEFREN ensured that they
gained a point for their team. The Green team were next on
offense and adopted the strategy to all attack from the start to
reach the ring. This strategy did not work however, due to good
ring guarding from captain JACK BEHAR and LOGAN ROSENGARD,
managing to squirt most of the Green team. When the dust settled,
Green team captains GAVIN BRAMWIT and
and points were tallied, the White teams’ defense were the
RYAN FIRMIN deliver a team talk
difference in the game and helped their team to a 28-13 victory.

Final ‘Riddle of the Day’ for the Summer: I can fall off a building and live but put me in water I will die.
What am I?

(Submit your correct answer to the Megaphone Office for a free canteen)

Yesterday’s Riddle: I belong to you, but others use me more often than you do. What am I?
Answer: Your Name
Winners: CHARLIE JACOBS, SAM ROSEN, WYATT BAUMEYER and ZACH MEYERS
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WEDNESDAY AUGUST 8, 2018

Menominee Way Trait Week Six: Heart By Editor
Due to Town Day on Sunday, The Way was postponed for a few days. Therefore, for one time only, the CIT’s presented
The Way on Tuesday night. This ceremony highlights a specific pillar of the six characteristics our camp calls, ‘The
Menominee Way.’ This week, the CIT’s decided to discuss ‘Heart.’
“Heart: The difference between cheering or putting your soul into something. One with heart does not simply play to
win, but plays to compete. Having heart is not just to play for yourself but play beyond yourself for a higher goal. One
team may not be as skilled as another, but heart can be a gamechanger to lift the weaker team above.”
Congratulations to the following individuals who were honored for their exemplary heart around camp.
MATTHEW HARFIELD. In MATTHEW’s third year at camp, he displays his infectious love for camp every day. From
cheering on his teammates during Green and White, to being the clown of the cabin, it is easy to see how much of
an impact he has on the people around him.
DYLAN COHEN. While it may only be DYLAN’s second year at CM, DYLAN can be seen playing his heart out, not only
for himself, but also for his team. While DYLAN’s actions during activities show his love for camp, his friendly attitude
towards other campers and passion to learn more about camp also makes a difference around the friendly confines.
HARRISON KESTENBAUM is in his first year at the friendly confines and already shows the heart needed to be a
notable figure at camp. To have heart, you need to show dedication to camp and all of it’s functions, something he
does daily. You will always see HARRISON putting in effort in all activities, even on the side-line supporting his team.
JACK FORMAN. JACK’s veteran presence this year at the friendly confines has been felt by all. From building a
victorious fire to cap off Green and White, to playing out for the fly ball in left field, his heart towards camp is
indescribable. JACK approaches all challenges in his path with a hard-fought battle.
RYAN FIRMIN is a veteran at camp and in his six years, RYAN has done a great job showing his passion and dedication
to Menominee, through every cheer he starts. As a Green team captain, RYAN was given the task of leading his
team. During the competition, he stepped up immensely and has put all his passion and heart into being a captain.
MARC GOODMAN. In MARC’s third year at camp Menominee, he consistently displays his love for camp. Whether
he is out at football or running the league championships, he always demonstrates why he is such an integral part
of camp and why camp Menominee needs MARC.
DANIEL WAITE is in his first year at camp and has taken on the role of the Megaphone editor. That is a role only a
person who really cares about camp would take, and succeed in. Throughout the summer, DAN has been tasked to
provide an issue to read nearly every day. That is a lot of responsibility for one guy, but he has handled it perfectly.
WOODY. WOODY’s unconditional love for camp shines bright every day. Year after year, international staff come
and go due to everyone’s busy lives around the world. However, WOODY puts everything aside to come ‘home,’ to
camp. WOODY’s lack of presence this summer was felt by all, and we are thrilled to have him back. His daily work
ethic and soft spot for CM proves to be unlike any other. As if nothing had happened, WOODY jumped right back
into his role at camp which cannot be replicated by any single person. The Menominee family should forever be
grateful for the unimaginable love WOODY has for camp and the thousands of people he has positively impacted.
Honour Cabin:
At the end of the week, JASON honours a specific cabin for best demonstrating the six CM characteristics throughout
that week. This week’s winners were the CIT’s. Every day, the CIT’s have demonstrated their love for camp through
leading activities, cheering on their peers, putting everything they had into Green and White, and building amazing
fires each week at The Way. They are an assett to CM and will be fantastic junior counselors next year. Congratulations
JAKE HOODACK, LOGAN ROSENGARD, BENJIE GAU, TODD LAZARUS, BEN ZELKEN and JOEY MATGOUS.
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White Win By Editor

Road to White Victory:

After an incredible eight days of Green and White, split over 19
competative events, the WHITE team were announced
victorious, in Wass Hall, with a very tight score of 2220-1850.
Once the winners were announced JASON said that this “could
be the first time ever that a team has lost both the Sing and the
Relay, but still won Green and White.” Leading into the Sing and
the Relay, the White team had won an impressive 11 of 17
events and unknown to them, had already built up a large
enough lead to clinch victory. Despite being behind, the Green
team never gave up, thanks to amazing leadership from
captains DANIEL MALIS, GAVIN BRAMWIT and RYAN FIRMIN.
The captains rallied their team to an amazing victory in the
Relay and celebrated in the lake with their brothers. White
team captains JACK BEHAR, LOUIE KANTER and ISAAC MILLER
helped motivate their defeated team to the finish line in the
Relay and led the team to the lake for celebration of their
amazing efforts throughout Green and White. Congratulations
to every single camper and CIT for taking part in this amazing
competition and to the winning team: the White team.

Cheer Off:
White Team

Mannequin Madness:
Green Team

Vroom:
White Team

Menominee Monopoly:
Green Team

Counselor Hunt:
White Team

State of Union:
Green Team

CATES:
Green Team

Runners and Chasers:
White Team

Bari’s Biffs:
White Team

British Bulldogs:
White Team

Tug of War:
Green Team

Circle Dodgeball:
Green Team

Musical Chairs:
White Team

Hatchet Hunt:
White Team

Midnight Manhunt:
White Team

Field Day:
White Team

Greens Take the Relay By Editor

Counselor Sports:
White Team

The Sing:
Green Team

Yesterday afternoon, was the final event of Green and White:
The All-Camp Relay! 53 events stood between each team and
The Relay:
popping the balloon on the flag pole, outside Wass Hall. The
Green Team
events ranged from completing chin ups to running around
bases, playing tetherball and paddleball to rowing out to the landing of the
bridge at Dam Lake, building a fire and boiling water to a relay in Frisbee golf
and from potato and spoon races to climbing the climbing wall. Shout-outs to
BENJIE GAU, for giving the Green team the lead during the rowing event, JACK
BERGER for quickly winning his matchup in tetherball, ASHER BERMAN for
climbing the climbing wall in just over a minute, which allowed the Green team
to reduce the deficit, and MASON AUSLANDER for hitting a bullseye in archery
with his first shot. Leading into the second to last event, building a fire and
boiling water, the teams were neck and neck. TODD LAZARUS and last years’
Relay fire building winner, JACK
FORMAN, worked together to
SETH SCHOR and HENRY LEVIN
create an incredible fire. In
ready at the start line
what JASON called the “best
fire he had ever seen in a Relay”, TODD and JACK managed to boil the
water in under 2 minutes and give the Green team the lead, leading into
the final event: balloon toss up the hill to the flag pole. Despite dropping
the balloon twice early on, the Green team got into a rhythm, thanks to
the aid of captains DANIEL MALIS, GAVIN BRAMWIT and RYAN FIRMIN
and quickly raced up the hill with the balloon, before the captains
popped the balloon together and gave the Green team victory in
2:42:23. Lucky Canteen 71. The White team fought well throughout,
refusing to give up, and managing to complete the Relay in 2:51:31.
The Green team captains seal victory by
Congratulations to both teams for taking part in an incredible Relay.
bursting the balloon on the flag pole

Final ‘Riddle of the Day’ for the Summer: I can fall off a building and live but put me in water I will die.
What am I?
Answer: Paper

Winner: SAM ROSEN
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Green and White Relay Snapshots By Editor

RYAN FIRMIN sprinting in the relay

MASON AUSLANDER shooting a bullseye

BRANDON JOHNSON completing
the sweatshirt relay

NATE BEERMANN with hands
of steel in the potato and
spoon race
HENRY MILLER showing off his running
and balancing abilities on the ‘roll log’

JASON ANDERSON helps spell
‘CM18’ in the sand

The Green team celebrate in the lake

ASHER BERMAN (right above)
climbing quickly to reduce the
deficit
TODD
LAZARUS
and JACK
FORMAN
build an
impressive
fire (right)

BENJIE GAU helps the
Green team take the lead
thanks to amazing rowing

TYLER FIELD (light blue shorts)
completing the Dizzy Izzy’s

JACK
BERGER
(in green)
races to
tetherball
victory
(right)
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Awards Night By Editor
The final night of Camp had arrived, and despite it being a happy-sad occasion due to knowing we were leaving in the
morning, Awards Night was a perfect way to end the summer, and a perfect way to recognize the campers. Due to the
number of awards being presented, the award ceremony began early with several awards being presented at the end
of the banquet, in the Mess Hall. After a short break to finish Twi-Light League finals, the award ceremony continued
down at the camp fire by the waterfront, before heading back to the Mess Hall due to the liquid sun. Finally, the honor
and Nate Wasserman awards were presented in Wass Hall. JASON decided to change things this year and instead of
presenting awards for each of the individual Menominee traits, he decided to award an overall Junior honor camper,
an overall Intermediate honor camper and an overall Senior honor camper, who demonstrated all six of the
Menominee traits. Finally, the Nate Wasserman award of the night is awarded to the camper who best exemplifies all
six traits of the Menominee Way. Congratulations to everybody who won an award.

Nate Wasserman Award: JAKE HOODACK
JAKE has impressed throughout this summer. JAKE is genuine, happy, has camp
spirit running through his veins and is an overall great guy and leader. He is a
fantastic example to those around him and was always the first to cheer on his
team. Congratulations JAKE on this well-deserved award.

Junior Honour Camper: CHASE KAPLAN
CHASE is in his first year at the Friendly Confines and seems to do everything with a
smile on his face. The staff consistently provided feedback to JASON about how
great CHASE was both on and off the field. On the field, CHASE is an incredible
athlete and is a fantastic role-model to his peers. Congratulations CHASE.

Intermediate Honour Camper: ETHAN MANN
ETHAN does everything at Camp with a huge smile on his face. Despite being asked
multiple times to switch teams against the camp from the west or during Green and
White, he never complained and did so with that huge smile. He is loved within his
cabin by both campers and counselors. Congratulations ETHAN.

Senior Honour Camper – JACK BEHAR
JACK was an incredible leader throughout camp. He was a role model in everything
he did and took on the huge responsibility of being a Green and White captain, in
which he excelled. CM are excited to see where he will go next year as a CIT.
Congratulations JACK.
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Stick of Honour – RYAN FIRMIN and LOGAN

Junior Twi-Light League All-Star Team:

ROSENGARD

Centre Field:
JOSH NAMORDI

Junior Twi-Light League:
Winners: Team Shefren – BRODY SHEFREN, CHASE
KAPLAN, CHARLIE SANFORD, HARRISON KESTENBAUM,
SAM WICK, ANDREW MORRIS, JJ BARBER, BRANDON
JOHNSON and DYLAN FLETCHER

Left Field:
BRODY
SHEFREN

Web Gem – EASTON NEWMAN
Silver Slugger – TYLER FIELD
Junior Twi-Light League MVP – CHASE KAPLAN

Short Centre:
SAM WICK
Short Stop: 2nd Base:
TYLER
ROBERT
FIELD
LOQUERCIO

3rd Base:
EASTON
NEWMAN

Pitcher:
NEO
SCHNEIDER

Intermediate Twi-Light League:
Winners: Team Steiner – HARRY STEINER, AARON
PELTS, ZACH- BEN-ISVY, ADAM STEIN, ASHER BERMAN,
RONEN SAREMBOCK, DYLAN COHEN, BEN MILCH,
NATHAN GELFGAT, ADRIAN WASHINGTON and RYAN
MURRAY

Intermediate Twi-Light League All-Star Team:
Centre Field:
ASHER DIAMOND

Rookie of the Year – BENJAMIN TAYLOR

Short Centre:
CHARLIE EISENBERG

Intermediate Twi-Light League MVP – JACOB SCHNEIDER
Winners: Team Stelzer – ALEX STELZER, NATE DUFFY,
DANIEL MALIS, WILL PRICE, ARI GOLDBERG, MAX
MASON, JAKE TOPEL, JARED AGUILAR, RYDER SPECTOR,
JOSH KENNEDY and JACK KAPLAN.
Web Gem – LEO NECHELES

1st Base:
CHASE
KAPLAN

Catcher:
BRANDON JOHNSON

Web Gem – JOSH PETERMAN

Senior Twi-Light League:

Right Field:
JADEN
DONSKY

Left Field:
JACK
CARTER

Short Stop:
JOSH
PETERMAN

3rd Base:
HENRY
MILLER

2nd Base:
REED
METZLER

Pitcher:
HARRY
STEINER

Rookie of the Year – ZACH MEYERS

Right Field:
GRIFFIN
BRAMWIT

1st Base:
ZACH
BEN-ISVY

Senior Twi-Light League MVP – JACK KAPLAN
16A Team – 1st Base – JAKE HOODACK, 2nd Base – ISAAC
MILLER, 3rd Base – JACK BEHAR, Short Stop – ADAM
MASSELLO, Short Centre – HENRY CHABOT, Left Field –
JOEY FINFER, Right Field – JACK FORMAN, Centre Field –
GAVIN BRAMWIT, Catcher – TODD LAZARUS and Pitcher
– KASE RATZLAFF

Fishing:
Fisherman of the Year – ROBERT LOQUERCIO

Basketball Leagues:
Junior MVP – TYLER FIELD
Intermediate MVP – GRIFFIN BRAMWIT
Senior MVP – LOUIE KANTER

Catcher:
JACOB SCHNEIDER
Senior Twi-Light League All-Star Team:
Centre Field:
JACK FORMAN
Left Field:
GAVIN
BRAMWIT

Short Centre:
ISAAC MILLER
Short Stop: 2nd Base:
LOUIE
JACK
KANTER
BEHAR

3rd Base:
LEO
NECHELES

Pitcher:
JACK
KAPLAN

Right Field:
MAX
BEERMANN

1st Base:
JAKE
HOODACK

Soccer:
Junior MVP – CHASE KAPLAN
Intermediate MVP – HENRY MILLER
Senior MVP – JACK BEHAR

Catcher:
TODD LAZARUS
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Archery:

Paddleball Leagues:

Bear League – ALEC GAU

Bear A League – GAVIN PICKLIN

Buffalo League – COOPER SPECTOR

Bear B League – ASHER BERMAN

Jayhawk League – EMILIO QUINTANAL

Buffalo A League – ADAM STEIN

Longhorn League – MILES PROVUS

Buffalo B League – SAM ROSEN

Tiger League – JACOB SCHNEIDER

Jayhawk A League – LUKE LARAMORE

Most Improved – COOPER SPECTOR

Jayhawk B League – MATTHEW HARFIELD

Archer of the Year – WILL MARTINEZ

Longhorn A League – QUINN KLENOW

Riflery:

Longhorn B League – DANIEL GELFGAT

Bear League – DANIEL GELFGAT

Tiger A League – DANIEL MALIS

Buffalo League – MATTHEW HARFIELD

Tiger B League – ZACH BEN-ISVY

Jayhawk League – ROWAN HARRISON

Tennis:

Tiger League – BENJAMIN TAYLOR

Bear League – DYLAN COHEN

Sharpshooter of the Year – TODD LAZARUS

Buffalo League – COOPER BORSTEIN

Climbing:

Longhorn League – DANIEL MALIS

Climber of the Year – LOGAN ROSENGARD

Junior Challenge Ladder – CHASE KAPLAN

Best Effort Award – ASHER BERMAN

Intermediate Challenge Ladder – JACOB SCHNEIDER

Volleyball / Newcomb:

Senior Challenge Ladder – DANIEL MALIS

Junior MVP – CHASE KAPLAN

Most Improved – JACOB SCHNEIDER

Intermediate MVP – JACK BERGER

Player of the Year – DANIEL MALIS

Senior MVP – JACK BEHAR

Football:

Hockey Leagues:

Most Improved Junior – SAM WICK

Junior MVP – TYLER FIELD

Most Improved Intermediate – REED METZLER

Intermediate and Senior MVP – BEN MANN

Most Improved Senior – RYDER SPECTOR

Arts and Crafts:

Junior MVP – CHASE KAPLAN

Artist of the Year – JADEN DONSKY

Golf:
Menominee Masters – BEN MANN

Paddleball Knockout Tournament:
Junior Winner – CHASE KAPLAN
Intermediate Winner – BRADY WEISS
Senior Winner – JAKE HOODACK
Counselor Winner – COLTAN GAGE

Waterfront:
Most Dedicated Skiier – HARRISON HOFFMAN
Most Determined Skiier – COOPER BORSTEIN
Most Improved Skiier – CHARLIE SANFORD
Perseverance Award – EMILIO QUINTANAL
Beating the Clock Award – GEORGE NASSAR

Intermediate MVP – AARON PELTS
Senior MVP – SAM STEINER
Junior Hustle Chain – EASTON NEWMAN
Intermediate Hustle Chain – EMMETT KREZ
Senior Hustle Chain – EMILIO QUINTANAL

Frolf Leagues:
Buffalo League – PETER GAU
Longhorn League – ROBERT LOQUERCIO
Tiger League – CHARLIE DUMO and GAVIN PICKLIN
Jayhawk League – MAX BEERMANN

Megaphone:
Megaphone Writer of the Year – JON WOOL
Riddle of the Day Champion – SAM ROSEN
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What would Camp Menominee be without the Megaphone?
Juniors
Cabin 3:
What would Cabin 3 be without pillow fights?
What would MASON AUSLANDER be without his bed?
What would JJ BARBER be without bar-ruh?
What would DYLAN FLETCHER be without the health center?
What would DYLAN PELTS be without his smile?
What would ZACH FORMAN be without sunny boy?
What would ZACH FIELD be without his mail?
What would DAN WAITE be without the Megaphone?
What would CHARLIE PRICE be without double dipping?
Cabin 4:
What would Cabin 4 be without being fun, smelly, and dirty?
What would COOPER BORSTEIN be without tetherball?
What would BENNY GOLDBERG be without the Chicago Bulls?
What would SIMON MANN be without bop it?
What would THEO GALPER be without his Duke hat?
What would ANDREW MORRIS be without playing cards?
What would NEO SCHNEIDER be without football?
What would SAM WICK be without basketball?
What would EMIL KESTENBAUM be without the Dodgers?
What would BENJIE SOREN be without volleyball?
What would LEVI BLUM be without the Dallas Cowboys?
What would JACKSON WUSTNER be without read for fun?
Cabin 5:
What would Cabin 5 be without sleep talking?
What would DRAKE ELMAN be without athlete’s foot?
What would CHARLIE SANFORD be without his brother Draedyn?
What would HARRISON KESTENBAUM be without the Cubs?
What would JORDAN TOMLIN be without his uncle?
What would JORDAN STEIN be without GAVIN BRAMWIT?
What would ENZO ROEHMER be without reading?
What would ROBERT LOQUERCIO be without lacrosse?
What would BRANDON JOHNSON be without beef jerky?
What would JOSH BROOKSBY be without Leicester City?
What would JONAH GAGERMAN be without lake-ing it?
Cabin 6:
What would Cabin 6 be without friends?
What would TYLER FIELD be without basketball?
What would CHASE KAPLAN be without his brother?
What would BRODY SHEFREN be without his cards?
What would EASTON NEWMAN be without his organized Packers shorts?
What would DANIEL GELFGAT be without his books?
What would CHARLES TAYLOR be without his glasses?
What would JADEN DONSKY be without Ray’s hat?
What would ELI FRIEDMAN be without his panda?
What would RAY OUTRAM be without his hat?
What would ADAM PHELPS be without being YT?
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Intermediates
Cabin 7:
What would Cabin 7 be without flashlight time?
What would MATTHEW HARFIELD be without his cup of tea?
What would SAM ROSEN be without his puzzles?
What would JOSH PETERMAN be without his Space Jam pajamas?
What would REED METZLER be without food?
What would EMMETT KREZ be without flags, bags, and rags?
What would LANDON DRAPATSKY be without his Sketchers?
What would IAN GAU be without his books?
What would JOE VICKERS be without his Green Bay Packers apparel?
What would JAKE GOODMAN be without his hats?
Cabin 8:
What would Cabin 8 be without moonball?
What would SPENCER AUSLANDER be without his lawyer?
What would CHARLIE EISENBERG be without fantasy football?
What would AARON PELTS be without Ryan Weil?
What would RYAN WEIL be without Aaron Pelts?
What would JACK BERGER be without the waterfront?
What would ASHER DIAMOND be without his visor?
What would NATHAN VASS be without his beauty sleep?
What would JASON ANDERSON be without snoring?
What would BRETT WEISS be without left field?
What would EVAN KOTTER be without morning farts?
Cabin 11:
What would Cabin 11 be without the heat?
What would VINCENT CONTE be without soccer?
What would WYATT BAUMEYER be without baseball?
What would CHARLIE JACOBS be without his electric toothbrush?
What would DRAEDYN SANFORD be without his flash hat?
What would BRANDON PTASZNIK be without Green and White?
What would JOHNNY PAYNE be without tractors?
Cabin 12:
What would Cabin 12 be without the casino?
What would NATE BEERMANN be without his Wisconsin bucket hat?
What would JOEY HOFFMAN be without juice?
What would BRADY KAY be without 11:37?
What would HENRY MILLER be without Yuri?
What would BRADY WEISS be without DYLAN WEISS?
What would COOPER SPECTOR be without his stories?
What would JACOB SCHNEIDER be without his hair?
What would ETHAN MANN be without his injuries?
What would RYAN MARTIN be without his freestyling?
What would MILES PROVUS be without skiing?
What would HARRISON HOFFMAN be without London?
What would JON WOOL be without super-duper ball?
What would GRIFFIN BRAMWITT be without basketball?
What would SAM MILLER be without the stick of honor?
What would RYAN WILLIAMS be without Aston Villa?
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Cabin 13:
What would Cabin 13 be without cabin cleanup?
What would ASHER BERMAN be without sailing?
What would ROWAN HARRISON be without Rubix Cubes?
What would ZACH BEN-ISVY be without his Bar Mitzvah book?
What would JACK CARTER be without Julia Wise?
What would BEN MILCH be without his bed?
What would ADAM STEIN be without his letters?
What would HARRY STEINER be without his rip off pants?
What would NATHAN GELFGAT be without books?
What would BENJAMIN TAYLOR be without his volleyball?
What would JOE GARRETT-GALLAGHER be without veggies?
What would JOSH GOODMAN be without Super Smash Bros?
Cabin 19:
What would Cabin 19 be without their ping-pong table?
What would MATTHEW HEIL be without fishing?
What would DREW HERZBERG be without his crocs?
What would CARTER ZIRLIN be without paddleball?
What would DYLAN COHEN be without top-spin?
What would JASON NEIDER be without Denis?
What would MICAH BLUM be without letter writing?
What would JAKE MCDERMOTT be without Hannah?
What would IAN POGANY be without his Rubix Cube?
What would LIAD ZAMIR be without basketball?
What would RONEN SAREMBOCK be without rapping “Young Tiger?”
What would ELLIOTT ZELKEN be without hockey?
What would JESSE KAPLAN be without rafter-ball?
What would BODEN HOWELL be without sarcasm?
What would BEN LAZARUS be without a messy area?
What would CJ ASHLEY be without “ATTENTION MENOMINEE?”
What would SHANE O’RIORDAN be without singing?
What would ISAAC WEISS be without cheesecake?

Seniors
Cabin 9:
What would Cabin 9 be without contraband?
What would HENRY LEVIN be without Grippy Boy?
What would CADEN PERLMAN be without nature breaks?
What would WILLIAM MARTINEZ be without asthma?
What would JARED AGUILAR be without sports?
What would SETH SCHOR be without ginger-itis?
What would MAX BEERMANN be without his watch tan?
What would NICHOLAS WINJUM be without his hair?
What would CRISTIAN LADISLAU be without his hammer?
What would SAM MAETZOLD be without pretzels?
What would GERARD WHELTON be without potatoes?
Cabin 10:
What would Cabin 10 be without their injuries?
What would LEO NECHELES be without his concussion?
What would JACK FORMAN be without his broken finger?
What would JACK KAPLAN be without his broken back?
What would ARI GOLDBERG be without his sprained wrist?
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Cabin 10 Continued:
What would QUINN KLENOW be without music?
What would BENJAMIN MANN be without his green jacket?
What would COLTAN GAGE be without tennis?
What would JAKE JONES be without a dislocated neck?
Cabin 14:
What would Cabin 14 be without a bad cabin clean-up score?
What would JACKSON FRANKEL be without a broken finger?
What would ETHAN GOSSROW be without his Nintendo DS?
What would JOSH KENNEDY be without his rubbish taste in music?
What would ZACH GOLDMAN be without his imaginary girlfriend?
What would SHANE KOEHLER-DAVIS be without his attitude?
What would JAKE CZUPEK be without ERICA BAKER?
What would NIALL INGRAM be without NATHALI TORRES?
Cabin 15:
What would Cabin 15 be without rafter ball?
What would DREW BENJAMIN be without sleep talking?
What would NATE DUFFY be without his batman sheets?
What would JAKE TOPEL be without Vineyard Vines?
What would EMILIO QUINTANAL be without his flashlight?
What would TOBEY BERKS be without MVP?
What would MICHAEL ABIANTON be without getting fake Snapchats?
What would JAKE HERMAN be without JAKE CZUPEK?
What would DEAN ROGERS be without his Corona hat?
What would MATT LAZARUS be without Amanda?
Cabin 16:
What would Cabin 16 be without King Jonah?
What would RYDER SPECTOR be without his station?
What would JOSH BARSKY be without his flow?
What would GAVIN PICKLIN be without his sock?
What would NATHAN DUBINSKY be without his hole in his chest?
What would ANDREW DRENNAN be without an accent?
What would CHARLIE DUMO be without his brother?
What would MAX KIRSCH be without his mouth?
What would ZACH MEYERS be without his hockey stick?
What would JEREMY ZELKEN be without Gibby?
What would ETHAN WEISS be without being a hardo?
What would JONAH BROWN be without his ice pops?
Cabin 18:
What would Cabin 18 be without channel 547?
What would JACK BEHAR be without Nate?
What would DANIEL MALIS be without tennis?
What would ISAAC MILLER be without his grandma?
What would RYAN FIRMIN be without GAVIN’s Super Mario?
What would KADEN LISKA be without his ugly chain?
What would SAM STEINER be without his mom?
What would ALEX STELZER be without stepping on his own hands?
What would GAVIN BRAMWIT be without El’s?
What would ALEC GAU be without being a Gau?
What would LOUIE KANTER be without being prepubescent?
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Cabin 18 Continued:
What would GEORGE NASSAR be without overreacting?
What would WILL PRICE be without IMG?
What would PETER GAU be without Rubix Cubes?
What would MARC GOODMAN be without ETHAN WEISS?
What would ADAM BALTZ be without being perfect?
CIT’s:
What would the CIT’s be without ‘get in your beds’?
What would BENJIE GAU be without soccer balls to the face?
What would JAKE HOODACK be without New York?
What would JOEY MATGOUS be without Harry Potter?
What would TODD LAZARUS be without cheesecake?
What would LOGAN ROSENGARD be without his shadow?
What would DWAYNE O’ DE FREITAS be without the state of Virginia?
Media Team:
What would CLAIRE MARTIN be without her camera?
What would ERICA BAKER be without her video camera?
What would CLAIRICA be without each other?
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Camper Contact Information
Michael AbiAntoun
1619 N Paulina St
Chicago
IL 60622

Josh Barsky
75 Sequoia Lane
Deerfield
IL 60015

Cooper Borstein
166 Cedar Avenue
Highland Park
IL 60035

Cole Adam
13518 Taylorcrest Road
Houston
TX 77079

Wyatt Baumeyer
822 17th
Wilmette
IL 60091

Gavin Bramwit
145 Kimberly Place
New Canaan
CT 6840

Max Agins
20701 N. Scottsdale Rd, 107-487
Scottsdale
AZ 85255

Max Beermann
1326 Dartmouth Lane
Deerfield
IL 60015

Griffin Bramwit
145 Kimberly Place
New Canaan
CT 6840

Jared Aguilar
250 S. Central Ave.
Highwood
IL 60040

Nate Beermann
1326 Dartmouth Lane
Deerfield
IL 60015

Robby Bringas
2112 Kipling Lane
Highland Park
IL 60035

Zachary Akin
26814 N 46th PL
Cave Creek
AZ 85331

Jack Behar
4308 Laurel grove Avenue
Studio City
CA 91604

Jacob Brown
1527 Hervey Ave, Apt 1
North Chicago
IL 60064

Jason Anderson
1364 East 47th Place, Unit 2C
Chicago
IL 60615

Zachary Ben-Isvy
3208 Highland Road
Northbrook
IL 60062

Khairi Brown
3843 W. Maypole
Chicago
IL 60624

Mason Aronauer
10819 N 52nd St
Scottsdale
AZ 85254

Drew Benjamin
1110 Lockwood drive
Buffalo Grove
IL 60089

Jack Carter
2848 Shannon Rd
Northbrook
IL 60062

Mason Auslander
739 Sumac Rd
Highland Park
IL 60035

Jack Berger
45 Shenandoah
Deerfield
IL 60015

Henry Chabot
4717 E Indian Bend Rd
Paradise Valley
AZ 85253

Spencer Auslander
739 Sumac Rd
Highland Park
IL 60035

Tobey Berks
1190 Green Knolls Dr
Buffalo Grove
IL 60089

Dylan Cohan
9532 Leclaire
Skokie
IL 60077

Jeremy Bach
770 Great Elm Place
Highland Park
IL 60035

Asher Berman
710 W. Barry Ave, Apt 3
Chicago
IL 60657

Dylan Cohen
685 Sapling Ln
Deerfield
IL 60015

JJ Barber
4617 Van Noord Ave
Sherman Oaks
CA 91423

Levi Blum
1240 Knollwood Rd
Deerfield
IL 60015

Cade Colby
6203 E. Cochise Rd
Paradise Valley
AZ 85253

Anthony Bareck
423 Marvins Way
Buffalo Grove
IL 60089

Micah Blum
1240 Knollwood Rd
Deerfield
IL 60015

Isaiah Collier
1807 Kentucky Ave
Great Lakes
IL 60088
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Vincent Conte
4219 S Lowe
Chicago
IL 60609

Nathan Duffy
1112 Highland Grove Dr
Buffalo Grove
IL 60089

Ryan Firmin
500 Monroe Avenue
Glencoe
IL 60022

Justin Crasko
681 Dundee Rd
Glencoe
IL 60022

Charlie Dumo
1300 Meadow Lane
Deerfield
IL 60015

David Fisher
415 Kingston Terrace
Deerfield
IL 60015

Noah Davies
10 Homestead Court
St. Charles
MO 63303

Charlie Eisenberg
896 Timber Hill Rd
Highland Park
IL 60035

Owen Fitzgerald
1242 Gregory Ave
Wilmette
IL 60091

Treyton De Lio
1280 Warwick Court
Deerfield
IL 60015

Drake Elman
363 Charal Lane
Highland Park
IL 60035

Dylan Fletcher
214 - 1961 Collingwood Street
Vancouver
BC V6R 3K6

Hudson Deutsch
9703 E West View Drive
Scottsdale
AZ 85255

Chase Engel
4535 E Calle Tuberia
Phoenix
AZ 85018

Augustine Flick
922 Osterman Ave
Deerfield
IL 60015

Asher Diamond
928 Rollingwood Road
Highland Park
IL 60035

Eli Feldman
5923 E Caballo Ln
Paradise Valley
AZ 85253

Benjamin Flick
922 Osterman Ave
Deerfield
IL 60015

Raymond Dong
1510 Jersey Ct.
Buffalo Grove
IL 60089

Finn Feldman
6619 East Caron Drive
Paradise Valley
AZ 85253

Jack Forman
1871 Sheahen Ct
Highland Park
IL 60035

Jaden Donsky
9011 Mango
Morton Grove
IL 60053

Jake Feldman
5923 E Caballo Ln
Paradise Valley
AZ 85253

Zachary Forman
1871 Sheahen Ct
Highland Park
IL 60035

Robert Doran
9703 E. West View Dr
Scottsdale
AZ 85255

Jonah Feldman
6619 East Caron Drive
Paradise Valley
AZ 85253

Jackson Frankel
701 Byron Court
Deerfield
IL 60015

Landon Drapatsky
908 Seminole Rd
Wilmette
IL 60091

Tyler Field
1726 W George St
Chicago
IL 60657

Eli Friedman
10490 East Sheena Drive
Scottsdale
AZ 85255

Andrew Drennan
22 Norwood Drive, Giffnock
Glasgow
Scotland G46 7LS

Zach Field
1726 W George St
Chicago
IL 60657

Jonah Friedman
10490 East Sheena Drive
Scottsdale
AZ 85255

Nathan Dubinsky
1156 Cherry St
Deerfield
IL 60015

Joey Finfer
1859 McCraren Road
Highland Park
IL 60035

Theodore Galper
3703 Woodbine Street
Chevy Chase
MD 20815
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Alec Gau
13010 Conway Estates Dr
Saint louis
MO 63141

Sam Goodman
1309 Meadow Lane
Deerfield
IL 60015

Boden Howell
634 Orchard St
Deerfield
IL 60015

Benji Gau
1245 Stratford Place
Northbrook
IL 60062

Ethan Gossrow
906 Oxford Road
Deerfield
IL 60015

Charles Jacobs
1730 Wilmette Ave
Wilmette
IL 60091

Ian Gau
1245 Stratford Place
Northbrook
IL 60062

Harris Greenbaum
297 Pinecrest Road NE
Atlanta
GA 30342

Bodi Johnson
5621 E. Sylvia St
Scottsdale
AZ 85254

Peter Gau
1245 Stratford Place
Northbrook
IL 60062

Jack Greenfield
170 Crestview Dr
Deerfield
IL 60015

Brandon Johnson
1354 S Indiana Parkway
Chicago
IL 60605

Daniel Gelfgat
613 Hibbard Road
Wilmette
IL 60091

Matthew Harfield
395 Carriage Way
Deerfield
IL 60015

Louie Kanter
1332 Warrington Road
Deerfield
IL 60015

Nathan Gelfgat
613 Hibbard Road
Wilmette
IL 60091

Rowan Harrison
541 W Belmont Ave
Chicago
IL 60657

Chase Kaplan
2516 W. Patterson Avenue
Chicago
IL 60618

Jordan Gentner
636 Michelline Lane
Northbrook
IL 60015

Matthew Heil
1040 Greenwood Ave
Deerfield
IL 60015

Jack Kaplan
2516 W. Patterson Avenue
Chicago
IL 60618

Ari Goldberg
1250 Hazel Avenue
Deerfield
IL 60015

Drew Herzberg
1530 Laurel Ave
Deerfield
IL 60015

Jesse Kaplan
723 Jonquil Terrace
Deerfield
IL 60015

Benjamin Goldberg
1250 Hazel Avenue
Deerfield
IL 60015

Connor Hirschtritt
2205 Kenilworth Ave
Wilmette
IL 60091

Brady Kay
19837 N. 84th Way
Scottsdale
AZ 85255

Zach Goldman
725 Horatio Blvd
Buffalo Grove
IL 60089

Harrison Hoffman
45 Campden Hill Road London
London
W8 7DX

Josh Kennedy
10978 57th Street North
Lake Elmo
MN 55042

Isaiah Goldsmith
1834 Dagget Lane
Gypsum
CO 81637

Joey Hoffman
2845 Huntington Avenue
St Louis Park
MN 55416

Emil Kestenbaum
513 N. Arden Dr
Beverly Hills
CA 90210

Eric Goodman
5117 E Le Marche Ave
Scottsdale
AZ 85254

Jake Hoodack
730 Carriage Way
Deerfield
IL 60015

Harrison Kestenbaum
513 N. Arden Dr
Beverly Hills
CA 90210
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Max Kirsch
1009 Marvell Ln.
Highland Park
IL 60035

Henry Levin
615 Brierhill Road
Deerfield
IL 60015

Ryan Martin
125 Ellendale
Deerfield
IL 60015

Benjamin Kite
4702 E Via los Caballos
Phoenix
AZ 85028

Kaden Liska
2923 Crabtree Ln
Northbrook
IL 60062

William Martinez
302 Prarie Ave
Highwood
IL 60040

Carter Klein
762 Brookridge Dr NE
Atlanta
GA 30306

Tyler Longnecker
5421 E Mariposa St
phoenix
AZ 85018

Jacob Maskin
23117 N. 39th Place
Phoenix
AZ 85050

Quinn Klenow
841 Pine Hill Rd
Stanford
CA 94305

Robert Loquercio
53 E. Division St
Chicago
IL 60610

Luke Mason
20805 N 39th Way
Phoenix
AZ 85050

Shane Koehler-Davis
5321 Suffield Terrace
Skokie
IL 60077

Daniel Malis
443 Castle Pines
Riverwoods
IL 60015

Maxwell Mason
20805 N 39th Way
Phoenix
AZ 85050

Emmett Krez
221 Lakewood Blvd
Madison
WI 53704

Lexx Malkin
3856 Rutgers Lane
Northbrook
IL 60062

Adam Massello
1007 Auburn Ave
Highland Park
IL 60035

Charles Lachman
8008 Pullam Circle
Plano
TX 75024

Truman Mankowski
22 Quinn Circle
Madison
WI 53713

Joey Matgous
31 S Parliament Way
Mundelein
IL 60060

Noah Lapointe
3 Woodgate Dr
Burr Ridge
IL 60527

Benjamin Mann
575 Oak Tree Lane
Northfield
IL 60093

Andrew McCormick
460 West 44th Street
Chicago
IL 60609

Luke Laramore
734 Indian Rd
Glenview
IL 60025

Ethan Mann
1130 Heather Road
Deerfield
IL 60015

Owen McCormick
7035 E Berneil Dr
Paradise Valley
AZ 85253

Ben Lazarus
104 Larkdale East Rd
Deerfield
IL 60015

Simon Mann
1130 Heather Road
Deerfield
IL 60015

Patrick McCormick
7035 E Berneil Dr
Paradise Valley
AZ 85253

Todd Lazarus
4218 Yorkshire Lane
Northbrook
IL 60062

Andrew Marks
17703 North 95th Place
Scottsdale
AZ 85255

Ryan McCormick
460 West 44th Street
Chicago
IL 60609

Luke Leshin
6015 E. Pershing Ave
Scottsdale
AZ 85254

Sammy Marks
17703 North 95th Place
Scottsdale
AZ 85255

Jake McDermott
2651 Bob O Link Lane
Northbrook
IL 60062
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Jackson Merchant
16340 N 99th Place
Scottsdale
AZ 85260

Sam Myerthall
6020 E Mariposa St
Scottsdale
AZ 85251

Josh Peterman
33 Ferndale Road
Deerfield
IL 60015

Reed Metzler
4457 N Wolcott Ave
Chicago
IL 60640

Joshua Namordi
4353 Snowberry Ct
Boudler
CO 80304

Gavin Picklin
1420 Bayberry Lane
Deerfield
IL 60015

Zach Meyers
1326 Devonwood Ct
Buffalo Grove
IL 60089

George Nassar
5927 N 45th Pl
phoenix
AZ 85018

Payton Picus
9220 East Desert Park Drive
Scottsdale
AZ 85255

Benjamin Milch
2542 Oak Ave
Northbrook
IL 60062

Leo Necheles
2662 N Hermitage Ave
Chicago
IL 60614

Casey Pieper
1262 Arbor Avenue
Highland Park
IL 60035

Henry Miller
2221 N Leavitt Street, Unit 1
Chicago
IL 60618

Beckett Nelson
1128 N Cedarview Dr
Bozeman
MT 59715-5911

Jason Plotkin
8129 E Del Barquero Drive
Scottsdale
AZ 85258

Isaac Miller
2222 N Leavitt Street, Unit 1
Chicago
IL 60618

Easton Newman
901 Stratford Rd
Deerfield
IL 60015

Ian Pogany
1244 Wild Rose Lane
Lake Forest
IL 60045

William Miller
19540 Whitehall Drive
Brookfield
WI 53045

Jason Nieder
1132 Oxford Rd
Deerfield
IL 60015

James Poplawski
5609 E Monterosa
Phoenix
AZ 85018

James Mills
501 Barnes Road
Saint Louis
MO 63124

Michael OKeefe
2032 W 103rd St
Chicago
IL 60643

Will Price
2301 West 68th Street, Andrea
Mission Hills
KS 66208

Troy Mock
1124 Williams Ave
Deerfield
IL 60015

Charlie Peacock
15 Mott Lane
Houston
TX 77024

Evan Pritsker
414 Adams Ave
Glencoe
IL 60022

Andrew Morris
727 Warwick Road
Deerfield
IL 60015

Aaron Pelts
164 Oakmont Dr
Deerfield
IL 60015

Miles Provus
3438 Summit Ave
Highland Park
IL 60035

Ryan Murray
632 Knickerbocker St
Madison
WI 53711-1849

Dylan Pelts
164 Oakmont Dr
Deerfield
IL 60015

Emilio Quintanal
Bosque De Manzanos 209
Mexico
DF 11700

Jack Myerthall
6020 E Mariposa St
Scottsdale
AZ 85251

Caden Perlman
1120 Linden Avenue
Deerfield
IL 60015

Mickey Racenstein
3200 Wilmette Avenue
Wilmette
IL 60091
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Miles Racenstein
3200 Wilmette Avenue
Wilmette
IL 60091

Jacob Schneider
950 Woodward Ave
Deerfield
IL 60015

Zachary Sosnow
11015 E. Gold Dust
Scottsdale
AZ 85259

Charlie Ratterman
11801 N 55th St
Scottsdale
AZ 85254

Neo Schneider
950 Woodward Ave
Deerfield
IL 60015

Cooper Spector
933 Warrington Rd
Deerfield
IL 60015

Kase Ratzlaff
708 Bermuda
Lakeway
TX 78734

Seth Schor
1537 Laurel Avenue
Deerfield
IL 60015

Ryder Spector
933 Warrington Rd
Deerfield
IL 60015

Jake Reinhardt
9425 N. Arroya Vista Dr E
Phoenix
AZ 85028

Dylan Schwartz
1532 Hawthorne Place
Deerfield
IL 60015

Adam Stein
787 Valley Road
Glencoe
IL 60022

David Roehmer
10150 E Cortez Drive
Scottsdale
AZ 85260

Ethan Schwartz
4508 Ethel Ave
Studio City
CA 916041002

Jordan Stein
787 Valley Road
Glencoe
IL 60022

Sam Rosen
840 Brand Lane
Deerfiled
IL 60015

Harrison Serlin
4010 Picardy Drive
Northbrook
IL 60062

Harrison Steiner
4638 E. Palo Verde Dr
Phoenix
AZ 85018

Logan Rosengard
758 Sarah Lane
Northbrook
IL 60062

Daniel Shamah
9700 E Sharon Dr
Scottsdale
AZ 85260

Samuel Steiner
4638 E. Palo Verde Dr
Phoenix
AZ 85018

Charles Sanford
2116 Riverside Dr
Plainfield
IL 60586

Jacob Shapiro
4963 RFD
Long Grove
IL 60047

Alex Stelzer
8740 N. Greenvale Rd.
Bayside
WI 53217

Draedyn Sanford
2116 Riverside Dr
Plainfield
IL 60586

Brody Shefren
816 Castlewood Lane
Deerfield
IL 60015

Marlon Stewart
3306 W Warren
Chicago
IL 60624

Ronen Sarembock
5121 Marble Falls Lane
Plano
TX 75093

William Simkins
2320 N. Janssen Ave
Chicago
IL 60614

Brayden Subrin
5309 E. Anderson Drive
Scottsdale
AZ 85254

Thatcher Schiller
263 Mary Street
Winnetka
IL 60093

Aiden Solomon
8359 E Overlook Dr
Scottsdale
AZ 85255

Benjamin Taylor
312 Woodley Road
Winnetka
IL 60093

Xander Schiller
263 Mary Street
Winnetka
IL 60093

Cole Sorosky
3601 N. 55th Place
Phoenix
AZ 85018

Charles Taylor
312 Woodley Road
Winnetka
IL 60093
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Jordan Tomlin
261 S Harvey Ave
St louis
MO 63135

Ryan Weil
2515 Kingston
Northbrook
IL 60062

Robbie Yastrow
1035 Heather Road
Deerfield
IL 60015

Jake Topel
226 Stanton Court
Buffalo Grove
IL 60089

Brady Weiss
10405 N. 56th Street
Paradise Valley
AZ 85253

Liad Zamir
1961 Richfield Ave
Highland Park
IL 60035

Gabriel Unzek
10620 E Laurel Ln
Scottsdale
AZ 85259

Jacob Wernick
5568 E Sheena Dr
Scottsdale
AZ 85254

Aiden Zanowski
996 Hill Road
Winnetka
IL 60093

Noah Unzek
10620 E Laurel Ln
Scottsdale
AZ 85259

Daniel White
4122 N 63rd Street
Scottsdale
AZ 85251

Benjamin Zelken
1341 Edgewood Road
Lake Forest
IL 60045

Nathan Vass
3448 Dauphine Ave
Northbrook
IL 60062

Samuel Wick
4232 50th Street NW
Washington
DC 20016

Elliott Zelken
1341 Edgewood Road
Lake Forest
IL 60045

Emiliano Vazquez
231 16th Street
Wilmette
IL 60091

Donald Windle
3639 Deerbrook Circle
Piedmont
OK 73078

Jeremy Zelken
1341 Edgewood Road
Lake Forest
IL 60045

John Walters
1257 Martha Way
Santa Rosa
CA 95405

Nicholas Winjum
3720 N. Marshfield Ave
Chicago
IL 60613

Carter Zirlin
2436 Maple Ave
Northbrook
IL 60062

Adrian Washington
3547 Tyler Dr
Joliet
IL 60431

Jon Wool
1222 Woodruff Ave
Deerfield
IL 60015
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Staff Contact Information
Pamela Adler
4905 E. Salida Del Sol Place
Tucson
AZ 85718

Jake Czupek
7492 Birch Tree Dr
Eagle River
WI 54521

Joshua Ingram
105 Hungarton Boulevard
Leicester
Leicestershire, LE5 1DF
United Kingdom

Tom Adler
4905 E. Salida Del Sol Place
Tucson
AZ 85718

Coltan Gage
200 N Matthews apt 218
Throckmorton
TX 76483

Niall Ingram
105 Hungarton Boulevard
Leicester
Leicestershire, LE5 1DF
United Kingdom

Christopher (CJ) Ashley
18 Four Lane
Pelzer
SC 29669

Jonah Gagerman
912 Kenton Road
Deerfield
IL 60015

Jake Jones
416 N County Line Rd
Hinsdale
IL 60521

Erica Baker
1924 College Avenue
Stevens Point
WI 54481

Jesus Garcia Ramon
Ticuman 14 a
Puebla
Puebla 72754
Mexico

Jeremy Kohlenbrener
jkohlenbrener@gmail.com

Adam Baltz
422 9th Street North
La Crosse
WI 54601

Joseph Garrett-Gallagher
jggallagher@sky.com

Evan Kotter
1414 Pine Street, Apt 10
La Crosse
WI 54601

Joshua Brooksby
266 Southchurch Drive
Clifton
Nottinghamshire, NG11 9FD
United Kingdom

Jake Goodman
1309 Meadow Lane
Deerfield
IL 60015

Matthew Lazarus
13387 N 91st Place
Scottsdale
AZ 85260

Jonah Brown
2385 St Catherine
St Louis
MO 63033

Josh Goodman
joshgoodman2000@gmail.com

Steven Lutz
1660 Clavinia Avenue
Deerfield
IL 60015

Mercedes Clark
591 Lane Dr SW
Warren
OH 44483

Marc Goodman
goodman.marc11@gmail.com
Instagram: marcgoodman16

Sam Maetzold
2012 Night Pasture Rd
Cedarburg
WI 53012

Rick Culton
rickculton@gmail.com

Jake Herman
8624 Red Coat Lane
Potomac
MD 20854

Claire Martin
3 Carlinn Drive, Mullaharlin Road
Dundalk
Co Louth, A91H24E
Ireland

Jen Mason
20805 N. 39th Way
Phoenix
AZ 85050

Brandon Ptasznik
16327 Amota Ct
Encino
CA 91436

Nathali Torres Islas
Pradera 89
Col. Bello Horizonte
Puebla
PU 72730
Mexico
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Jose Medina Villegas
Calle 27 Sur Numero 2901 Interior B
Puebla
PU 72400
Mexico

Dean Rogers
548 Val de Vie Polo Estate
Kliprug Minor Rd
Paarl
Western Cape, 7646
South Africa

Daniel Waite
21 Osborne Heights
Warley, Brentwood
Essex, CM145UZ
United Kingdom
waitedaniellee@gmail.com

Sam Miller
samcmiller7@gmail.com

Jacob Shefchik
618 Maria Street
Luxemburg
WI 54217

Brett Weiss
7451 E. Thunderhawk Road
Scottsdale
AZ 85255

Dwayne O' De Freitas
23 Arnold Segil Street
Boksburg
Johannesburg
Gauteng, 1459
South Africa

Benjie Soren
905 Fountain View Drive
Deerfield
IL 60015

Ethan Weiss
Instagram: eweiss3

Shane O'Riordan
Dripsey Cross, Dripsey
County Cork, P12RD07
Ireland

Joseph Stapleton
17575 State Hwy 55
Long lake
WI 54542

Isaac Weiss
12520 N 86th Street
Scottsdale
AZ 85260

Raymond Outram
Greenfileds Rathdrinagh Beauparc
Navan
Co Meath, C15 H9T3
Ireland

Daisy Steiner
4638 E. Palo Verde Dr
Phoenix
AZ 85018

Gerard Whelton
Kilbrittain
Co. Cork
P72TF72
Ireland

John Payne
Upper Saltonstall, Wainstalls
Halifax
West Yorkshire, HX2 7TR
United Kingdom

Mike Taylor
10 Hubbard Ave
Asheville
NC 53207

Ryan Williams
133 Sherwood Road
Birmingham
West Midlands
B28 0EY
United Kingdom

Adam Phelps
33 Webster Lane
Hebron
CT 6248

Jeff Toombs
2-101 Ontario St
Victoria
BC V8V1M8
Canada

Peter Wood
23 Nutfield
Welwyn
Garden City
Herts, AL7 1UL
United Kingdom

Charles Price
2301 West 68th St.
Mission Hills
KS 66208

Andrea Vargas
Libertad 44
Oaxaca de Juarez
Oaxaca 71260
Mexico

Jackson Wustner
1841 N Placita Del Lenador
Tucson
AZ 85749

Viorel (Cristian) Ravar Ladislau
105 N Caraway Rd
PO Box 1551
Jonesboro
AR 72467

Joseph Vickers
1 Caughall Road
Chester
CH2 1LR
United Kingdom
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